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New Olay Definity Eye lllurninator.
Fight the look of what really ages

defined eyes.

darkness plus wrinkles. See the brilliance at
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COUTURE

Visit us at www.drexclheritage.com to
view the full couturc collection and see how

fashion and furniturc are completely rclatcd.

/
DREXE L I HERITAGE.

Welcome Home.
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How Much Is Great Sleep Worth?

i-6,9".9,,q: ry"ero*Tl e

Histens beds priced from $4,375-$59,75o

SoHo, NYC
80 Greene Street

212 219-8022

Los Angeles
8675 Washington Blvd

310 558-3155

www.hbeds.com

since r85z

Newport Beach
Fashion lsland
949 719-0877

*,B.-*-:l!:=!!rr.:.

The World's Finest BedsH#tili;x
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The "Rutherford Park"
bedding collection,
with coordinating
sateen sheets.

www.dillards.com
1.800.34s.s273
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New Tyler Florence "Chef's

White" glazed stoneware,

engraved drinkware and metal

napkin rings from Tyler Florence

by Mikasa.

www.dillards.com
t.800.345.5273
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Style of Your Life.



Firsr edirion lighred ball

ornament lrom the
Waterford Crystal
"Times Square" collefiion.
www.dillards,com
1.800.345.5273
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Welcome Inesism zll1

I've read countless advice columns on how to prevent it-what to eat,

drink, or think to put yourself back to sleep. But after trying it all,
I'm now of the Dont Fight It school. As a result, those strange and
mysterious hours between night and day have become some of my
most productive. Don't get me wrong, I'm not writing books or clean-
ing the house at 4 e.rra.'W.hat I am doing is studlng, and I'm doing it
online-at rst Dibs, to be precise. That site, which has revolution-
ized the world of antiques dealers, has become my favorite place to
learn about designers. You simplygo to the part of the menu that lists
furniture according to creators, and start looking. And looking-not
reading and not shopping (though shopping is, happily a by-product
of browsing through rst Dibs; its founderwould surely say that it is the
point!). Looking is the key to understanding what design is a.ll about.

I suppose it says something about my state of mind that I am
on rst Dibs at four in the morning-and not, say, watching reruns of
Project Runway, or trying to hack my way onto my son's Facebook
page. rst Dibs is design z4fT,rirvana for the design obsessed. I cant
tell you how many times I have redecorated my house, in my mind's
eye, scrolling through page after page of antiques; I can say that
my research on that site has made me a crackerjack hunter at con-
signment shops. And with a close reading, over many months of
watching changes in dealers'inventories, you can spot emerging
trends in the antiques markets.

Okay, so this isn't necessarily diverting for everyone. I've come to
realize that the design obsessed are a different breed ofcat. I'd put
myself in the "mild" range, diagnostically speaking-though certain
people who have had to contend with my urge to reupholster and
rearrange their furniture might vehemently disagree. But you should
see what life is like for the truly afflicted. Four e.u. shopping trips for
gueridons dont even put you in conten-
tion. The design obsessed leave no stone

unturned-literally Everything, and I
mean everything, must be just so. This
means that the breakfast table is set with
an interesting mix of gorgeous china;
that the coffee cup, ifthat is the object
with which your day starts, is exactly
the correct shape for soothing the hand

and holding the heat; that the morning
playlist streaming from the iPod fits the
mood of the day; that the bath oil for
the morning soak comes in a streamlined
bottle, so that the tub's ledge doesn't I

have that clinical CVS look; that your
jewelry on the vanity table is arranged in
a seductive way; that the family sched-
ule is displayed in an elegant and read-
able manner; and that, when you finally
get yourselfout the front door (painted
just the right shade of muddy green you
see in France), the car you drive -which,

o

O

by the way happens to be the largest and most important accessory
in front of your house-speaks to your aesthetic sensibility both in
terms of looks and efficiency And that's just a superficial glance at
what life is like before 7 a.u.

Pity the design obsessed. It is hard for us to understand how much
it hurts them, literally, to see poorly articulated road signs, or badly
appointed restaurants, or ugly storefronts. That's why so many of them
live in New York City which IVe come to realize is the design capital
ofthe world. There's just a better chance ofgetting through the day
without too manyeyesores here. (Andwe, too, could use work on some
of those road signs and storefronts.) Not that London or Paris or Rome
is lax in this department, but there is something innately, effortlessly
elegant about the way they go about designing their worlds. History is
on their side. All Colefax and Fowler have to do is say "chintz" and you
know it will be gorgeous stuff Not having had centuries ofa cohesive,

national design sensibility to build on, Americans have had to work
harder at lookinggood. And NewYork, being a place populated by few
who are actually from New York, but instead from Dallas or Kansas

Ciry or Sacramento or Peoria, is the most fertile design lab of all.
New York is the magnet school for the design obsessed from around
the country and there is a New York sensibility that has spread out
across the country settling in quite nicely to mix with the aesthetic of
Charleston or New Orleans or Boston.

I would like to posit something I think should be a corollary
condition to being design obsessed, and in doing this I am marking
the death, in August, of Mrs. Brooke Astor. She was once an editor
at House dl Garden, andl like to think she passed some pleasant hours
sharing with readers the refinements of the houses she visited. For
all her wealth and entr6e, Mrs. Astor understood that design was

empty if it was divorced from the insti-
tutions that shape our cultural life. Her
support for the restorations of the
New York Public Library and the New
York Botanical Garden, to name just
two, was lifesaving for those institu-
tions-and life-enhancing for the rest of
us. It isn't enough to decorate your
house lavishly; it isn't enough to nurture
a beautiful garden; it isn't enough to
study and appreciate the finer points of
design in the dark hours ofthe night. All
of that is only the beginning; Mrs.
Astor's life reminds us that design in the
service of a better world is a goal worth
the obsession, z4/7.

Letb faceit
New York is a ciry of insomniAcs.

:
o

iI

Dominique Browning, ED rroR

lGhouscandgarden.com For all of Dominique Browning's columns,visitus online
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1 -800-cartier - www.cartier.com
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Th,omasville
So youl.

The Colorplay"' Glass Top Table

Visit thomasville,com to browse our furniture coilections

and to locate theThomasville store nearest you.
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WELCOME 14
BY DoMINIQUE BRowNING

Dovesnc Buss
AT HOME WITH... MARCUS

SAMUELSSON 5l The chef and

restaurateur's Harlem penthouse.
sv CHLoE LrpsxE

ELEMENTS OF A ROOM 54
Great screens. sv GspllorNE oE Puy

AT THE TABLE 40 Museum gift shop
wares. BY GEnarotNE os Puv

BUSINESS OF BLISS 48 Kelly

Wearstler's Bergdorf Good man

boutique. BY lNGetD AsnavovtrcH
REAL ESTATE 5O Property tycoon
Elizabeth Stribling is moving to
Brooklyn. pRoDUcED ay CvNrHra FnaNx

HEART OF DESIGN 52 BehunlZiff
Design turns a shelter into a home.
gv GEnaLorr.rE os Puv

LARDER 54 Artisanal foods from all

over the city. av Lonn ZrpusrN

UNCORKED 56 Long Island wine
making has arrived. By Jav McINERNEy

Ox rHe Scexe
WHAT WE'RE SEEING 61

EDITED BY GnEeonv CEnro

ARCHITECTURE 62 The city
that never sleeps is in the throes
of a major makeover, but will its
essential nature survive the face-lift?
av Manrrr FrllEn

DESIGN MIND 66 Architects Ghiora
Aharoni, Studio Sumo, and WORKac.

ev Manrssa Banroluccr
ON THE BLOCK 78 Expert advice
for the novice art collector.
av Gneeonv Cenro

INSPIRATION 82 David Lauren is

looking for volunteers to help
improve the world. gv Gpeconv CEnto

lx rxe Ganpsx
CENTRAL PARK 65 Bethesda
Terrace. av MElrssl Ozawl
FIELD TRIP 86 The Brooklyn
Botanic Garden. ev Mrlrssl Ozrwa

SOULS OF THE EARTH 97 A farm

in Brooklyn. gv MELtssa Ozawa

NUTS & BOLTS 160
eY Dlvanrs Cor-Hour.r

THE SHOPPING GUIDE 165

TI-.IE TESTY TASTEMAKER 166
gY MavEn Rus
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Nicolaus, Collection 2008. Designed and made in ltaly by Natuzzi.

Natuzzi Stores: 101 Greene Street - Soho o 11700 Preston Road - Dallas

900.262.9063 www.natuzzi.com
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Fnrxcr oF Tl{E CrrY too
Architect Richard Meier deslgns a royal

roost. av WpNov GooovaN

Swax Dtvs roe
Gwyneth Paltrow's Hamptons hideaway.

PRoDUcED av KrveEnLv GrEsxE

Evs ox rxs WonlD r2o
The modernist paradise of Est6e Lauder's

John Demsey and Anouschka lzmirlian

Demsey. pRoDUcED sv CvNrura Fplr.,rx

Dsnxrxc MoMrxr rzs
The Metropolitan Museum of Art's living

treasure, Rosamond Bernier.

sv WEr.rov Gooovau

Max or DrsrrxcnoN rro
Designer Thomas O'Brien collects with a
contemporary American eye.

PRoDUcED av MlcuaEL RevNolos

Dsnxrxc Mor{sxr rao
Jeff Koons's Diomond on the roof.
pRoDUcED av CuanlorrE M. FRTEzE

Tr+rxx Local taz
Unique shopping in New York.
pRoDUcED av JprrnEv W. MTLLER

Au AnouND TlrE Towx rsz
A riverfront path lets you see

Manhattan from a new perspective.

ev KarprNE AvEs

Ox rHs Covsn
Gwyneth Paltrow ("Swan Dive,"

page 1o8), in a Marc Jacobs dress, sits

on Thomas O'Brien's Farra cocktail

ottoman for Hickory Chair, in Florence

Broadhurst's Circles and Squares

in Bengal, through John Rosselli &

Associates. Sisal carpet by Stark Carpet.
PHorocpapsso av Enrc CaxaN.

reDesign Happens at
houseahdgaidcn.com
House & Garden's Desigr Happenlng
anchors New York City'sflrst Design
Week,with studio andgarden tours, wine
tastings, fashionshows, and more, all over
town. Long after it's over, of course,

you can still meet the design world's top
names, see thebest gardens, keep up
with architecture trends, and find great 

=wine on ourWeb site, where Desigrr 
E

Happening happens all year long. Join us. 3
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Tenth Avenue. Riclrard Meier
stands in front of a oiece
&f,enk Stella.
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ADVERTISEI\,,I ENT

I IOUSE
&Gardcn

IDENTITY TI{EFT
DON'T GO THROUGI{ !T ALONE

Victims of identity theft spend on overoge
of 55O hours ond $85O restoring their

good nomes, occording to on ldentity Theft
Resource Center survey. For $3O or less per

yeor, Liberty Mutuol's ldentity Froud Expense
Coveroge offers you peoce of mind.*

Avoiloble os on endorsement to your
homeowners policy, the coveroge

reimburses certoin expenses ossocioted
with identity recovery, such os reosonoble
ottorney fees ond lost woges. ln oddition,
o counselor from Liberty Mutuol's ldentity

Froud Crisis Resolution Center moy help you
with identity restorotion. The counselor serves

os your lioison with creditors ond reporting
ogencies ond monitors your credit report

for o yeor to prevent further losses-soving
you time, money ond heodoches.

To leorn more obout Liberty Mutuols
ldentity Froud Expense Coveroge ond our

other home insuronce products, visit
www.libertymutuol.com.

Responsibilig. What's your policy?'

*Not ovoiloble in Alosko.

Wiffi#,

EVENTS, PROMOTIONS AND
DESIGN INSPIRATION

VISIT
EXPLOREHOUSEANDGARDEN.COM

HOUStr
&Gardcn

Dominique Browning
EDITOR IN CHIEF

cREATTvE DTRECTon AnthonyJazzar
DEsIGN DtREcroR Wendy Goodman

ExEcurvE EDrroR Elizabeth Pochoda
pr{orocRApuy DtRecron Lucy Gilmour

MANAGING EDtroR Maria Baugh
srYLE DrREcroR Carolyn Sollis

FEATUaEs DtQEcrop Katrine Ames
aar DtREcrop Trent Farmer

cARDEN EDtroR Charlotte M. Frieze
sENroR DEsTGN eorron Cynthia Frank

CONTPIBUTING SENIOE DESIGN EDITOES

Noemi Bonazzi, JeffreyW. Miller,
Michael Reynolds, Mayer Rus

coNTprBUTrNG Fooo eorton Lora Zarubin
DEpury FEATUREs Drnrcron Ingrid Abramovitch

sENroR FEATUaES Eorrons Gregory Cerio, Paul O'Donnell
sENroR sryLE & BEAUTv EDrroa Kimberly Gieske
sENroR srylE & DEsTGN EDrroa Sabine Rothman

DEpuTyGARDEN eotron Melissa Ozawa
DEpury aRT DrnEcron Jennifer D. Madara
sENroa prcruRE EDrrop Martha Maristany
coNTRTBUrrNG wrNs eorron Jay Mclnerney

CONTRIBUTING SENIOR EDITORS

wEsrcoasr Paul Fortune EunopE Marella Caracciolo
AecHrrEcruRE Martin Filler orpoEus Tom Christopher

prcruRE EDrroa Erica Ackerberg
pRoDUcEa I-ayla Carroll

DESTcNER Elizabeth Schlossberg
copY cHIEF Greg Wustefeld

RESEApCH EDrroR Keith Bearden
REsEARcHER Jordan Reed

EDrroRrAL pRoDUcnoN MANAGER Doreen Storer
ART pRoDUcloN M,ruacen Betsey Barnum

ASsrsraNT MANAGTNG EDrroR Camet'on McVey

ASSISTANT EDITORS

srylr Kate Auletta sryLE/FASHrou JenniferJones Condon
oEsror Geraldine de Puy

EDITORIAL ASSISTANTS

anr Michael Garten,Jason Storm
sHopPrNG Chloe Lieske
oHoro Danny Murphy
srvlE Kristin Runco

ASSTsTANT To rHE EDrroR rN cHrEF Caroline Huddleston

CONTRIBUTING EDITORS

Alqandre Bailhache, Cuoline Cunningham, Katy Elliott,
Oberto Gili, Frangois Halard, KarrieJacobs,

Patricia lansing, Susmna Salk (Special Projects),

Judyth Van Amringe, Carol Williams

Eco EDrroRs Laurie David, ZemJoaquin
puBLrc RELATToNs DrnEcron Frederila Brookfield

puBLrc aELATroNs ASSocTATE Amanda Franl<

EDrroRraL Dr REcroR Thomas J. Wallace
THOSE SUBMITTING MANUSCRIPTS, PHOTOGRAPHS, ARTWORK, OR OTHEE MATEQIALS

TO HOUSE & GAADEN FOE CONSIDERATION SHOULO NOT SEND ORIGINALS

UNLESS SPECIFICALLY REOUESTED TO DO SO BY 
']OUSE 

& GAADEN IN WEITING.

UNSOLICITED MANUSCRIPTS, PHOTOGRAPHS, AND OTHER SUBMITTED

MATERIALS MUST BE ACCOMPANIED BY A SELF.ADDEESSED OVERNIGHT DELIVERY

RETURN ENVELOPE, POSTAGE PREPAID. HOWEVER, HOUSE & GIPDEN
IS NOT PESgONSIBLE FOA UNSOLICITED SUBMISSIONS.

SUBSCRIPTION INQUIRIES:
CALL: 80O.866.4275; E-!iAIL: sUBSCRIPTIONS@HOUSEANDGARDEN.COM

WWW.HOUSEANDGARDEN.COM
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No one was ever seduced by fluorescent light.

The Zippo candle lighter and Slatkin & Co. fashionable candles. Available at Bath & BodyWorks.

Harry Slatkin, home fragronce guru

SLATKIN & CO.

zppo
zippo.com
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ADVERTISETIENT

IIOUSE
&Gardcn

EFFORTLESS STYLE

Creoting effortless style hos never

been eosier with Levolor's oll new line of
Romon shodes. Weve mode selecting your

perfect style eosier thon ever with o wide ronge
of fobric colors in stripes, solids ond textures.

Choose from o voriety of light control ond
operoting options for the ultimote in privocy

ond light control. Our inspirotionol photogrophy

ond on-line ordering for free swotches

will help you moke our ideo o reolity. And our
on-line interoctive window d6cor tool will let
you see whot it will look like before you buy.

Yisit levolor.com or the
homedepot.com to ftnd your style.

% LEVOLOR
Moke Every Room Your Fovorite Room'"

You cafi do at.
Wts can lrelp.

EVENTS, PROMOTIONS AND
DESIGN INSPIRATION

VISIT
WWW.EXPLOREHOUSEANDGARDEN.COM

HOUStr
&Gardcn

Joseph Lagani
VICE PRESIDENT AND PUBLISHER

Jennifer Hicls FranlMtale
ASSOCIATE PUBLISHER/ADVERTISING ASSOCIA'TE PUBLISHEA/MAAKETING

ADVEaTsTNG DrRECron Craig S. Kaplan
accouNT DrpEcroa Carole Cusani

NATIoNAL HoME FURNTsHINGS DtREcroR Susan M. Egan
accouNT DTRECToa Janine M. Marls

EXEcurvE DraEcroa oF LUXURv Randi N. Siegel
accouNT DtaECToR Ahu Terzi

DIAEC IoR OF CONSUI'4ER pRODUCTS Cathv Tracev
DTRECToR oF sALEs DEVELopMTNT M^ry {. Zrgri"

FtNANCIaL DtaECTop Kevin Donovan
ADvERrtsTNG sERVtcEs DtaECToa Regina A.Wall

DreEcroQ oF MARKETTN6 & BUSTNESs Deve Lopysr.tt Vanessa Goldberg
MARKETTNG MANAGEn Mattlew Howe

MAaKETTNG MANAGTp Gina Bulla
AssocIATE MARKETTNG MANAGER Barbra Leung

MARKEINGcooRDruaron Bridget Cray "
DtaEcToR oF caEATrvF sEavtcEs Jessica Hundhausen

MEacHANDTsTNG Dreecron Jason Cavallo
ppocRAM DEVELopMENT DtREcron Christian Bryant

sENroR MEacHANDTsTNG MANAGEa Alyssa Kuppersmith
MEacHANDtstNG MANaGen Elana Leibowitz
EVENTs MARKETTNG DtaEcToR Mollv Hover

cQEATTvE DTRECToR/ADVERTTsTNG Jirri Morgan
DtsrGN DraECTop/aDvER rsrNc Sam Griffin

pRoMoroN pRoDUcloN MANAGER Nicole Doll
pRoMoloN coopDr*aton Hariet Fairey

BEANCH OFFICES
LOS ANGELES OFFICE

6300 Wilshire Blvd., lzth Fl., Los Angeles, CA 9oo48 Tel,323-965-5454 Fax' 323-965-2866
MtDwEsr DrpEcroRs Lorri Day/Karen Martin

8zs N. Michigan Ave., Suite J55o, Chicago, lL 6o6n Tel, Jrz-6t9-35o8/3so3 F6x' 3r2,649-57J4
sAN FRANCrsco DrREcroR Lisa Strambi

50 Franc;sco St., Suite tt5, San Francisco, CA 94133 Tel:415-955-8244 Faxt 415-986-7],96

DETRorr MANAGEn Julie C. Kirner
z6oo W Big Beaver Road, Suite 44o, Troy, Ml !8084 Tel, 248-458-22oj Fax,248-637-2406

sourHEAsr MANAGEns Barbara Bing/Stuart Pliner
The Media Company, jzzJ Paces Ferry Place. Atlanta, GA so:o=S Tel,404-2jt-4588 Fax, 404-233"7796

sourHwEsr varacen Jeanne Milligan
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STARK
FABRIC

Seven dynamic collections. 0ne remarkable name

OLD WORLD WEAVERS GREY WATKINS FONTHILL TASSINARI & CHATEL LELIEVRE MISSONI EDMOND PETIT

FOR SHOWROOM LOCATIONS AND INFORMATION CALL 12121355-7186 OR VISIT STARKFABRIC.COM. TO THE TRADE ONLY.
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ADVERTISEMENT

the coolest refrigerator on the market
This stainless steel beauty graces your kitchen in more ways than you can imagine

while giving you all the room you need for your food and beverages.
It's convenience, performance and elegance-all in one.

DESIGNERS

EESTOT
SAMSUNG NAMED
DESIGNERS' BEST 07
Designers' Best, the most

comprehensive survey ever

conducted within the

design community, just

named Samsung as one

of the best in the following

categories: Refrigerators,

Home Theaters and Audio

Systems and Flat Screen Ws.

HOUSE
&(iardcn
DESIGN
HAPPENING

SAMSUNG IS A PROUD SPONSOR OF HOUSE & GARDEN'S DESIGN HAPPENING
GO TO WWW.DESIGNHAPPENING.COM TO LEARN MORE.
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imagine wanting more and getting it
Space is no worry with the Samsung French Door Refrigerator. That's because

it has more room. ln fact, it has nearly a cubic foot more room than any other

fridge in its category. With the Samsung French Door Hefrigerator, it's not that hard

to imagine. For more information, visit www.samsung.com/frenchdoor

Available atl
i-f--.-...-!:'._ _.":-.4'',_;

'Hlghest in customer satlsfactlon for
reirigerators," two years in a row! Lour;5 @ fT=
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ic-'2007 Mercedes'Beu USA, LLC

Suspension that can adjust to changing road conditions in a fraction

of a second, yet still remain solid at 130 mph. How Mercedes.

INTRODUCING THE ALL-NEW 2OO8 C.CLASS.

Why did we spend seven years creating an alto- this information to adjust stiffness. lt is a process that

gether groundbreaking suspension occurs at lightning speed, without interruption, and

technology for the new C-Class? delivers a driving experience that is simply visceral.

The answer is simple: we promised The cars' dexterous handling is complemented by a

you a Mercedes-Benz. pair of V-6 engines, which deliver rocketJike torque,

From the first turn, you'll know even at low rpm, through the category's only 7-speed

there is something completely distinctive about this automatic transmission. Power is smooth, efficient

car's ability to read the road. lts handling is crisp and and responsive. And purists will be glad to know that

confident on the most harrowing of corners, firmly a short-throw, 6-speed manual is also available.*

planted at highway speeds, yet surprisingly luxurious Put a C-Class to the test for yourself and you'll see

on rough surfaces. what we mean. As for the 130 mph part, unless you

The reason? The suspension automatically responds live near the autobahn or a racetrack, you'll have to

to the amount of undulation at each wheel and uses take our word for it.

T

Unlike anv other.

C-CLASS. The marvels of Alercedes-Benz engin at every turn. dL 1,9

@
tvlBUSA.com

lriilEe. E\ir (j,.s a 1)pt ons, rrires, t r r., r,.g s. .f0 ,ea er l,rep.
I information, call l-80o-FOR-lltERCEDES, or visit MBUSA.com.

Mercedes Benz

20llBC30OSpcrtSooinshorn/itnPrem!m2Packag.an0opt.fa eqrrfnreft.'C300Sporlonl. 'LlSRPi.ra200tla300 |rldestrnnsp.cl
For more
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At l'{omeWith... Marcus Samrelson

A STAR NEW YORK CHEF AND RESTAURATEUR WELCOMES US INTO HIS I-.{ARLEM

PENTHOUSE, WI-]ERE I-{IS DECOR IS AS DIVERSE AS HIS CULINARY REPERTOIRE

At work, chef Marcus

Samuelsson strives for
seamless presentation.
You see it at Aquavit,
the Scandinavian

restaurant he co-owns

with HSkan Swahn' sleek

teak interiors, simply

yet beautifully plated
food. At home, it's

another story. The decor
of his sun-drenched

West Harlem apartment
is an exercise in happy

incongruence. Louis XV-
style furniture shares

space with Edwardian

and modernist pieces

and a mix of personal

treasures: a prayer

chair from Singapore,

decorative art from
Africa, scads of New

York flea market finds.

Samuelsson's own bright
paintings and artwork
are everywhere. "Each

piece is part of my

journey," he says.'Africa
related to Sweden,

related to my travels."

Samuelsson has

voyaged widely. Born

in Ethiopia, he and
his sister were adopted
by a Swedish couple.
(The chef recently had a

Samuelsson in his Harlem
penthouse, surrounded
by his art. "Style is

something that everyone
has inside," he says. "You

choose your own furniture
just like you pick your
own music and clothes."
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At l-{o-eWith...
Mrrcus Samr"ltron

moving reunion with his birth father-who his sister
discovered was still living in Ethiopia-during a visit to
Africa. Samuelsson was working on his new African-
inspired restaurant, Merkato 55, and his award-winning
book on cross-cultural cooking, Ihe Soul ofo New
Cuisine.) Samuelsson began cooking as a youngster in

Sweden. His studies at the Culinary lnstitute in

Goteborg were followed by training in Switzerland,
Austria, New York, and France.

It was in New York that he blossomed, intoxicated
by the city's diverse flavors. After living in almost every
neighborhood, Samuelsson settled on a place he

could truly call home. Lured to Harlem by its beautiful
buildings and history, he found a penthouse duplex
with a roof terrace perfect for parties and relaxing.

Samuelsson will need to recharge. Aquavit has

its zoth anniversary this month, and Merkato 55
just opened in New York's hip meatpacking district.
Starbucks is selling a revamped version of his cookbook.
He is planning a seafood place in Chicago and an

Aquavit in Stockholm, and working on a line of culinary
products. "lt's great to have many creative outlets," he

says. "lt's in the mix that things get interesting."

to live in Horlem. There are
lots o/good Senegolese
restouronts in mg
neigAborAood. fAere's
o/so o greof p/oce on
t2sth that just sogs Soul
Food on a big gellow
sign. /t s o /ontostic ploce.
fheg Aove ajukebox-
/or one do//or you get
seven songs-ond tAeg
cook gou grits ond o reol
southern breakfast." M &G
Dinea NYC. 212-864-7326.

l\"1 alwags wonted

V
"We worked with a
Donish design /i rm for Aquovit,
ond we wonted stuff from all
over Scondinoyio /rom tAe los
ond 6os. fhese Donsk pepper
mills bg Jens Quistgoord mode
perfect sense." Vintage, from
$r55. hiondlomodern.com.

"Tl1e tgpe.
of occosron-
birthdag, quiet
dinner with friends-
determines the
tob/e setiing. f gou
stort witA wAiie
or black, it creotes
controst rigAt
awag. Then I add
logers ond textures.
Here, redp/otes
odd o pop o/
color." Berbere-
crusfed rock of lamb

/rom The Soul
o{ a New Cuisine
(Wiles, gao).

aa

DoN'T WD YO
RIGHT AWAY. LEAVE SPACE FOR TI{E
JOURNEY THAT YOU'RE GOING TO TAKE."

A
" I find inspirotion evergwhere:

from a poster on o troin, or o piece
of fobric. I go to the orf store on Bond
Street for supplies. " ErusAes from
Blick Art Moteriols. dickb lick.co m.
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lil[ "We needed
simple cutlerg
that felt right

with Aquovit's
oestAetic. Ihese
were perfect."
Harmong flatwore,
g63 for a four-piece
set. IekkerAome.com.

"Ihere hos
o/wogs
been something
interesting obout
higA school
lockers. I found
tAis one in SoHo
ond use it to
store oll o/ mg
sAoes, whicA ore
probablg 9o
percent sneokers.
fAe colors moke
the piece /un. "

..I 
LIKE TO COOK WITI.] A LOT OF SPICES.

THEY,RE A WINDOW INTO ANOTHER PERSON,S CULTURE
AND ONE OF TI{E NICEST GIFTS YOU CAN GIVE SOMEONE.,,

)"1 love to /isten to music while / cook.
Herei o fovorite ploglist. " Stevie Wonder: "As. "

Coldplay, "Yellow." Michael Jackson: "Don't Stop
'Til You Get Enough." Bob Marley: "Stir lt Up."
Sade: "Pqrodise. " Timbuktu: "Det Loser Se1. " The
Policer "Qoxonne." Mary J. Blige: "Be Without You."
Sly & the Family Stone: "Evergdag People. " Prince:
'Adore. " Van Morrison: "Crazg Love." Nas, "One

Mic." Somue/sson's 2oo7 James Beard Awardfor best
internotionol cookbook hongs oround the neck o/
o monnequin in Ais living room.

A'As a chef, I have certoin
fAings tAot I reallg care about. Having
o good stove top rnokes cooling so much
eosier. " 5o" Residentiol Novo Burner;
ga 3zo, B lueStar. bluestorcooking.com.
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PlooocGo AND EorrtEo t{ st€oEr

"We have our own
cranberrg oquovit. We make
oquopolitons orjust serve it stroight."
Aquavit New York White Cronberrg,
g5o, of porkoveliquor.com.

"So mong of the stories obout
Africa r:re one-dimensiono l. To know Africo,

we need to know if on mony levels. fhe
paperback version of mg book, with s new
title ond some new recipes, is the frrst
cookbook sold of Storbucks. / con't fAink

o/ o Setter p/oc e for it to lounch. " Discovery
of a Continent, Foods, Flavors, and lnspirations
from Africa, gr7. storbucks.com /or locotions.
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ElcmcntsofaRoom DOMESTIC BLISS

Room Dirid.r"
LIVING IN INFAMOUSLY ILL-PLANNED APARTMENTS, NEW YORKERS
LOVE ROOM DIVIDERS. THESE NEW SCREEN GEMS PROVE THAT
THE SIMPLEST OF FURNISHINGS CAN BE SOME OF THE MOST STRIKING

Gone are the days
when Hollywood
starlets ducked behind
screens to change
into smashing outfits,
but the screen, or
room divider, can still
provide solutions
to spatial dilemmas.

One of the most
versatile of home
furnishings, the screen
can be used as anything
from a temporary
partition to an eye-
catching backdrop.
French designer Marc
Bankowsky created
a plaster and resin
screen with a draping
effect that belies the
sturdy materials. He
used it as a headboard.
For sculptor Dan
Bleier, "a screen is like
a free-floating piece
of artwork."

A screen's flat
dimensions can also
work as a surface
for displaying intricate
designs or unusual
materials; an easy way
to achieve this effect
is by stretching a

favorite piece of fabric
over a frame. Yomo's
silk chiffon and merino
wool versions, and
Holland & Sherry's
leather appliqu6 on
a hunting tweed fabric,
each have the drama
of a movie set. Use
them in your decor, and
all the home's a stage.

_GERALDINE DE PUY

Marc Bankowsky's

ethereal Drapery screen

is made of polyester
plaster resin. gr8,ooo,

through Maison Gerard.
ma isongera rd.com.
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MAGIC ALHAMBRA COLLECTION

www.voncleef -orpels.com C 8OO-VCA 5792
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DOMESTIC BLISS
ElementsofaRoom Rjo- Diriders

AThe sleek and elegant Radetzcky screen, built from panels of
black lacquered wood and ecru fabric, is available at Armani/Casa,
$tJ,825. In NYC, ztz-J3a-tz7r. armanicasa.com.

A Holland & Sherry's red Haras screen features leather
appliqu6 on a tweed fabric. Motifs and colors can be custom-
designed to suit any decorative style.

A A woven metal pattern creates a striking complement to the
smooth leather frame of this screen. Nero high screen, in leather
and metal, 924,4oo, by Bottega Veneta. 877-362-1715.

A The Quantum screen, which consists of three panels in
walnut, lacquer, and gold leal $29,7oo, is a limited-edition item by

Patrick Naggar for Ralph Pucci International. ralphpucci.net.

j6 HOUSE & GARDEN.NOVEN4BEE 2OO7
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WALL VALVE WITH TRI.SPOKE HANDLE AND
THERMOSTATIC SHOWER VALVE TRIM
AERO, NICKEL
SURFACE: ARCHITECTONICS 6"x 6' HAND'MADE CERAMIC TIl.E, MYKONOS

WATERWORKS
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AYomo's delicate Chiffon Silk Road screen is made of silk chiffon
fused with merino wool and chrome-plated stainless steel. g6g95, at
Designlush, NYC. 212-5J2-5450.

nThe bright graphic pattern on Dan Bleier's yellow-and-white
resin screen packs a punch and can be designed to order.
g8,ooo, through the Dan Bleier Studio. danbleierstudio.com.

AThe Nomad screen, designed by Jaime Salm and Roger Allen
of Mio, is made from recycled craft paper and comes in a variety
of shades. 956 for a z4-module pack. mioculture.com.

l
l

.,{.
:''

A For those who want a more traditional look with a dash of Asian
influence, Decorative Crafts' Peacock screen of hand-painted wood
should do the trick. decorativecrafts.com.

i"
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Let's face it, women are natural investors. We invest our time, energy and love in

the people around us with the proficiency of experts. So what happens when it
comes to investing that other thing - our money? We should be pretty good at that
too, right? Women & Co. is a financial resource brought to you by Citi. lt's designed

to empower women with the education and tools to help you become the master

of your money. Whether you're investing for a child's college tuition, caring for

aging parents or investing for your own retirement, you've got what it takes to be

financially confident. To get started go to womenandco.com.

women women powered
by Women & Co.

^--.

Women and Company provides impersonal investment advisory services through Citigroup Global Markels lnc., a registered investnent adviser and broker-dealer,
and a subsldiary of Citigroup lnc. Women and Company is not registered as a broker-dealer. Women and Company is a divisi0n of Citigroup. Women and Company,
Women & Co., Citi and Arc Design are registered service marks of Citigroup lnc. @ 2007 Citicorp North America, lnc.

lnvestment Products: NOT FDIC INSURED . NOT BANK GUARANTEED . MAy LOSE VALUE

let's get it done* I

ffix,

women & co,'
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DOMESTIC BI, ISSAtthcTablc Curated Diniog

NEVER MIND DEPARTMENT STORES WHEN NEW YORK CITY'S VAST
SELECTION OF MUSEUM GIFT SHOPS IS AT YOUR DISPOSAL

.Ebr

;#

#ffi

(Shopping is the soul

of New York-even at its
art and design institutions,
from major players like

MoMA to the Ukrainian

Museum in the East

Village. Museum shops
promise some of the best
finds in the city, particularly
for the table, whether you

are drawn to exquisite-if
pricey-treasures or more
affordable wares. At left,
a decadent Rococo setting:
Tin Ware e lare by Studio
Job, $goo, Cooper-Hewitt
National Design Museum

shop. ztz-849-8j55. Josef
Hoffmann cRUET sraND

in sterling silver, g2,8oo,

Neue Galerie. neuegalerie
.org. Baroque stainless-

steel sxswsns by Faces

Ferran Adria, g5o for a set
of four, Cooper-Hewitt.
Josef Hoffmann's Fleckerl

WINE GOBLET, $5,5OO

each, Neue Galerie.

( Museum stores can be as

homey as they are exotic.
We paired delicate red and

blue stemware with sweet
embroidery. Glass VISE

by Xochi, gg Morgan Library
& Museum. themorgan.org/
shop. Embroidered
TABLECLOTH ANd N PXINS,

from g55, Ukrainian Museum.

ukrainianmuseum.org/shop.

School of Koloman Moser
dinner and salad pLargs,

945 and gz8 each, Neue

Galerie. Glass plpERwEtout

by Robin Lehman,975

to gtoo, Morgan Library.

Red cttopsrtcxs by Mikiya

Kobayashi, gt4, Japan

Society Shop. japansociety

.org. Blue/clear stem warER

GLASS, $'r,75O for a set of
six, red tteugup otass,
9t,875 for a set of six, and

blue NaPKIN HoLDER,

$75, all by Murano. Available

at the Dahesh Museum of
Art. daheshmuseum.org.

#

4O PHOTOGRAPHED BY PATRICIA HEAL T PRODUCED BY SABINE ROTHMAN
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lnvest in silver. This fall, modern luxury comes home to a new elegance. Silver
finishes. Nlirrored surfaces. Rich, shimmery patinas. Welcome to the silver era of
modern living. For the nearest store, call 800 996 9960 or visit crateandbarrel.com.
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DOMESTIC BLISS

At thc'fable €#

USING MUSEUM.BOUGI-IT CI-.IINA, GLASSWARE, AND CUTLERY BASED ON
HISTORICAL DESIGNS MEANS YOU CAN SUP IN TI-.IE STYLE OF ANY CENTURY

( Embroidered TABLEcLoTH,
gtso, Ukrainian Museum.

ukrainianmuseum.org/shop.

Ceramic pomegranate
orsr.t, $s6, Jewish

Museum. 212-423-3333.

Hand-painted Turkish

lznik plarss, from

966, Dahesh Museum.

d a h esh m u seu m.o rg.

Egyptian glass otrcuER,
gzo, Brooklyn Museum.

brooklynmuseu m.org.

Vivianna FLATwAnE, g160

for a five-piece setting,
MoMA Store. momastore

.org. Heart-shaped
coFFEE SpOON, $28,

American Folk Art Museum.

212-265-1c. 40, exl.124.

Grass vlsEs by Claydies,

from g8o, Cooper-
Hewitt. Ceramic MUG and

sauce n by Charlotte
Barkowski for Akkal

Ceramics, g4z, Museum

of Arts & Design.

212-956-3535, ext. 157.

(Handcrafted textures
and exotic patterns
in bright bohemian colors
are best paired with
chunky ceramicware,
above. But the artisan's

touch can also be felt
in the sharp, graphic
statement of black and

white. Fokus polka-

dot ct-lce var by

Marimekko, $ta, available

at Scandinavia l.louse.

212-847-9737. Flowers
pLACE MAT, $32, MoMA
Design Store. Crinkle
SAKE sET in porcelain,
g+8 for a three-piece set,

Japan Society. japan

society.org. Bottna PLITE

by littala, g3z, Scandinavia

House. Usuhari saxE

GLAss, $5o, Japan Society.

Noguchi KNIFE and

FoRK, gl3o, and spooN,

$8o, Noguchi Museum

Store. noguchi.org.

-GERALDINE DE PUY
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nce. To learn more about howIt's TIME to make a differe
Baume & Mercier and KIM
that improve education for
and the environment, pleas,

BASINGER contribute to programs
our children, protect animals

e visit: www.baume-and-mercier.com

,f

RAUME & MERcIER -
GENEVE .1830

1-BOO_MERCIER
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ADVERTISEMENT

HOTPICKS frn*
HORCHOW.com

Ruthie Sommers
What's hot now? We asked celebrity designer and owner of Chapman Radcliff Home

Ruthie Sommers for trends she is seeing and things she loves, all available from
Horchow.com. Here are a few of her favorite design fixes and tips for bringing the
trends home with style and ease.

"How divine to walk over this

plush rug every day in bare feetl

I love the bold zebra pattern."

"This mirror perks up a foyer

entrance or seaside retreat-
and is the perfect addition to
a decadent power room."

What a spectacular piece!
The attention to detail on
this secretary is exquisite,

\\,ith its mirrored doors and
hand-painted drawer fronts.

It w'orks beautifully in a
formal living room or as a

desk in a bedroom.

"This is an amazing find and

incredibly similar to an

antique French chandelier I
saw at auction."

"This is a gorgeous line of
monogrammed linens, and

the color selection is fabulous."

DON'T MISS THE CHANCE TO WIN A
$5,OOO HORCHOW SHOPPING SPREE!
Visit horchow.com and sign up to receive e-mail from Horchow,
and you will be automatically entered to win.

ENTERTO

WIN!
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TO REGI STER FOR S'ITEEPSTAKES, VI S I T HORCH OXr. COM/H GSNTEEPS

EITHE,R THE RUG HAS BEEN IN THEIR FAMILY FOR GENE,RATIONS,

or sbe aisited Horcbow.com.
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ADVE RT IS E I'1E NT

Experience the full, dramattc impact movies and music are meant to deliver with
a Bose@ Lifestyle@ DVD home entertainment system, featuring state-of-the-art technology
that automatically adjusts the sound to fit the unique size and shape of your room.

ALEXA HAMPTON is president and featured

designer of the New York-based Mark Hampton,

LLC, a world-famous design firm founded in

1976 by her late father, Mark Hampton. Whether

designing a private yacht, a sprawling residence,

or a luxury screening room, Alexa brings her

eclectic style to each project. A graduate of

The ideal home theater
begins with comfortable,
well-designed seating,
great acoustics, just-right
lighting, and an ample
supply of popcorn. But
what really enhances your
movie-watchi ng experience
is a superlative sound
system that envelopes
you and literally transports
you to the set.

- Alexa Hampton

-an lEF

Brown University, she has won many awards and
accolades and has been profiled by the media

on numerous occasions. ln addition to creating
great interiors, Alexa lectures about design around

the country.

For more information,
call 1-8OO-434-2073 ext 5052

or visit Bose.com/lifestyle

the sound of great design

Bef,ter soud thru.tgh res;erltcha
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THE DESIGNER I ALEXA HAMPTON
President, Mark Hampton, LLC
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Get the full home theater experience with Bose'sound.
The creak of a floorboard behind you. The roar of a crowd around you. lt's sound that brings movies, sports and music

to life. Bose Lifestyle' home theater systems are engineered with unique technologies to reproduce sound with vivid

detail. Because room size, shape and furnishings can make even the most expensive system sound like one worth half

the price, Lifestyle'systems customize the sound to fit your room. So you hear rich, accurate surround sound, Plus, they
can be expanded to deliver music throughout your home, even outdoors. Hear one of our premium home theater

systems for yourself, and you may be surprised by what you've been missing.

@ ,'[',.'#l:.,.1,9.T ! :i 1y,,.,
Designed for those who want a complete entertainment
system. lncludes built-in DVD/CD player, up to 340
hours of music storage and patented ultzlusic' intelligent
playback system.

II TI

LifeStyle' V30 norn. theater system

Designed for those who want to select their own
DVD player and other entertainment sources.

Itzlakes it easy to connect multiple audio and video
components, and then hide them from sight.

IIrlI

1 -800-434-207 3, ext. 5052 Bose.com/lifestyle
Call or visit us online. And discover why Bose is the most respected name in sound.
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DO}IESTIC I]LISSBusincssofBliss Bicoastal Kell

DESIGNER KELLY WEARSTLER BRINGS A DASH OF L.A. LUXE TO MANI-]ATTAN IN I-.IER

NEW l-{OME ACCESSORIES BOUTIQUE AT BERGDORF GOODMAN sy lrcnro AsnavovrrcH

INTERToR DESIGNER Kelly Wearstler is
based in LosAngeles, but NewYork is becoming
the apple of her eye. Her luxe blue-and-green
decor for Bergdorf Goodman's BG restaurant,
completed it zoo5, became an instant classic
with its Fifth Avenue-meets-Hollywood Regenry
visual sparks. This fall, ITearstler will open her
first boutique, also at Bergdorf's. The oval-
shaped space will be the exclusive purveyor of
I7earstler's new line of decorative objects, which
will be displayed in floor-to-ceiling rows of oval
niches. ITearstler says she chose to sell only acces-

sories because she felt there was a void in the
market. 'Accessories give a room its personality"
she says. "Like books, they speak to the person
who lives in the space, tell us about what they
collect andwhere they've traveled. I'm constantly
looking for them when I shop, and I'm just not
seeing them out there." She now spends much

of her time designing huge hotels
and resorts for the Kor hotel group
(owned by her husband, Brad
Korzen). Since 'Wearstler needs
so many items, she now designs
them herself, and has them manu-
factured around the globe. The
Bergdorf's boutique will feature
seasonal collections ofabout 75 of
her accessories. This fall's assort-
ment includes a Greek foot in mar-
ble. "It's a stately accessory which
could work in a modern or tradi-
tional environment," she says. "I'd
put it on a tabletop or a mantel, or
as part ofa tablescape on a credenza."
A marble silhouette of a face is "very

-

Wearstler-at home,
near right, in L.A.-
drew the rendering,
top, of her new Bergdorf
Goodman boutique.
rThere, accessories
she designed-such
as the ceramic Tangle

vase, $695, far right,
and, above, from
left, Knot dish, g6zs,

Thorn goblet,9425,
and Thorn compote,

$265-will be enticingly
arrayed in niches.

r98os," she says. The largest object is a

3o-inch-tall ceramic matchstick vase in
black and white. "It would be amazing

in an entry or on a pedestal, with or
without flowers," she says.Whywould an

Angeleno make her retail debut in New
York? "I like Bergdorf Goodman's take on tra-

dition and innovation," she says. 'And they asked me."

Design llappening 2OO7 ricker Aorders

con be desrgn star Kellg Weorsfler's privote guests on
Ocfober t9 for a preview o/tAe new boutique, t'ollowed bg
on in-sfore portg. For tickets, go to designhoppening.com.
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.,t&g€a j"we,lry avaitabte at www.rosato.it
and selected fine jewelers. For store locations visit
www.onlygoldusa.com or TEXT tlre word GOLD to

GOLD24 to download 'ONLY GOLD' Sewelry catalog
and store locator.
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PROPERTY TYCOON ELIZABETH STRIBLING IS MOVING FROM A SWANKY
MANHATTAN ZIP CODE TO THE BOOMING BOROUGH ACROSS TI..{E RIVER

Brookl Lodge

{
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Stribling on the
site of her future
penthouse on
the roof of One
Brooklyn Bridge
Park, a condominium
with enviable
views of Manhattan.

THERE ARE STI LL Manhattanites who refuse to
be seduced by the charms of Brooklyn. Elizabeth
Stribling is not among them, though she certainly
fits the profile: longtime resident of a swank
Upper East Side neighborhood, head ofthe lux-
ury real estate firm Stribling & Associates, board
member and patron of several high-profile New
York City cultural and charitable organizations.
Yet Stribling has actually been crossing Brooklp
Bridge for years to attend performances at the
BrooklynAcademy of Music and to forage among
the ethnic food shops in such far from fashionable
neighborhoods as Bay Ridge. Now she is moving
to One Brooklyn Bridge Park, a massive water-

front building, formerly owned by the Jehovah's
'W'itnesses, that is being turned into sleek con-
dominiums by R.A.L. Companies. W'hen R.A.L.
engaged her firm to handle the properry Stribling
paid a visit, took one look out over the water
toward Manhattan, and said to herself, "W'ow!
You can't do better than that."'Well, you can do a

little better ifyou decide, as she has, to construct
a custom-designed penthouse on the building's
roof. From there the panorama of Manhattan is

spectacular, ofcourse, but, in the other direction,
her penthouse will frame views of the lea$, streets
of Brooklyn-the best of all possible worlds for
someone equally at home in both places.
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rnsrst on genuine hardwood floors
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tF; a sample of this and other floors, visit armstrong.com/samples



DOMESTIC BLISSflcart of S".king Shelter
o

HOW NEW YORK'S BEHUN/ZtFF DESTGN tS TURNTNG A TRANSTTTONAL
HOUSING FACILITY lN MANHATTAN INTO A HOME av GEnarorNE or puy

a*
Lo\r-rNCoME HousrNG has long meant
low-quality design. In New York Ciry, that may be
changing, thanl<s to the efforts of those like Kelly
Behun and Natasha Ziff, of BehlnfZiff Desigrr.
Through their friendJessica Seinfeld-who in
zoor founded Baby Buggy, anorganrzation that
donates'gently used" infant supplies to needy

/ families-Ziff and Behun teamed up with'Women
In Need, a nonprofit group that, among other

. things, operates transitional housing facilities for
homeless women and children. Behun ar,d Ziff
became thegroup's de facto beautification commit-
tee, and their first project was to redecorate the
childrent recreational rooms at one of \)7omen
In Need's housing sites in Manhattan. "\7e really
wanted to do something for children-we're both
parents, and this residence is for families-but the
space was a design challenge: a basement, with low
ceilings, little light, and sad colors," says Behun.
"There wasn't a single thing we kept."

BehtnfZiff funded the entire project, which
took two months, on a budget of $zo,ooo. (A
further $ro,ooo was spent on computers for the

kids.) "We enjoy doing things inex-
pensively," saysZiff. "[t florces you
to be creative." The result of their
work is a pair of cheerful rooms
painted in vivid colors such as

orange and sky blue. The furniture
is from places like IKEA and Urban
Outfitters, ar,d BehwrfZiff even
located a company that makes slip-
covers specifically for IKEA furni-
ture. "Xfe spent a little more on
lighting," says Behun. "'We wanted
fun, happy fixnrres.'We painted the
concrete walls outside the windows
yellow to reflect light."

Other details included new radi-
ator covers and air conditioners, and accents from
Target and the Conran Shop. An awkward structural
columnwas revamped into an art installation bypaint-
ing it with geometric lines in bold colors.'When the
children saw the finished rooms, theywere jubilant.

"The children were our most important clients," says

Behun. "\7e wanted them to feel proud and valued."
.W'hat's 

more, thework ofZiff and Behunwill make

it easier for other designers to get involved. .We know
which companies donate, and where to buy things,"
says Ziff. "It'11 be simple to follow our lead." Flere's

hoping others do. [women-in-need.org]

Ziff, left, and Behun in the
renovated rec room, top,
furnished with a dots rug
and an orange dog ottoman,
both from CBz Catalog.

"When we saw the
rooms, they seemed so

far from what they could
be," says Ziff. "lt was

overwhelming." But not
impossible, as the conter
photos prove. Tables

and chairs from IKEA;
patchwork chair from Urban

Outfitters. The designers

brought in floating
shelves from the Container
Store and computers
from Best Buy, bottom.
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DOMESTIC BLISSLarder Made in New York
ARTISANAL FOODS FROM THE CITY'S FIVE BOROUGHS_SOME WITI.] PEDIGREES
GOING BACK ALMOST IOO YEARS-ARE AMONG ITS FINEST TREASURES ev Lopa ZanuarN

Guanciale, sopressata,
and mortadella (I) are just
a few of the fine cured
meats produced from
certified Berkshire pork
by sltuvsnrl BTELLESE

since t925. 378 Eighth
Ave. 212-736-7376.

salumeriabiellese.com.

Hail to the best fresh
mozzarella in Manhattan!
ot plto's bocconcini (5)
are made daily,
and if you
call ahead
and ask nicely,
you can get
them marinated.
zoo Grand St.
212-226-1033.

RUss & DAUGHTens dates
from t9t4 and specializes
in smoked fish-
salmon (8), sable (9),
and chub (lO), to
name a few of the
offerings. A local
baker is responsible
for hand-rolling
the most perfect-
looking bagels
(lI) you've ever.
seen. The
store can also
provide you
with insulated
bags to keep
your catch cold on the way
home. t79 East Houston 5t.212-475-
488o. russanddaughters.com.

I've been going to JOE'S DATRY for nearly
25 years for its sensational smoked
mozzarella (2), which is made in the store's
backyard and is available after 4 o.v.
t56 Sullivan Street. 212-677-8780.

\
l

Go at once to the
DOUGHNUT PLANT

and order the
square one ( ) filled
with coconut cream
or one of the seasonal
flavors. 379 Grand
St. 2r2-505-J7oo.
dough nutplant.com.

BABYCAKES NYC,S

PHOTOGRAPHED BY JONATHAN KANTOR

lf you love Peking duck (6),
the pExrNo DUcK HousE
is the place to have it-crispy
skin and moist, tender meat.
z8 Mott Sl. 212-227 -181c,

pekingduckhousenyc.com.
Order too much, and

pair the leftovers with
BRooKLYN lager(7).
718-486-7422.
brooklynbrewery.com.

The bialy (t2) is the bagel's
overlooked sibling. xossln's
bialys are handmade and baked in
a brick oven. Add cream
cheese and discover something
better than a bagel. J67 Grand St.
877 -424-2597. kossa rsbia lys.com.

rChhouseandgarden.com For recipes and food news, see LoruZarubin's blog, Eating Around.

.; 
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'
organic cupcakes (5)
are delicious, and
some are dairy-

I and gluten-free.' 248 Broome St.
212-677-5c.47.

babycakesnyc.com.
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Uncorkcd I North Fork Surprise
DO\'TESTIC BI, ISS

LONG ISLAND WINE MAKING HAS DEFINITELY ARRIVED WITI] SOME
EXCELLENT WHITES AND A FEW VERY GOOD REDS ev Jay MclNEnNEv

t.J5

{?
i,

FoR THE PAsr 20 YEARS,Ivebeenvisitingthe
East End of Long Island-one of the most beauti
ful, and expensive, landscapes in North America-
but I have so far refrained from writing about the
local wine. Despite periodic announcements of
breakthroughs and blind-tasting triumphs, I wasnt
convinced that Long Island wines were ready for
prime time, or for my table. It hardly seemed like a

positive indicator for the region when the vines at

well-regarded Schneider Vineyards were ripped up

to make way for a horse farm. But after spending the
summer tasting andvisitingwineries, I'm newly opti-
mistic about what's happening in my own backyard.

Long Island winemakers haven't had it easy.

Developers covet their land; the local wildlife

covets their fruit. As I write this, I'm looking out
the window at seven deer munching the lawn. Deer
love grape vines. Eastern Long Island is also on the
flight path of numerous migratory birds, most of
which love grapes. Fencing and netting are an expen-

sive necessity here, but there's no defense against

HollJrvood. The fact that merlot is the grape on
which most Long Island vintners have been betting
the farm seemed at first unfortunate in the wake of
the zoo4 film Sideuays, in which that grape was cast

as a cheesy villain. And yet the reds that really got
me excited this past summer were, in fact, merlots:
the zoor Lenz Old Vines Merlot and the zoor and

zooz vintages of the Grapes of Roth, made by Long
Island veteran Roman Roth. These wines represent a

happy medium between fruiry California and earthy
Bordeaux. Cabernet franc also has its proponents
here, but the real news, for me, is the qualiry and

freshness of the white wines and the ros6s.

The East End of Long Island looks a bit like a

lobster claw aimed at France. Along with fishing,
potato farmingwas the backbone of the local econ-
omy on both the upper and lower parts of the claw.

In 1973, Louisa and Alex Hargrave planted the first
vinifera vines on the North Fork, where the two
were soon joined by Kip Bedell and several other
incurable optimists. Five years later, Hamburg-born
playboy-entrepreneur Christian Wolffer bought a

potato farm on the South Fork, which he turned
into Sagpond Vineyards.

Geologically and meteorologically, the North
Fork and the South Fork are fairly similar, with their
sandy soils and their marine-influenced weather.

Culturally, they are as dissimilar as Fitzgerald's East

Egg andWest Egg.The South Fork encompasses the
Hamptons, the summer playground of Manhattan's

plutocracy. The North Fork, home to some 30
wineries, has a cercair, Mayberry RFD ambience, an

agricultural vibe that reminds some transplanted
Californians of NapaValley r.l,r. (before Mondavi).

John Irving Levenberg, the diminutive winemaker

at Bedell Cellars, is one of those transplants. "X7e

have a chance to do something unique in the wine
world," he says. "That's why I came here."'W'hen
hewasworking for Paul Hobbs in Sonoma, Levenberg

produced super-ripe alcoholic chardonnays that
weighed in at more than r5 percent alcohol. Long

56 PHOTOGRAPHEO EY JONATI]AN KANTOR
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ISAAC MTZRAHI S.HARRIS

fresh fabrics for
gorgeous rooms
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DON{ESTIC BI,ISS

Uncorked North Fo'k S a

se

TIEOENO FILE
Island, with its cooler climate, produces
wines with higher natural acidity and
lower alcohol, and Levenberg is not the
first to suggest-and hope-that the wine
world is moving in that direction.

Founded by Susan and Kip Bedell in
1979, the bootstrap operation was pur-
chased in zooo by Michael Lynne, the
Brooklyn-born cochairman of New Line
Pictures. Lynne's deep pockets and new
high-tech winery have raised great expec-
tations. Bedell's recent reds are indeed
promising, but the whites are already there.
Levenberg makes a wonderfully delicate
gewiirztraminer and two exotic, complex
blends: Thste'White and Gallery

Flying in the face of the local mer-
lot mania, Channing Daughters Winery,
in Bridgehampton, specializes in white varietals and white
blends, which are garnering good press and finding space on
Manhattan wine lists. "\7e believe Long Island is a white wine
region," says winemaker Christoper Tiacy, another California
transplant. "'W'e also believe in blending, because we think we

can make more complexwines."The blends are partly inspired

by the whites of Italy's Friuli region, the climate of which Tiacy

finds similar to the East End's. My favorite is the Mosaico, an

exotically aromatic, viscous, and complex blend of pinot gri-
gio, chardonnay, sauvignon blanc, Tocai Friulano, gewiirztra-
miner, and muscat. Tiacy also bottles single-varietal examples

of Tocai Friulano and pinot grigio, both of which may be the
best new-world examples I've encountered, and they're both
great with the local littleneck clams. He also produces three

excellent ros6s, which cost about a third
of the Domaines Ott ros6, the fashion-
able quaff here in the Hamptons.

If Channing Daughters' Mudd
Vineyard Sauvignon Blanc is any indica-
tion, that varietal would seem to have

great potential on the East End. In fact,

the most impressive white wine I've
tasted in months is PaumanokVineyard's
botrytised, late-harvest zoo5 sauvignon

blanc, an exquisite nectar that resembles

a German eiswein.

Like several East End wineries,
Channing Daughters also produces char-

donnays in two styles, one lean and racy
(Scuttlehole) and the other (LEnfant
Sauvage) fat and buttery-what I call lob-
ster chardonnay. Despite the abundance

oflobsters out here, I think the unoaked
sryle is best suited to the climate. Long
Island will never be able to compete
with Napa and Sonoma in the Pamela
Anderson School ofChardonnay. But as

Long Island winemakers hone their craft,

they are offering an increasingly attrac-
tive and sophisticated set ofalternatives
to the muscle-bound cabs and buxom
chards ofthe \7est.

r zoor Gnapes or Rors Menlor A gorgeous wine with a little eucalyptus on the
nose and a lot of plummy fruit in the glass. The 'oz is a bigger, more structured version,
which needs another year in bottle. Order from thegrapesofroth.com, $5o
r 2oo5 BEDELL Cpllans REsEnvE MEnLor Shcrtly after winemaker John lrving
Levenberg arrived at Bedell, he watched the 2oo5 merlot get pummeled with eight
days of post-hurricane rain. Amazingly, the merlot survived and prospered in

this well-structured, tobacco-infused, medium-bodied red. $ao
: zooc CsauxrNc DaUGHTERs Muoo Yrxrvano SauvrcNoN Blaxc Light and grassy,

with lots of lemon and grapefruit. Gramercy Tavern goes through loo cases of
this by the glass each year, and no wonder. g2o

r 2oo,4 LENZ WtNERv Gewiinzrnavrxen This smells more like a Riesling, but on the
palate it has plenty of exotic lychee-nut gewtirtz character. gzo

r zool WSLrcEn EsrarE REsERvE Cxanooxxry A sophisticated chardonnay
that could pass for chablis with its pronounced mineral streak and its svelte profile.
California doesn't make them like this. A great value at gt9.5o.

r zooc Pauvaxox Yrxevanos Lare Hanvesr Sauvrcxox Btaxc Wow! The honeyed
richness is held in balance by the backbone of zingy acidity. A perfect marriage of
grapefruit and honey, with a voluptuous viscous texture. g4o

For information on buying wine, go to houseandgarden.com and click on Wine and Food.

At the E
TI.IE MANI.IATTAN EAST
Like design aficionados, cocktail
makers adore novelty. ln honor of House

& Gorden's Design Happening2ooT,
blended spirits maestro Dale DeGroff-
a.k.a. King Cocktail-concocted
a variation on the classic Manhattan.
DeGroff's Manhattan East combines
bourbon with Canton ginger liqueur
for a snappy marriage of the spicy root
and cognac. "My guess was that
readers of House & Gorden might
prefer a culinary, lighter-style cocktail,"
he says. How does it taste? Think of
traditional decor accented with a bright
and buoyant lacquerware screen: you

first savor earthy, brawny bourbon
flavors, but the finish is a tingling ginger
blast. Now, tAoft a well-built drink.

11lz oz. Maker's Mark bourbon
l/z oz. dry sake

z dashes Peychaud's bitters
I oz. Canton ginger and cognac liqueur

Combine, stir with ice, and strain into a chilled
martini glass. Garnish with orange peel.

ar

rcts houseandgarde n.com Catch up with Jay N{clnerney's weekly wine pick and his blog, Dining Out, online.
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The Alacria in 18 K yellow gold, set with 102 diamonds FC Top wesselton ws 1.6 ct is a perfect

example of carl F. Bucherer's unique philosophy. As an independent family business in Lucerne

since 1919, our passion for perfection and love of detail have never changed.

www.carl-f-bucherer.com
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DtrSIGN DATEBOOK
Ocrosep 19 To 2r
lNtEpHattoNaL VtNracg PosrEn
Fatn Dealers at the Metropolitan
Pavilion will offer more thanlo,ooo
original advertising graphics, ranging
from dreamy Art Nouveau pieces
to bold, buoyant mid-century works
like this Braniff Airlines poster,
right. posterfair.com.

Craving "that space between' between sky and earth, between
heaven and men," Michel Setboun took photographs of and from
skyscrapers. NEw YoRK VERTIGo (Abrams, gao) is a dramatic portrait
of the metropolis as we rarely see it. A very different and important
urban document is THE BtRTl.{ oF GRAFFITI (Prestel, gzs). ln tgzs-a
pivotal time in "writing," as those creating graffiti called it-Jon Naar

shot thousands of pictures. His chronicle is a fine reminder of a raw
exciting movement when New York was gritty. LIFE oF THE Clrv (DAP/

MoMA, $2o) is a glorious, sometimes wacky collection of images from
the Museum of Modern Art, each a perfect representation of what
sets New York apart. For luxurious evidence that the city is the center
of the decorating world, theres BuxNv WTLLTAMs'PorNT oF VrEw

(Stewart, Tabori & Chang, 96o), a compendium of the designer's 3o
years of creating "backdrops for living." Want directions to the off-the-
beaten path? Try A Flsooxtsr's GUIDE ro... New Yonx (Hgz, gts), a

hipster's manual of hotels (rated on atmosphere and style), clubs, even

where to rent a bike. Or take a hike and bring along Leslie Day's Ftelo
Guros ro rse Narunal WonlD oF NEw Yonx Crrv (Johns Hopkins,
gzS). This little gem fills you in on everything finned, furred, feathered,
or leafed, and how to find it, in all five boroughs. -KArerNE aMEs
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NovENgEn I ro s
"Tur BQE," BpoorlvN AcADEMY oF
Musrc A highway inspires art' BAM's
zsth Next Wave Festival will feature
the premiere of composer Sufjan
Stevens's musical and cinematic
interpretation of the much traveled,
and much reviled, Brooklyn-Queens
Expressway. bam.org.

NovEt4aep 2 To 18
"BEpr-rr.r rr.r Lrc[.rrs," ClnNEctE Hall
AND OTHEa vEIUES The vibrant
German capital's cultural embrace
of the classic and the cutting-
edge will be celebrated in musical
performances, screenings, exhibits,
and lectures. carnegiehall.org/
berlininlights. -GERALDTNE DE puy
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One of the most exquisite of Japanese art forms is the cultivation
of chrysanthemums-/<i/<u, in that nation's language-into intricate
living displays that celebrate both autumn and the imperial
family. Starting October 20, the New York Botanical Garden, in
collaboration with Tokyos Shinjuku Gyoen National Garden, will
present the most extensive /<iku exhibit ever seen outside Japan.
The show, five years in the planning, uses techniques dating back
'l,5oo years, including ozukuri (in which a single plant is coaxed to
produce hundreds of simultaneous blooms), ogiku (numerous types
of chrysanthemums grown to form a pattern), and /<engoi (small-

flowered plants trained to cascade like waterfalls). The centerpiece
of a monthlong tribute to Japanese culture, the exhibition, says

NYBG vice president Todd Forrest, "unites art, science, and nature
in a way that only horticulture can." nybg.org. -MELtss^ ozawa
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TI{E CI{ANGING FACE
OF NEWYORK

THE CITY THAT NEVER SLEEPS IS IN THE THROES
OF A MAJOR MAKEOVER, BUT WILL ITS ESSENTIAL

NATURE SURVIVE THE FACE-LIFT? by martin filler

NEW YORK IS AGAIN caught up in one of
those construction frenzies that erupt here every
two decades or so, spurred by a financial boom,
and certain to be followed, if the past is any
guide, by an equivalent bust. The current build-
ing mania is all the more remarkable because

only six years ago the terror attacks ofSeptember
rr led some analysts to declare New York too
risky for large-scale real estate investment and
development. But as the trauma receded and
postmillennial hedge funds created fortunes
unprecedented in American history, the belea-
guered metropolis regained its aura as the mod-
ern worldt incomparable city of dreams.

Dazzltng corporate headquarters have lately
mushroomed uptown and down, even at Ground

Zero, despite those who insisted
the site was doomed to remain a

gaping hole. NewYork's lucrative,
high-end residential market is
reflected in the current median
Manhattan apartment price: $r.3
million. Almost every block of
the Lower East Side seems to
have acquired a striking new
apartment house, though that
poky term doesn't do justice to
these eye-popping, amenity-
crammed structures, for which
celebriry architects by the score
have been recruited to supply
name-brand design cachet. Apart
from such scene-stealing projects,
what will the face of New York
look like in the years ahead?

Ever since the citywas founded,
as NieuwAmsterdam, almost 4oo
years ago, it has been in a more
or less constant state of building
up and tearing down. No other
great city has been subject to so

much change for so long. To be sure, commercial
structures everywhere rise and fall in response

to the pitiless rhlthms of economic cycles. But
no New York building was deemed sacrosanct
until the wanton destruction of Pennsylvania
Station in the r96os led to the creation of the
Landmarks Preservation Commission. Federal
Hall, the original seat of our national govern-
ment, was demolished within a quarter century
of George Washington's first inauguration there.
Churches that might have survived for centuries
in London or Paris were torn down within a

generation as Manhattan's development moved
inexorably northward.

The skyscraper, the quintessential American
building type, transformed New York's skyline,

Among the many

residential buildings
rising on Manhattan!
once slummy Lower
East Side is the t6-
story Blue, by architect
Bernard Tschumi. A
rare luxury doorman
condo, it stands on the
former parking lot of
Ratner's delicatessen.

62 PHOTOGR^PHED BY FLOTO + WAPIEP
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archrteclure

but the city's ground-level character has been
much more affected by the relentlessly repetitive
street grid adopted in r8rr. That uniform rectilin-
ear plan, varied only by north-south avenues

broader than east-west streets, and sliced by the
unruly diagonal of old Broadway imposed super-

ficial order but stifled architectural ambition.
How different can you make buildings look on
a z5-foot-wide lot?

Quality architecture was also stifled by the mer-
cenary instincts of New York's reigning business

class. The city always was, is now, and ever shall be

a trading post. The commodities in play shift from
era to era- rum and beaver pelts at first, then rail-
road shares and shirtwaists, now hedge funds and

electronic media-but traders' motivation never
'wavers. As Max Bialystock summed it up h The

Producer1 Mel Brooks's paean to New York ambi-
tion, "Money is honey"

Years ago I asked the architectJames Marston
Fitch, often called the father ofthe historic pres-

ervation movement, why the average building in
New York is far less distinguished than the aver-

age building in Chicago (leaving aside Chicago's
much higher ratio of undisputed architectural
masterpieces). Fitch looked stunned at my naivetd

and then patiently stated the obvious: "It's because

New York's city government and real estate inter-
ests have always worked hand in glove."

Inevitably, large-scale public construction
includes a political component-hidden, overt, or
implicit. But in New York nothing major gets

The diagonally faceted
Hearst Tower, above, by

Foster * Partners, is one
of several spectacular
corporate skyscrapers
erected in the city since

9/tt. rThe Porter [.louse,

right, a ten-story zinc-
clad condo by SHoP

architects, updates a

palimpsest of adjacent
commercial structures,
ranging from Federal to
Victorian to Art Deco,

in the city's trendy
meat-packing district.

built without a project's sponsors and designers

being on the right side ofpoliticians and surviving
planning-approval ordeals that have humbled
some of the biggest names in the profession. Not
everyone has trouble, though. Hooking up with a

well-connected real estate mogul is sure to smooth
the process, but a principled architect beholden
to a bottom-line speculator can become a Faustian

figure. It's better than even money (to quote a

lyric from the ultimate New York musical, Gazys

and Dolls) that Frank Gehry won't seem quite the
artist he once was after the completion of his
dreadful Atlantic Yards project for Bruce Ratner,
today's ultimate inside player.

Superficially stunning though some recent New
York architecture has been, in contrast to the
stolid style of the recent past, matters of sryle will
be overshadowed by urgent infrastructure con-

cerns in the very near future.'With more than ioo
miles of shoreline, the city's five boroughs will be

particularly vulnerable to the effects of rising sea

levels caused by global warming. Major vehicular
traffic arteries by water's edge will be prone to
increased flooding, as will the city's century-old
subway system, which ground to a halt this past
summer after a healy rainstorm, a sobering
reminder that a populous urban center cannot

64 I.,lOUSE & GAADEN.NOVEMBEA 2OO7
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To dramatize the imminent threat New York faces photo feature in the Ne@, TorA Daily Neus
from severe climate change, artist Eve Mosher began NO NEW YORK Sunday magazine called Changing Scene.
drawing a chalk line in Brooklyn and Manhattan this BUILDING WAS \Tritten by architectural historian Margot
spring to show where the city's receding shoreline will DEEM ED Gayle, it showed before-and-after shots of
stand if environmental predictions come true..Whether SACROSANCT New York locales decades aparr, sometimes
it is sea walls or other protective flood devices, some- 

U NTIL Tl_{ E improved, but often nor. Itwas easyto moon
thing needs to be done, and soon, to make sure the. city OESinUCf iON over losr landmarks like the Greek Revival
doesn't wind up as Steven Spielberg depicted it in ';'#iil|i Astor. House hotel near City Hall without
Artificial Inalligenu, with only skyscraper tops and the 

STATIOIif ;;; realizing how awful it must have been with-

"ffiji'L::T;fl11"fi:T+:.fT,il'jillfiu"., n rHE cRE#roX ffffi.;11;::1",?.;j'-HffiJ*;:
was still a place where young people could start out in OF Il{ E the most glamorous ciry ever.
careers other than investment banking and law. The days LAN D MA R KS I was disabused of my Gotham nostalgia
when aspiring poets, dancers, and other artistic sorts PRESERVATION byAline MacMahon, a celebrated stage and
could find affordable housing in Manhattan are long COMMISSION screen actress whom I got to know in the
gone, and gentrification has pushed farther and farther '7os, when New York was at a low ebb. She
into the outerboroughs. You rarelyhearaboutthe needto keep was thewidowofClarence Stein, the architectwhose high/ow
working-class New Yorkers from being run out of town alto- practice encompassed Fifth Avenue's lordly tmple Emanu-el
gether. Central Paris has morphed into a spotless, glittering and, in Queens, Sunnyside Gardens, a pioneering low-cosr
playground for the rich, losing the economic and social diver- housing complex subsidized by the Bing & Bing family, whose
sity typical of the old aie du quartier The same deadening fortune was made building luxury apartment houses that
homogenization seems likely for New York unless a concerted remain coveted addresses.

effort is made to keep it from becoming a flat-out plutocracy IThen I sighed about how New York must have been ideal
Growing up in the r95os and yearning to escape to NewYork during her heyday of the 'zos and '3os, MacMahon rejoined,

from my Brooklyn-born parents'exile in SouthJersey I loved a "Oh no, Martin, no. The ciry is much better without all those
awful things-the elevated trains on
Third and Sixth avenues, the abattoirs
along the East River where the U.N. is

now, and, worst of all, Al Jolson on
Broadway" Her point was that change is

integral to the DNA of New York, and

that accepting it-while striving, as her
husband did, to make it better than
before-is central to why our city must
retain its diversity no matter how much
its outward appe,uance is threatened.

DesignHappening 2OO7
Martin Filler wtll lead o pcnel discussion
on "The Future Face of New York," as port o/
House & Garden's Design Hoppening 2oo7,

on Ocfober l8 of fAe Sg/vio ond Danng Kage

P/ogAouse qt Hunter Co//ege in Monhotton.
Porticiponis will include Michoel Sorkrn, orchi-

tect, critic, ond director of tAe groduote urbon
design progrom ot the Citg College of New
York; Mike Wallace, disf inguisAed professor o/
Aistorg ot John Jag Co/lege ond coouthor o/
the Pulitzer Prize-winning Gotham; Mojoro
Carter, founder ond executive director of
Sustoinoble SoutA Eronx and a MacArthur
Fellow; Bill McKibben, environmentolist ond
author of The End of Nature; and Doniel
Libeskind, orchitect qnd desrgner of tAe origi-
nol Freedom Tower and moster plon /or
G round Ze ro. designAoppening.com.
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BUII.DING BOOMERS
AT THE CUTTING EDGE OF NEW YORK'S ARCI-.IITECTURE ARE YOUNG

DESIGNERS WHO ARE INSPIRED BY (AND REPRESENT) T1-.lE MELTTNG pOT Tt-.lAT
STILL DRIVES Tl-lE VIBRANT PHYSICAL LIFE OF THE CITY by marisa bartolucci

(Gurona AuanoNr
New York-based, Israeli-born architect
Ghiora Aharoni was destined to be a

stranger in a strange land. Aharoni has
no complaints about his fate. His wan-
derings in exotic lands like Egrpt, China,
and India feed his mind, as do encoun-
ters with ancient and contemporary
art-Indian statuary, Donald Judd
sculptures. But it was while renovating
his century-old tenement apartment
that Aharoni learned to "listen to the
space." He kept the outer brick walls,
irregular ceiling beams, and uneven studs
to preserve the memory of what had
been, while streamlining the kitchen,
dropping part of the ceiling for over-
head storage, transforming the tiny
bathroom into a sleek walk-in shower,
and planting miniature conifers in win-
dow boxes to frame the view. The place
is a minimalist gem-and a brilliant
calling card: his three-year-old firm has

garnered a lively variety of projects
beyond the usual apartment renova-
tions and beach houses. He created a

digital reconstruction of the Egyptian
tomb of Perneb for the Metropolitan
Museum of Art and, with Stamberg
Aferiat Architecture, designed a 9/rr
memorial and park for the XTest Mllage.
Currently under construction is a shel-
ter ofsteel and cedar for a downtown
rooftop, inspired by India's ancient
astronomical observatories, called j an-
tar mdntdrs. Instead of orienting the
structure's slotted openings to the stars,
Aharoni directs the gaze to the twin-
kling spires of the New York Life,
Chrysler, and Empire State buildings.
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It's all about

ask your doctor about BOTOX Cosmetic.

Don't hold back! Express it all! Express yourself by

asking your doctor about BOTOX" Cosmetic

Millions of women already have.

Log on to Botox0osmetic.com for answers

to some of your toughest questions

and to find a qualified doctor in

your area you can trust to help

you make your decision.
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) WO n X A n C U t f ECT U R E C O V pANY Not long aft er 9 f t,Beirut-born Amale Andraos

and Rhode Island-raised Dan Wood, newlyved design principals at Rem Koolhaas's Office for
Metropolitan Architecture, decided to establish their own firm in New York. Having lived and

traveled in Europe, Asia, and the Middle East, the intrepid pair believed that, despite the attacks,

{Sruoro Suvo
'Accidental architects" is how Yolande Daniels of
Studio Sumo in Long Island City describes herself
and Sunil Bald, her partner in life and practice.'When
her parents vetoed her dreams of becoming a writer
or an artist, Daniels settled on architecture. Bald, a
biology major at the University of Santa Cruz, only
started "experiencing cities" on his travels in India
and Europe. The two met in graduate school at
Columbia, where Bald walked off with an AIA
medal-the first of many honors for them both. In
ry95, they set up Studio Sumo, hoping to combine
building with research, teaching, and arr installa-
tions. They sought designs that pleased the senses

while addressing social and cultural issues. Their
idioq.ncratic approachturns out to have mass appeal.

Last year, Sumo completed the modest but ingenious

Museum of Contemporary African Diasporan Arts
in Brooklyn, where a slotted-wood reception area

serves as a sculptural map of the African migration.
Their elegantJosai University School of Management
in Sakado,Japan, crisply folds into the landscape.

Under construction is a vibrantly hued affordable-
housing complex in Miami's Little Haiti, and
a Harlem bachelor pad whose shifting vistas recall
the villas of oldJapan. Accidental architects, maybe,

but prodigious ones, too.

pHoroGRApHED By KarHERrue WoLKoFF
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New York was the only place where mixing
and difference were still possible. And
for them, difference is the wellspring of
ideas. The process of manifesting those
ideas physically is at the core of 'Work

Architecture Company. Their five-year
plan stipulated taking every job that came

their way "You cannot imagine the amount
you learn from even the smallest project,"
says Andraos. And small is how they
started, with the design of a high-tech
doghouse. More than a hundred projects
later, they have scaled up considerably.
They are currently completing the master
plan for the Brooklyn Academy of Music
Cultural District and the headquarters of
the Diane von Furstenberg Studio in the
ciry's meatpacki ng district.

PI]OTOGRAPI{ED BY ETHAN HILL
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parentheses have a place
but not on your face

ASK YO
DOCTO

tUVE0fnnA* is a smooth injectable gel your doctor uses to instantty smooth out
those parentheses lines on the side ol your nose and mouth. so smooth and

natural, everyone will notice (but no one will know).

Ask your doctor about:UVEOERV:" To learn more, log on to www.juvederm.com or
call 877-FILLER MD {877-345-5376) to find a quatified doctor in your area.
Please see important treatment considerations for patients on the following page.
By Prescription Only.

' , :.. :t1i1:

@2007 Allergan,lnc. @ and '" marks owned by AItergan, lnc. JUVEDERMTM
mark owned by Groupe Corneal Laboratoires.
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B0T0X' Cosmetic is a
pharmaceutical drug,
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JUVEDERM* tniectabte Gel

lmportant Patient Risk lnformation

ln the U.S., JUVEDERM* injectable
gel is indicated for injection into the
mid-to-deep dermis for correction of
moderate to severe facial wrinkles
and folds (such as nasolabial folds),
and is generally well tolerated. The
most commonly reported side effects
are temporary injection site redness,
swel ling, pain/tenderness, f irmness,
lumps/bumps, and bruising. Exposure
of the treated area to excessive sun
and extreme cold weather should be

minimized until any initial swelling
and redness have resolved.

lf laser treatment, chemical peel or
any other procedure based on active
dermal response is considered after
treatment with JUVEDERM*
injectable gel, there is a possible risk
of an inflammatory reaction at the
treatment site.

Patients who are using substances
that can prolong bleeding, such as

aspirin or ibuprofen, as with any
injection, may experience increased
bruising or bleeding at injection site.
You should inform your physician
before treatment if you are using
these types of substances. As with all
skin injection procedures there is a
risk of infection.

JUVEDERM* injectable gel should
be used with caution in patients
on immunosuppressive therapy, or

therapy used to decrease the body's
immune response, as there may be

an increased risk of infection. The

safety of iUVEDERM* in jectable gel

in patients with a history of excessive
scarring (e.g., hypertrophic scarring
and keloid formations) and
pigmentation disorders has not been
studied. JUVEDERM* injectable gel

should not be used in patients who
have severe allergies marked by a

history of anaphylaxis or history or
presence of multiple severe allergies.
JUVEDERM* injectable gel should
not be used in patients with a history
of allergies to gram-positive bacterial
proteins. The safety of JUVEDERM*
injectable gel for use during
pregnancy, in breastfeeding females
or in patients under 18 years has

not been established. The safety
and effectiveness of JUVEDERM"
injectable gel for the treatment of
areas other than facial wrinkles and
folds (such as lips) have not been

established in controlled clinical
studies.

Please go to www.juvederm.com
to see a complete summary of
risks and complications.
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Ming-Dragon

Hand made, hand painted.
Nothing more, nothing less.

Meissen Porcelain lnc.

41 Madison Avenue

New York, NY 10010

www. meissenusa.com

Phone 272 696 92 36

ADVEBTISEI,,IENT
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BOTOX'COSMETIC
It's oll obout freedom of expression ... osk

your doctor obout BOTOX@ Cosmetic.

Millions of women olreody hove.

Visit BotoxCosmetic.com for onswers

to your questions ond to locote on

experienced physicion in your oreo. Log

on now ond receive o FREE informotionol

DVD when you sign up for the BOTOX@

Cosmetic Benefi ts Progrom.

So don't hold bock! Express yourself by

finding out if BOTOX@ Cosmetic is right

for you!

%oro><'
-CosmeticBotulinumToxinType A

EVENTS, PROMOTIONS AND
DESIGN INSPIRATION

VISIT
EXPLOREHOUSEANDGARDEN.COM
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Bnrrn KNnpp & Tusss

e

I
Boker Knopp & Tubbs is one of the lorgest multi-line

showrooms in the United Stotes, feoturing outstonding
clossic furniture, lighting ond decorotive occessories.

affie*
Suite 300

12121779-8810, Fox (21 21 689-2827

www. bokerfurn iture.com

\Alhr. ,",\Alhi+.
Speciolizing in Swedish pointed Gustovion furniture ond ontiques.

200

Swedish Gustovion Bedroom Furniture

Pleose visil our new website
www.wh iteonwh iteny.com

Suite 7.l5
12121 988-9194 or (212|r 288-0909, Fox (21 21 213-0274

whiteonw@ool.com, www.wh iteonwh iteny.com

DrNNrs Mrrrrn AssoctATES

I I

I

I

The glomour of the '60s ond '70s cocktoil culture is recreot-
ed in this collection of cubelike stoinless steel occosionol

tobles, designed by Dovid Rockwell. The Russion Dolls ore
ovoiloble in three sizes, with different color gloss tops.

Dennis Miller Associotes represents fine furniture, rugs
ond lighting by contemporory designers

Suite l5l0
12121 684-0070, Fox (21 21 684-0776

www.dennismiller.com

( Kosrn Booa
LEX

KOSTA
BODA

DINO Design
Kjell Engman, 2007

NYDC 200 Lexington Avenue, Suite 602
12121 684-5455, Fox (21 21 684-5665

okbny@okbuso.com

www.kostobodo.us

The New York Design Center, 200 lexington Avenue, New York, New York, 10016

"Selectionl Vorietyl Quolityl The sheer volume of fobulous
products I find ot tha NYDC is morvelous. My clients love it
ond so do l!" - Jomie Droke ASID Celebroting Over B0 Yeors of Exceptionol ldeos For lnterior Desig
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Come in ond oppreciote o lorge port of our line
ond our know-how. Custom prolects ovoiloble.

Suile 901

12121 532-3891, Fox (212ir 679-2969

USAtoillordot@ool.com, www.toillordot.fr

HENREDON
200

5

ITICNS
EDON

Suire I (;o I

i2l:1) (j;lr-;srs, Far (2 r2) G;l)-rj.ioI)
* rru'.henredon.conr

creating high-quality fur-
niture. Its line is now presented

all around the World as the reference
of the Frcnch furnilurc of the Age
of the Enlightenrncnt. Thc whole

cataloguc is gathering todat more than
250 models. entircly irnagined by Michcline Taillardat
in h€r concern to pass on French traditions. Furniture and
seats arc made in France after manufacturing methods
and original sketchcs in thc spirit ofthe XVlllth ce'ntury.

I

,rr 1/rtr/,r/

Since 20 years
Taillardat has been

The New York Design Center, 200 Lexington Avenue, New York. New York, 10016 121 21 679-9 5OO www.nydc.com

"l'm olwoys ol 2O0 Lex..lt used to be my secrel. Bul the word is
oul. ll's o whole new design source."

- Jennifer Posl Celebroting Over 80 Yeors of Exceplionol ldeos For lnterior Desig

I

LEX

Krovet's showroom strives to creote o unique shopping
experience for every designer in order to be the primory

resource in the decorotive fobrics ond furnishings industry.
Our gool ol the Krovet New York Design Center showroom
is to creole o comfortoble workspoce ond resource cenler
for designers - on extension of their own design studio.

Product selections ore presented in on environment lhot is
both functionol ond stimuloting. Krovet offers the newest
ond most complete ronge of products, excellent quolity,

greot volue ond superior customer service.

Suite 4O1/4O2
12121 725-0340, Fox (21 21 6847350

krovel.com

BRIII|I'OTI

-

SELINA K
designed by Louis A. Loro

Suite 1502
(2121 838-1630, Fox (2121838-1652

Toll Free 300], 221 -6783

www. brueton.com, i nfo@brueton.com
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Aquo Creotions presents o collection of lighting ond furniture for
custom design ond inlerior design proiects. The UL opproved silk

collection by the lsroeli designer Ayolo Serfoty suits both
residentiol ond commerciol instollotions.

Suite 427
121 21 21 9-9922, Fox 121 21 21 9-4042

www.oquogollery.com

200

v CLIFI
YCUNC.'"

CONTEMPORARY SOLUTIONS
TIMELESS DESIGN

ww.cliffyoungltd.com
2oo Lexington Ave., Suite 5o5 / NY, l.[Y ]oot5
tel 212 683 8808 / fil 2r2 683 9286

Lours J. SoroMoN, lNc.

Timeless Style & Quolity Design Since 1930.
Fine Troditionol Home Furnishings mode with pride

Ninth Floor

1212l,54s-92o0, Fox (212) s4s-9438
www. lou isisolomon.com

C
LEX Now

&

Now

200 Lexington Avenue, Suite 
,l02

(2121 684-6987, Fox ,2121 689-3684
www. o propos-f u rn itu re. com

"l om o frequent shopper ot the NYDC. lt is o pleosure for me to
shop for clients becquse of the wide ronge of showrooms ond vost
selection of high quolity designer product-" - Christopher Colemon Celebroting Over 80 Yeors oI Exceplionol ldeos For lnterior DesiS@

The New York Design Conter, 200 Lexington Avenue, New York, New York, 10016 12 1 21 67 9-9 5OO www.nydc.com
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The New York Design Cenler, 200 Lexington Avenue, New York, New York, 10016

SA Baxter designs and hand manufactures the highest quality custom and

semi-custom architectural hardware available anywhere. The company

offers an unprecedented freedom 0f design, as clients can choose from the

deepest palette 0f patterns, metals and finishes in the industry. With all of

the manufacturing done in-house, SA Baxter enables customers to walk in

to a design center with virtually any idea in mind, walk out with a 3-D

model, quickly hold a prototype in their hands, and immediately get the

style put into production in the company's own Hudson Valley Foundry.

#.HAXIHB @
Suite 716, (800) 407-4295

www.SABaxter.com, i nf o@SABaxter.com
www.RoubiniRugs.com

C
200 LEX

hiilsta - Rolf Benz - Studio

hiilsta !E!
ROLF
BENZ

Bar stool and table from huelsta's ET700 series in their
reduced and clear form radiate a calmness that define their
surroundings. This line also comes with benches or corner
benches that provide space and easy access. Several sizes
and finishes are available.

Our Manhattan Showroom:
NYDC, 200 Lexington Ave, Suite 502/504, NY NY 10016
P: 21 2-686-4500, nydc@huelsta-rolfbenz.com

To mark their 40th anniversary, Rolf Benz has designed a very
special highlight for you: Rolf Benz DONO. A sliding seat
adjustment is also available making this special sofa perfect
for all occasions.

Our Long lsland Showroom:
645 New York Ave (Rt 110), Huntington, NY 11743
P: 631 -351 -1345, studio@huelsta-rolfbenz.com

ffi
"2OO Lex is my home cwoy from home. l'm lorever
shopping there... I never? ever ,""r" ..!triL::lt;*,"

Celebroting Over 80 Yeors of Exceptionol ldeos For lnterior Desig

.21 21 679-9 5OO www.nydc.com
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CoroMBo U.S.A

Suite 809, 1212} 683-3771 , Fox (21 21 684-0559
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C
IUU LEX IRANCT

Circo I885

Ctrco 2007

Suite 1201 , 1212]r 684-0707, Fox 1212) 684-8940

www.cotefronce.com

the finest in reclaimed woods

New Yotk
200 Lexington Ave

Suite 436

New York, NY 10016

San Flancisco
.l50 

De Haro Street

San Francisco, CA 94103

5,000 sqft. Showrooml

I -877-980-9663 RestorationTimber.com I -BBB-563-9663

RESTORATION
TIMBER

"From Eomes to Edwordion, the NYDC hos
sixteen fobulous floors."

- Scotf Solvotor Celebroting Over 80 Yeors of Exceplionol ldeos For lnterior Desigffi

The New York Design Center, 200 texington Avenue, New York, New York, 10016 .21 21 679-9 5OO www.nydc.com
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MrrRoPoLrTAN LToHTTNG

Metropoliton Lighting imports o complete collection of
the finest quolity designer oriented lightng in oll periods
ond styles. lllustroted is one of our mony unique ontique

reproductions. llluminoting fine interiors since 1939.

Suite 512
(21 2) 545-0032, Fox 1212) 545-003 I

Toll Free (800) 233-4500

PnoFTLES
200

Profiles orovides the finest in custom uoholslerv ond
furnishinls, both in wood ond metol. Or, *or(room
in Europe ond the United Stotes speciolize in crofts-
monshio ond ottention to detoil. offerino o full soec-
trum of 

'woods ond finishes os well os finelv toilored
upholstery - to the designer's specificoiions.

Suitel2l I

12121 689-6903, Fox (212l. 685-18O7

www.pro[ilesny.com

BRIGHT

@ Voneso Lounge Collction
Designed by Douglos tevine

THE BRIGHT CROUP
Bright Lhair (-onrgranv - (-h.rrles Loonris I-iglrting

Knorlllon iJrothcrs - Chista

ll.rnrlcraiierl in llr(' 1j.5. (,ilstonriz{'to \ttrr rreeds
(-ornnrt,rcial Rt.:siderrtial

Suite 151'l
21 2-7 26-9030 F ax 21 2-7 26-9029

www.brightcha ir.com

C
LEX

ffi
ODEGARN

The Stephanie Odegard Collection introduces The Raj Choir in
silver clad teak wood, upholstered in Ginger in antique pewter
{rom the Soie de Lune for Odegard hand woven silk fabric collection.

Suite 1205/Suite 1206 tel.2l2 545 0069 fax 212 545 0298

"200 Lex hos become o huge force in
the decoroting world... "

- Alexo Hompton Celebroting Over 80 Yeors of Exceptionol ldees'for lnterior Desig!

I

.21 21 679-9 5OO www.nydc.comThe New York Design Center, 20O Lexington Avenue, New York, New York, 
,l0016
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GRANGE

Handmade French Furniture Since 1904

Second Floor
phone (212) 685-9057 tax. (zt?) 685-7312

www.grange.fr

TK Cot.LECTToNS
200

Authentic French Cof6 Choirs - French Reproductions
French Lighting lmports - Wrought lron Toble Boses

Pleose visit our new website:

www. tkco I lections. com

Suite 609
(2121 213-2470, Fox (21 21 213-2464

www.tkcollections.com

IOHN
SALA
DINO

SUITE 1600

(2r2) 684 3720 FAX (272) 684 32s7

SALADINOSTYLE.COM

C MCGUIRE
LEX

Robert Kuo Lighting for McGuire reflects Kuo's exquisite
ortishy, McGuire's distinctive oesthetic ond their ioined

commitment to the heritoge of croft. Working wiih corved
locquer, copper repouss6 ond corved crystol, Kuo
introduces chondeliers, lighting ond o sconce to

compliment his olreody celebroled line with McGuire.

Suite'l 0,l, Ground Floor
(21 21 689-1565, Fox (21 21 689-2827

Toll Free : 1 -800-662-48 47, www. mcgu i ref u rn iture.com

ffi

"A dozzling orroy of high quolity furnishings, corpets
ond occessories is whol lfind eoch time lvisit NYDC."

- Glenn Lowson Celebroting Over 80 Yeors of Exceptionol ldeos For lnierior Desigf

The New York Design Center, 200 Lexington Avenue, New York, New York, I0016 l2l 21 679-9 5OO www.nydc.com
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OVER
100 p u R v E Y o R s

OF
FINE JEWELRY

IN
TWO CONVENIENT

LOCATIONS

578 FrrrH Averuur
1 212 593 7171

- *-J
55 Wesr 47rH SrnEer
1 212 354 5200
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Somewhere between your rare collectible
is the living roo

Realize your inspiration - Collect a few of your favorite things and create a room that captures
everything about you. Stylish window fashions from Hunter Douglas add a spectacular touch.
And with the Janovic Peace of Mind Guarantee, you're assured complete satisfaction.

Call us at8OO.772.4581 or visit janovic.com for a store near you. Realize your inspiration.
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nd your favorite far off destinations

Hunter Douglas- Duette'' honeycomb shades, Batiste Textured, in Journal.

I

Beniamin
Mo5re
JANOVIC Paint &
Decorating Center

hat's uniquely you.

LIGHT CAN CHANGE EVERYTHING



your own persona
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Metropolitan by Wood-$/lode.

4 El-l Eaef Street
New EE!rU

14942

r
Avenue

21
oo21

I

r For your life.
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NY11357
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THE BOLD LCOK
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Fine Plumbing Products Since 1921

www.blackman.com - 1 -800-8t[i}-2695
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defined by the details
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Above, left to right: Baccarat, Lalique, Baccarat, St. Louis, Baccarat, St. Louis,
St. Louis, Seguso Viro, William Yeoward, Baccarat, David Redman, St. Louis, Varga, Juliska.
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fvhcHAEL C. FrNn
manhattan 545 fifth avenue I brooklyn 821 I fifth avenue

www.michaelcf ina.com
aoo.buy.fina



101 Historical Styles l*
Lecture credits 2 . No prerequisites
Offers an intensive, introductory overview of the history of design
in furniture, interiors and architecture from antiquity to 1750.

NEWYOMK :: ,

INTERIORDESIGN

f I YSID is New York's only accredited, degree-
lI granting college devoted exclusiveli to
interior design education.

With equal emphasis on contract and residential
design, students acquire the academic credentials
necessary for professional practice. Attend classes
on a full- or part-time basis and, with weekend and
evening classes, you can pursue a degree while
working full-time.

New York School of lnterior Design
170 East TOth Street . New York, NY 10021

*fb more about our MFA, BFA and AAS programs)

visit us call us at (212) 472-1500,ext.204 for a catalog.



The Dreom
Kitchen
Rebote

Up to $500 Bock on
on Ago Kitchen.

Turn Your Dreom Kitchen
lnto o R tytiECI
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For over eighty yeors, Ago hos hond crofted ronges of superior
performonce ond clossic design. Now, we proudly offer o col-
lection of coordinoting kitchen products so you con creote the
ultimate Ago Dreom Kitchen. To celebrote, we wont to help you
moke thot dreom o reolity with up to 9500 bock on your Ago
purchose.

Receive o rebote by moil when you purchose ony Ago oppli-
once between Augusl 1,2007 ond November 15, 2007. Pur-
chose individuol products, or for the moximum reword, product
pockoges.

Hurryl This exceptionol offer is ovoiloble for o limited time only.
so visit your locol outhorized Ago retoiler todoyl To leorn more
or locote the retoiler neorest you, visit www.ogo-ronges.com or
phone 856.4AGA.4US.

vdid thrcugh outhoriad Aga rctrileff in thc US and Cmada us lisrd at www.aga-moges.com.

AGA
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BRAYING TI{E NEW ART WORLD

TI-.IE SUPER.HOT CONTEMPORARY ART MARKET IS STIMULATING, INTELLECTUALLY
CHALLENGING_AND BAFFLING TO NOVICE COLLECTORS. EXPERTS FROM THE

AUCTION HOUSE PHILLIPS DE pURY & CO. OFFER SOME GUIDANCE by gregory cerio

YOU COULD easily confuse the eve-

ning auctions ofcontemporary art held
in New York each November and May
with the Oscars. There's celebrity spot-
ting ('Steve Martin just walked by') and

gossip ('I heard Hugh Grant consigned
that Warhol"), attendees wear their
trendiest clothes, and careers are made
(or crushed) by the results ofthe events.

Today's contemporary art market
is white-hot and super-cool. Young,
wealthy collectors (including many of
those deep-pocketed hedge fund manag-

ers) are looking for work that is fresher-
and cheaper-than a

Pollock or a Rothko.
Fashion has embraced
contemporary art (the
fieldt de facto "top art-
ist" award is the Hugo
Boss Prize), and art fairs
Iike Art Basel Miami
Beach are as much
about swanky soir6es as

about paintings and
sculpture. What's more,
contemporary art has

acquired a reputation as a great investment.
By its very nature, contemporary art can be

daunting to the novice. Not yet part ofthe art
canon, it is unfamiliar, frequently baffling, and

often purposefully outrageous. It requires you
to see and think in new ways. For guidance, we
turned to Michael McGinnis andAileenAgopian
of Phillips de Pury & Co., who run, respectively,

the auction house's worldwide and New York con-

temporary art sales. Phillips is the now salesroom

for new art. It offers work by artists who arent yet
brand names, it installs art for sales previews with
a curator's skill, and it reaches out to new collec-

tors with quarterly Saturday sales - art and design

Foce

auctions where price estimates rarely
exceed $5,ooo. McGinnis and Agopian
can also recommend contemporary art-
ists whose work will fit your budget. (See

box on following page.)

Educating yourself about contempo-
rary art, these two say, requires legwork.
You must visit many galleries to see the
newest, most compelling work, and you
must ask questions. Art fairs-from top-
end shows, such asArt Basel in Switzerland,

its Miami spin-of{ and London's Frieze
Art Fair, to smaller fairs like Scope, Pulse,

and NADA-are excellent, if hectic,
places to see a wide range

of art. Auction previews
are relaxed events. House
experts are informed and

decorous. Estimated sales

prices are clearly labeled,
so you don't have to ask

ticklish questions about
money. Says McGinnis:
"You can see museum-
quality examples of art
from almost the entire
period in one venue."

You've doneyour home-
work; you're ready to buy.

Alas, this is where things
Tips from Phillips: Next art
hotbed? The Middle East,

home of artists like lran's

Farhad Moshiri, top. Bargain?

Slogan art, above right, by

'8os icon Barbara Kruger.

New star? Banks Violette,
who explores the dark side of
youth culture in installations
and drawings, above left.

get tricky. A novice has no track record with a

gillery, and the dealer's goal is to build an artist's
prestige by placing his or her work with impor-
tant collectors and museums. Jane Doe will be

consigned to a waiting list, and maywait forever.

If she gets a work, it won't likely be one of the art-
ist's best. If you are impatient, look to auctions.
They are the most democratic marketplaces for
art, but as competitive sales they are also the most

expensive. So, as McGinnis advises, "buy only

HOUSE & GAEDEN .NOVEMBER 2OO778
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N0 ptiilt in tlie:iiJbild ii quite like

new Aura-. Thanks to our exclusive
::.: :' ::

ColoiLock' technology, colors a re

deeper, richer and more enticinq.

They apply smoothly and evenly,

and never require more than

two coats. Aura'is washable too,

and it meets the most stringent

environmental requirements.

Discover your aura today.
QU T='' JIJJ:;::iI:;';i:;; ;:[

4 *#*-
I

j I
Au ra

Beniamin
Mo5re
The Leader in
Paint & Color' Exclusively at sel0(t Benjanrirr Moore retailers. (all 877-BM-AURAl for one near you.
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SMART ART SI]OPPING
You can collect compelling contemporary art at just about any price
point. We gave Michael McGinnis and Aileen Agopian, the experts
on the current art market for auctioneers Phillips de Pury & Co.,

a list of hypothetical art-buying budgets and asked them what one
work they would buy for each given sum. Their personal choices:

$1,OOO Katharina Fritschs Snoke sculpture {t}. This German artist
likes to toy with our expectations, so that in her hands a filthy or
fearsome creature like a mouse or a snake-which is rendered in plastic-
becomes instead, as McGinnis says, "a very cool object."

$5,OOO Jonas Wood work on paper. The young Los Angeles-based
artist paints seemingly naive but sly still lifes {z} and images of exteriors, as
well as portraits of sports celebrities, such as Yao Ming, in the vein of
hipster superstar artist Elizabeth Peyton.

$5,OOO Damien Hirst watercolor on paper. A diamond-encrusted skull
sculpture by the British bad boy just fetched groo million, the highest
price ever paid for a work by a living artist. You can get one of his small and
lovely spin art pieces {5} for a much more reasonable sum.

$'lO,OOO Gabriel Orozco photograph {^4} or work on paper. 6
Surrealism-informed sculptures and installations by the Mexican artist
are in the collections of such museums as MoMA. Drawings and
photos that show off his eye for "found" art are perfect starter pieces.

$25,OOO David Ratcliff painting. Another young Los Angeles artist,
Ratcliff is gaining a following for his vivid, large-scale stencil paintings

{S}, which mix iconic imagery with abstract forms.

$5O,OOO Mark Grotjahn butterfly drawing {6}. llis pencil pieces are
as thrilling in their way as the jump-to-hyperspace scene in Stor Wors,

bands of supersaturated color zoom away from the viewer, forming
mirror-image triangular wings that meet at a distant vanishing point.

$75,OOO Richard Prince photograph. A current exhibition at the
Guggenheim Museum has enshrined Prince in the modern pantheon.
His photos of cowboys {Z}, lifted from advertisements, and his

Girlfriends series could be the work for which he will be remembered.

$1OO,OOO Robert Gober sculpture. "He is without question the
most incredible sculptor of our contemporary generation," says

Agopian. Gober's signature pieces-plaster re-creations of everyday
objects, from a sack of doughnuts to a bag of cat litter {6} to wall-mounted
sinks-are purposefully useless. They make a subtle yet powerful
statement about society: it doesn't work.

$25O,OOO Rosemarie Trockel knitted painting. This German artist
weaves wool 'tanvases" with motifs such as PlogSog logos and sickle-wielding
Soviet women {9, detail}. The works build tension between the homely
craft of knitting and symbols of women as sex kittens or rabble-rousers.

$5OO,OOO Christopher Wool word canvas {ro}. This New York-based
painter's best-known works incorporate stenciled sentences, with
words that run together or break oddly at the margins of the canvas.

lf you ask whether it is art, that is entirely Wool's point.

$I,OOO,OOO AndyWarhol Jockie or Flower paintings {rr}. Because if you
have a cool million to spend on a work of art, who wouldn't want a Warhol?

DeSign Happening 2AO7 on October zo , philtips de purs & Co.
wi1/ host 'Auctions lol, " o cocktoil-Aour seminor on tAe bosics of buging qt oucfion.
A live ouction fo r charitg will follow. For tickets, go to desrgnhoppening.com.
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Visit our website: nkah.com

MARIN COUNTY

Strawberry Village

MillValley CA
4t5.383.58 il

NEWYORK CITY
29 Spring Street
NewYork, NY
7t).2t9.2271

HAVERFORD

379 LancasterAvenue
Haver{ord, PA

coming soon

LAGUNA BEACH

1099 South Coast Highway
Laguna Beach, CA
coming soon
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FROM STUDIOLO: MINIMA SOFA AND CHAIR. VENETIAN SLIPPER CHAIR. POLISHED STEEL MIRROR.

MODERNE LOW TABLE. CILDED IRON/BLACK GLASS I]ND TABLE. VS *I9IO* TABI-E

8q05 MELROSE AVtjNUE, LOS ANGIILES. CA 90069 I T lt0-175 6700 I,X -rl0-175-6713 I PORTF'OLIO UPON REQUIiST I WWW.SItUDlOLO.COM
IN DALLAS AT DAVID SUTHERLAND: T 21.1-7,12-6501 I IN DANIA AT DAVID SUTHERI-AND: T 786-.197-1750 I IN NEW YORK AT STIIDILIM: T 212-486-lltll
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for
ROMANOFF

The Art of Crofted Wollcovering

OMANOFF
E.X T..]R A O R D I N A R Y MATERIALS

r,
T +r.800.93QMAYA r F +1.800.865.MAYA WWW.MAYAROMANOFF.COM SAMPLES@MAYAROMANO'F.CO|*

Alionto Donghii Boslon Donghio Conodo Telio Chicago Donghio {leveland D*nghia Dollee Donghio Danio Qonghia
Denver John Broo|<s Housion Donghio Los Vegos Donghio Los Angeles Donghio New York Bergomo Philcdelphio Vito DeBeltis
Son Frontisco *Donghio Scottsdole John Brooks Seotlle Jone Piper Reid lffeshington, DC Donghio

SURFACING

?ictured: Stitched
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PROMOTION

Join IiICBS-TV for an exclusive look at all the highlights of

&G
DT$IGIT
HAPPENING

wcbstv.com

NewYorkCityb First Official Design Week

Watch
TI,CBS-TV

Novernber 4th

Go to

for more information

HOSTED BY
Kristine Johnson and Chris
with the editors of House &

Wragge
Garden
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WHILE MANY OF HIS PEERS ARE LOOKING FOR THE HOT NEW NIGHTCLUB,

DAVID LAUREN, PRESIDENT OF TI-.IE POLO RALPH LAUREN FOUNDATION,
lS LOOKING FOR VOLUNTEERS TO HELP IMPROVE THE WORLD by gregory cerio

Posed in the offices
of the Polo Ralph Lauren
company, David Lauren
cuts a dapper figure
in his classic Polo suit.

THE POLO RALPH LAUREN companyhas
long celebrated all-American values, through its
classically tailored clothing lines and the mar-
keting campaigns that feature rough-and-ready
cowboys or families radiating optimism and

good health. But on a muggyJune Saturday in
the Bronx last yeaq you could have seen mem-
bers of the firm engaged in another cherished

American tradition: old-fashioned hard work.
Led by David Lauren-son of Ralph, and the
company's director of advertising, marketing,
and corporate communications-a team of Polo
volunteers was installing insulation and hanging
dryrvall in an apartment being built by the hous-
ing charity Habitat for Humanity "David and
his team arrived early and worked all day," says

Barbara Cheuvront, a director of communica-
tions for the organization's New York chapter.
"David put on hard hat and mask and got cov-
ered in dust and sweat. He came to do a job. He
wasn't there for a photo op."

David Lauren and others like him represent

the new face of philanthropy. While pledge
drives, charity galas, and endowments remain
the mainspring of munificence, many among
the younger generation of the well-off and well-
connected are also putting their minds-and
their muscles-where their mouths are. Polo
Ralph Lauren has long been a model of corporate
generosity. Its chief focus is breast cancer treat-
ment and cure research, and the firm has given
untold millions toward medical studies and care

facilities. But since David Lauren signed on as

president ofthe Polo Ralph Lauren Foundation
l:t zooz (his father serves as chairman), he has

widened the orgatization's agenda to include
programs that foster education and the arts, pro-
mote volunteerism, and encourage enlightened
solutions to social woes. David Lauren leads

these efforts by example, because he knows
firsthand the power of role models. "\7hen I
was growing up, volunteeringwasn't a cool thing,
but as I got older and went (Cont. onpage fi7)
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The arcade opens

to the Angel of the
Waters fountain,
designed by Emma

Stebbins and

unveiled in t87J.

I

Purk restores th I ita d.tigners av MELrssa ozAWA

leturn Th" new renovated Bethesda TerraceY
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Jacob Wrey Mould designed the tiles in a

Moorish motif, most likely inspired by the Alhambra.

There are no images of the ornamental frames
surrounding each panel. The Conservancy
knew only that they were "richly gilded," and

after doing extensive historical research,

including consulting Mould's notes, chose a color
scheme that worked with the existing tiles.

V
A team of conservation technicians assessed

each of the 15,876 tiles. lt restored those without
significant damage by hand, patching worn tiles
with epoxy and repainting them. Only J of the
49 panels needed entirely new tiles.

hen Frederick Law Olmsted and
Calvert Vaux planned the Bethesda

Terrace, they envisioned the "heart
of the Park," a place where people from

all walks of life could gather to socialize. Vaux and
his collaborator, Jacob Wrey Mould, designed a
splitJevel terrace with ornate sandstone carvings,
Romanesque arches, and a centerpiece fountain
accessible from a path, down sweeping twin stair-
cases, or through a grand arcade, its ceiling lined with
ri,876 encaustic tiles handmade by Minton & Co.

After more than a century of neglect, the terrace
had deteriorated badly This spring,
the Central Park Conservancycom-
pleted a comprehensive three-stage
program in which it repaired the
infrastructure and restored the
decorative elements. The crowning
achievement \Mas the meticulous
preservation and reinstallation of
the arcade's tiles.

Today, the park planners'vision
has been returned to its former
glory. In the arcade, you may find
a musician playing traditional
Chinese music, an artist sketching
in one of the loggias, or a crowd
assembled for an opera written by
a performance artist in a language

of his own invention. More than a

century after it was built, this heart
ofthe park beats stronger than ever.

Icentralparknyc.org ]

86

IN THE GARDEN
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t- FV
The Bethesda Terrace is

the rare place that features
these decorative, highly
reflective encaustic tiles in
an outdoor space or on a
ceiling. The U.S. Capitol is one
of the few buildings in

America that have floors with
such tiles. Electric lights
were not part of Olmsted and

Vaux's original plan, but
were added here for safety.
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Trousseau bedding from the ltlartha Stewart Collectlon
for details you can sense even with your eyes closed.

Trousseau bedding, S85-S420.
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IN THE GARDEN
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AS CU

ATHE OsaonNE GanoEN
Designed by HaroldA. Caparn and built in the r93os

by laborers from the Civil Works Administrarion and
the Works Progress Administration, this garden is a
formal three-acre Italianate landscape near the Eastern
Parkway entrance. Bright red, white, and pink azaleas,

as well as rhododendrons and evergreen shrubs, frame
the large formal lawn. Elegant wisteria vines, such as
'lYi 

s t eri a fl ori bun da'Yiolacea Plena,' above, cascade down
ten stone pergolas that cover the walkways on the east

and west sides ofthe lawn; cherry and crab apple trees
line the paths. At the south end ofthe garden, a pair
of tall columns stand on either side of the semicircular
bluestone plazathat is home to a large stone fountain.

Green l'{ome for E .ryone
Th" b"lou"d and neiqhbot

Itrrully rich and diverse as"the b
Btoo[. Eotanic Garden isY vn

tforouS c,o av MELrssa Ozawahit
'What do Walt'Whitman,Jackie Robinson, and Lauren
Bacall have in common? Each of these onetime Brooklynites
has a Celebriry Path stepping-stone in the Brooklyn Botanic
Garden. Founded in r9ro, this neighborly, firsr-rate botanical
garden has a welcoming nature that has long made it beloved
among NewYorkers. Located in a corner of Prospect Park
adjacent to the Brooklyn Museum ofArt, the BBG is home
to ro,ooo rypes of plants. X7hile many people are familiar
with the famous cherry blossom festival, which showcases a

double all6e of pink'Kanzan'trees, the ,z-acre park-within-
a-park also features specialized areas, including a children's
garden, a conservatory, and a fragrance garden, the first in the
United States designed for the sight-impaired. The BBG is
the borough's very own horticultural melting pot. bbg.org.

V BLuEaTLL WooDS
In May a carpet of 45,ooo Spanish bluebells (Hyacinthoidu

bispanica 'Excelsior) adorns a grove of mature oak, birch,
and beech trees. Stroll through these woods to witness a

spectacular display and get a respite from the sun. Earlier in
spring, thousands ofgolden daffodils cover a hill nearby

B8 PHoroGRAPHeo ev Avy Ecxenr
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lmqgine a place that brings you pleasure. A place

that comforts you like no place else. And what if you

could go there tonight. .. and every night.

At Tempur-Pedic,@ we believe your bed should always

bring you comfort.

Every time you lie down, our authentic TEN/PUR"

material adjusts to you - Soft where you want it

and firm where you need it to be

We invite you to learn more about our science

and experience our soul.

TEMPUR
welcome to bed"

Call for your Night-time Renewal kit'"
with FREE ln-Home Tryout Certificate

800-433-4508
Or visit us at www.tempurpedic.com

., it?",

. *in

The GrandBed
by Tempur-Pedic"

OCopyright 2007 by TempurPedic Nofth Anrenca, lnc. All Riqhts Reserved FLrrnrture .omponents not f.tuded
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((2O and 30 somethings are
using these high-tech emulsions
so they will always look young...
40 and 50 somethings are using
them to look like they're still
in their 2Os and 3OsJ'
Dr, Nuthai e Chevrear rPh D B D

Advertisement

Skincare Update

*StemCell"

Creams...
The Ftrture of

Skin Rejtrvenation

These uber-sophisticated
skin potions really do
make you look younger...
but can you afford them?

efore you go $azy about the term"stem Cells"
(the two most controversial words in science), heret something you
need to know: These new and very expensive topical creams arent
about putting embryonic stem cells in a jar and slathering them all

over your face. Instead the technology focuses on using pollpeptides
and enzymes to "awakeri' the bodyt own reservoir ofstem cells to rejuvenate the skin

and make you look younger. .. a lot younger!

The fact is, skin is the largest repository ofstem cells in the human body. Dont
believe it? Check out the National Institute ofHealth's database on stem-cell research

at http://stemcells.nih.gov/info/scirepon.

That's why virtually every major cosmetic manufacturer is rushing to tap into
this new stem-cell technology.

Heret what Dr, Richard Wells, Ph.D., told me: "Cosmetic chemists around the

globe are burning the midnight oil for one simple reason: As we age, stem-cell utiliza-
tion for skin repair is less efficient. However, the potentia-l that nature has given us to
access these endogenous stem-cell reservoirs for skin rejuvenation is quite remarkable,

Thatt why science is seeking to activate the potential of our inherent adult stem-cell'

teservoirs. In so doing, the practical use of stem-cell technology can provide the

consumer with a topical, anti-aging cosmetic formula that simply makes everyone

look years younger."

'What 
does this mean in plain English? Stem cells are hot... really, reallyhot. Imag-

ine new, ftesh, 'perfect" skin cells, undamaged by age, sun or pollution.

Right now there are two, perhaps three products that are the winners in the race

to incorporate this new stem-cell technology. The first is Amatokin@ Emulsion For

The Face. After its incredible European launch (which caused a near riot at Sephora's

flagship Champs-Elysies boutique in Paris), Amatokin has finally arrived on U.S.

shores and is getting all the buzz in the "celebrity' mags. The second, and the most

expensive, is Peau Magnifique from R6Vive9 But the biggest winner of all could be

StriVectin@-HS Hydro:Thermal Deep \(rinkle Serum'i a product we women already

use, trust and love, and that has gained a worldwide reputation as the best deep-

wrinlde senrm on the market.Whyis it so effective? Well, itt rumored this heat-actirated

serum contains the super-secret Amatokin ingredient (pollpeptide

#153). This could explain whywomen love StriVectin-HS so much.

Being a beauty editor, I was lud<y enough to try each of these

products for free. And, frankly, I love them all. (Although, I would

give a slight edge to Amatokin Emulsion For The Face, because itt
easier to apply.)

I dont know about you girls, but I'm ready for something new!

See you at the cosmetic counter.

ri* -
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KP^r^lyzinginjections 
are so last year... especially when

stem-cell creams can give you natural-looking skin rejuvenation))
Tiffany Strobel

((Ratfrer than going under the knife, you may
be able to look 20 years younger by applying a

'stem-cell' face cream, thus replacing a time-ravaged
complexion with your own, nev\r, wrinkle-free skin,..tl

Dr. Bichard Wells, Ph D

{
lg,{iil,rli

The company claims that Peau Magnifique "recruits youth and resets your skin's'aging clock'

by a minimum of five years" by utilizing enzymes, so they say, to convert resting, adult stem cells

. t0 newly-minted skin cells. R6Vive also credits "burn research"

as the origin of its Peau Magnifique product. Cost: 9250 per month.

But can you believe it? You have to buy a full 6-month cycle for $1,500!
At Neiman Marcus, Barney's and Bergdorf Goodman.

Right now, Amatokin is the hottest skin cream in the world. More than simply reducing the

appearance of wrinkles, Amatokin actually rejuvenates the skin, making it look absolutely

radiant. ln fact, when Amatokin premiered at Sephora's flagship store 0n the famed
Champs-€$s6es (under large banners proclaiming "Stem Cells... The Promise of Skin

Rejuvenation"), Parisian women lined up to get their hands on what was said t0 be the
most profound skin-care breakthrough in more than three decades.

Amatokin has quite a history. Developed in Russia atthe "super-secret" Research and
Production Center for Medical Biotechnology (a high-security medical lab located 62 miles

nofth of St. Petersburg, sunounded by razor wire and machine-gun{oting armed guards...

no kidding), theAmatokin peptide (known in officialcircles as polypeptide #153)was
developed as part of ongoing research to help burn victims (interestingly, today's most

important "anti-aging" compounds are derived from burn-related research).

Does it work? Well, if the original Amatokin 153-amino-acid-polypeptide can help burn

victims with serious scarring and devastated skin, imagine what Amatokin can do for
deep creases and an aging complexion. Gost $190 for 30 ml (approx. one-month
supply). Available at Bloomingdale's, Sephora stores worldwide, Nordstrom and Macy's,

or directly from Voss Labs at Amatokin.com or by calling 1-800-756-7908.

AMATOKIN@ Emulsion For The Face

#
tu

wf

I\IVIATOKIN.

AMAT.iKIN.

ll)',,tt.rtt \,r

tMuLstoN
POUR tE USAGE

EI"IULSION
FORTHE FAC€
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Advertisement

STRIVECTIN@-HS Hydro-Thermat Deep Wrinkte Serum,

The big question is this: Does StriVectin-HS Hydro-Thermal Deep Wrinkle

Serum contain the Amatokin polypeptide?

StriVectin-HS has gained a worldwide reputation as the best deep-wrinkle serum
on the market. Why is it so effective? Well, it's rumored this heat-activated serum con-

tains the super-secretAmatokin ingredient (polypeptide #153). This could explain why women
love StriVectin-HS so much. When asked about the Amatokin rumor, Klein-Becker spokesperson,
Gina Gay, responded, "Because of contractual obligations, I am not permitted to say anything
about the Amatokin peptide." lf you ask me, I think they've got it. Cost $153 for a one-month
supply. Available at Lord & Taylor, Bloomingdale's, Saks Fifth Avenue, Sephora stores worldwide
and Macy's, or directly from Klein-Becker at StriVectin.com or by calling l -800-919-9261.
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EvTRy STORY HAS A BEAD

'trollbeads
www.trollbeadsUS. com
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IN THE GARDEN

V Luac Cor-lrcrroN
Descending from the Osborne garden, visitors in April
and May are treated to the fragrance of lilacs before
they see the r5o different specimens that make up this
popular and historic collection. Blooms in single varieties
include Syringa vulgaris Albert F. Holden,' below; double
varieties range from white to violet.

{
a

4

,'tF

.l
A JapaNrsE H rLL-AND-PoND GanoEN
Constructed byThkeo Shiota from t9t4to lgry to be beautiful in
every season, theJapanese Hill-and-Pond Garden was the first public

Japanese garden created in the United States. The mostly evergreen

landscape combines elements of the traditional hill-and-pond style

with the more modern stroll garden. A pavilion overlooks a large pond,
which contains a vermilion torii, or ceremonial gate. Tladitional

Japanese plants - including camellias such as Canellia japonica'Eugene

Bolen,' above, ornamental cherry trees, and irises -grow near the pond.

) WlrEnrall
Walking along the tranquil paths

ofthis 3.5-acre garden, visitors can

circle the large pond, which is home to
koi, turtles, and birds. A tall, arcing
drum bridge connects a mounded
island to the land. The island is home
to a snow-viewing lantern that is
designed to hold snow in its capped
roo( Surrounded byJapanese maples,
junipeq and pine, the five-tiered
waterfall, right, ry,rnbolizes constant
change. Nearby, a Shinto shrine
honoring Inari, the god ofharvest,
nestles in a grove of white pines,

which symbolize longevity This
traditional structure \,vas rebuilt in
196o ofwhite cedaq redwood, ash,

and cypress. In keeping withJapanese
custom, it has no structural nails.

HOUSE & GARDEN.NOVEMBER 2OO7 95
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IN THE GARDEN

fieldTrioj--

VSpEctal CollEcroNS
These unusual peonies, like the Paeonia sufruticosa
'Shimanojuji,'below, were agift of the people of Yatsuka,
a village inJapan's Shimane prefecture renowned
for its cultivation ofrare tree peonies. They donated

3oo plants of 5o different varieties in memory of
the events of September rr, with the hope of bringing
"peace of mind to the people in the United States."

) CnaNpono
RosE GanoEN
In early summer, the heady scent of
roses emanates from the one-acre
Cranford Rose Garden, with a lush
display that has delighted visitors for
almost 8o years. Today more than

t.ooo rose bushes in r,zoo varieties-
including wild species, climbers,
ramblers, and miniatures-fill beds and
ascend trellises, or, like the delicate
pink shrub rose'Ballerina,' right, climb
double metal arches. Surrounded
by a lattice fence, the garden is organized
around 15 long center beds that
have been planted with modern roses.

Historic garden roses grow wild
along the borders. As befits a scientific
institution, each species and cultivar
is identified along with its date of
introduction, providing a glimpse into
the history ofrose breeding.

ATnrE PEoNrEs
Tiee peonies fromJapan with exuberant blossoms the
size of dessert plates make May the month to take in the
two curved beds near theJapanese Hill-and-Pond Garden
and the Cherry Esplanade. These colorful peonies create
a show in varying shades of pink, yellow, red, and white,
and include a red-and-white-striped cultivar.

94 I.,]OUSE & GARDEN .NOVEMBER 2OO7
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IN THE G,,\RDEN
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A Farm Grows in

Add"d %l

lan Marvy, center,
at the Red Hook,
Brooklyn, farm,
which is tended by

teenagers, stafl and

volunteers. Produce
grows in layers of
organic compost on
top of concrete.

oN AN EARLY Saturday summer morning, with the temper-
ature and humidity already approaching unbearable, a group
of teenagers gathered to learn what they would be harvesting
that day. \7hile the scene may not sound unusual, the location
was. These teens were farming on a former city playground in
the middle of industrial Red Hook, Brooklyn. The 2.75-acre
organic farm is at the heart of Added Value, a community-
focused, nonprofit organization founded six years ago by Ian
Marvy, its executive director, and Michael Hurwitz, director of
the Greenmarket for the Council on the Environment of New
York Ciry Through a variety of youth-empowermenr programs,
teens are encouraged to engage with their community through
socially responsible agriculture. In a core seven-week program,
teens spend six hours a day, four days a week, weeding, adding
compost, helping out with the farmers'market, and harvesting

Btooklyn Th" grassroots organization
ue produces more than just vegetables ev MELrssa ozawa

vegetables such as collard greens, tomatoes, arugula, and beans.

Just as important, they also sit down to discuss a variety of top-
ics with the organization's staff, including justice, community,
and stewardship, and receive weekly cooking lessons.

Through this multifaceted approach, the teens learn about
far more than just agriculture. The farm is a catalyst for social
change. "I've never done anything like this before," one stu-
dent said. "It's not all about farming; it's about community,
too." Community and the choices people make are at the core
of the mission: it's embedded in the organization's name. As
Marvy says, the sun gives us what we need to make things grow,
but "the rest is up to us. \7e have to choose to add value to the
world."Judging from the teens'enthusiasm that hot summer
Saturday, and the lines at the farmers' market, Added Value is
sowing its seeds in fertile ground. I added-value.org ]
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The flowing lines of Richard Meier's apartment are punctuated by pieces of modern art: a pastel by Le Corbusier, right, and a print by Sonia Delaunay.
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BY WENDY GooDM^N
P].{orocRapHED By Oagnro GtLr

Meier surveys the graphic
clarity of his Manhattan
living room. The geometric
lines of a bold Frank Stella
piece are echoed in the
custom shelf to the right,
which was designed by

Meier and is filled with his

sculptures. Classic Austrian
pieces-among them, a

Koloman Moser table with
a box by Josef Hoffmann
on it-complement Meier-
designed furniture, including
a daybed and a coffee table
manufactured by Stow Davis.
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From the foyer, this page,

dramatic white walls lead into
the living room. Meier
transformed three separate
rooms into a loftlike living
space with built-in shelves
(here holding Nayarit
sculptures) and shapely plaster
walls. r ln the living room,
opposite page, Poltrona
Frau's Vanity Fair leather
armchair is paired with black
stools by both Josef l-ioffmann,
left, and Richard Meier,
right, for Knoll lnternational.
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you imagined that modernist mas-

ter Richard Meier, designer of
Manhattan's recent high-profile

Perry Street towers, saved one of the shim-
mering glass-walled apartments for himsel{
you would be wrong.

Instead, the architect takes refuge in
an impeccable apartment on the city's
Upper East Side that he has called home
since 1972. The prewar building, with its Art
Deco limestone exterior, was designed by
Rosario Candela, the Sicilian-born architect
who left his stamp on several of NewYork's
luxury apartment buildings. "He was the
best architect around at that time," Meier
says. \7hen his building decided to reno-
vate the lobby and replace precious mate-
rials and furniture, Meier was upset by the
lack of respect for Candelat craftsmanship.
"I wanted to keep all the original fixtures,
but ofcourse they threw out everlthing."

You usually think of Meier making his-
tory rather than preserving it, but his own
book-filled residence attests to attach-
ments that have been nourished over time.
Avisit begins with a ride in the building's
original elevator, a jewel box displaying
fanciful hand-carved sea creatures on irs
wood-paneled walls. You begin to wonder
if Meiert private domain will be a stately
group of rooms laid out according to the
proprieties of prewar style.

But no, the master's modernist touch
is evident as soon as you walk in the door.
"rJ7ell, basically I made three rooms into
one-that was the main thing," he says of
the progression of space from the foyer to
the loftlike living room, dominated by a

massive Frank Stella canvas.

And then there are the books. There are

so many books that they have themselves
become architectural structures. They tower
over him as he sits at his desk by the win-
dows. "They didnt start in piles," the archi-
tect explains. "They started in bookcases,
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ln the living room, custom bookshelves cannot contain
the bounty of Meier's books, which spill over onto every
available surface. These stacks, which reach almost to
the ceiling, have become architectural structures of their
own. A few English pieces-a lgth-century leather armchair
and tEth-century bowls-make traditional counterpoints
to the low-slung sofas and end tables designed by Meier.
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ALTHOUGI-] MOST V/ALLS WERE REMOVED, PUBLIC AND PRIVATE SPACES
ARE AS CLEARLY DEFINED AS IF TI-]E VVALLS WERE STILL TI_-]ERE
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The dining room, above,

includes a pristine
white table designed by

Meier as well as his

candlesticks, manulactured
by Swid Powell. The

built-in sideboard has a

pair of candlebras and

a print by Sonia Delaunay.

The rattan chairs are

by Mies van der Rohe.
r ln Meier! study
area, opposite pate, an

tSth-century armchair
and a Koloman Moser stool
set off the clean lines

of the custom-built desk.

but then the bookcases got filled, and I tried to
weed them out." He admits that weeding usually

comes down to getting rid of two at the most.

There is a rotary phone tucked away in a

cubicle near his desk. You get the sense that this
space is meant for quiet and concentration. The
opposite end ofthe room is open and anchored
by a snow white dining table of Meier's design

surrounded by his artwork. The designation of
private and public spaces is as clear here as ifthe
original walls were still in place.

Ever since Meier opened his practice in New
York in ry63,he has had a career of firsts, among
them becoming the youngest winner of architec-
ture's highest achievement, the Pritzker Prize,in
1984, the same year he landed the commission
of the century: designing the rro-acre, $r billion
Getty Center in Los Angeles. But while Meier's

projects span the globe, the significance ofthis
NewYorkert work has changed not onlythe face

of the city but also the concept of how to rede-
fine existing structures.'Westbeth, for instance,
his r97o redesign ofthe Bell Laboratory buildings
in the West Vrllage, was a superbly innovative cre-

ation of live/work spaces for artists.
Of his zooz Perry Street project nearby, he

says: "You knoq I lived on Perry Street years ago

when I first came to New York, so that is my
area." Is he ever tempted to go back and live in
one of his famous towers? "Well, I thought about
it," he says after a long pause. "But the whole idea

of moving? It's two years of your life. I couldnt
go through it. I mean I know where everything
is in my apartment. Everything." Now he sounds

more like a world-weary New Yorker than the
man who changed the landscape of the ciqz !
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PRODUCED BY KIVATNTV GIESXE PHOTOGRAPHTo ev ERIc CAHAN WRITTEN sv Jav McINrnNEv
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A true-blue NewYorkec Gwyneth Paltrow escapes the limelight in a
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Paltrow, wearing a red
Calvin Klein Collection dress,

gets her feet wet in front
of the pool house. The
furniture is from Janus et Cie.
Vase by Jonathan Adler.
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hideaway that is relaxed and elegant, super-hip and sneaker-friendly



tories like this-about the domestic stvle of a

celebrity-are usually stories about the del-
egation of taste. You don't expect someone
like Gwyneth Paltrow to get involyed with
furniture catalogs and plumbing fixtures.

You don't expect Gwyneth Paltrow to pos-
sess any of the normal domestic virtues. But the

Tom Dixon's Mirror Ball pendants, from
Property, NYC, left, hang dramatically over
the staircase leading up to the bedrooms.
rA cool, clean palette in the entry foyer,
opposite page, includes a Bolero chair by

Mariette Himes Gomez for l-{ickory Chair,

upholstered in Schumacher's Lace in Aqua;
Directions'Glam console table topped with
a d6coupage barnacle lamp from John Derian,
NYC; and needlework art by Ann Carrington.
Wallpaper is Zoffany's Cordoba in Gray.

Paltrow first visited the Hamptons
when she lived with her parents on
the Upper East Side of Manhattan.
More recently, she spent time there
with friends Steven Spielberg and Kate
Capshaw at their summer home in East

Hampton, and it wasn't long before
she began looking for property to pur-
chase nearby for herself. The spec house

she eventually bought, on a few acres

within walking distance of the ocean,

was already under construction \Mhen

Paltrow first came upon it. There was

still time to make changes, so sheworked
with'Washington, D.C.-based builder
and architectural designer Michael
Minkoff to modify the plan to better
suit her family and her taste.

Most important to her was the addi-
tion of bedrooms. Married since zoo3 to Coldplaylead
singer and songwriter Chris Martin, Paltrow has two
children, three-year-old Apple and year-old Moses,
and the four make for a very close-knit group. "Both
Chris and I come from big families," Paltrow says. "'We
'wanted to have enough room for everyone to come at
once." Which they do. Moments later, Paltrow intro-
duces us to her mother, the actress Blythe Danner,
who was in residence for the month and who has her
own suite within the house. Paltrov/s brotherJake was

stayrng there, too, in a room just down the hall from
the master bedroom. \We visited the house a few days

before the Hamptons premiere ofJake's first feature as

a writer-director, The Good Nigbt, starring his older sis-

ter, among others. The following Saturday the nearby
East Hampton Cinema was packed with friends, fam-
ily, and fellow Hamptonites like Ed Burns, Christy

Oscar-winning actress seems to have been intimately
involved with the creation of her serene new summer-
house in the Hamptons-poring over fabric swatches

and color charts from top New York decorators'
resource centers such as the D & D Building. "I've
become an encyclopedia of design for my friends,"
she says, taking me and my daughter on a tour of the
new house one sultry August afternoon. Her hair
pulled back in a loose ponJtail, she is wearing jeans

and still limping from a tibial fracture that kept her
on crutches a good part of the summer.
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Like the actress
herself the decor
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In a part ofthe country that has long been a sum-
mer playground for the wealthy and a showcase for
conspicuous construction, the Paltrow-Martin estate
seems surprisingly understated and functional, a tradi-
tional shell in the local Shingle-style vernacular, with
a crisp, bright, contemporary interior. Paltrow likes
clean lines and cool colors; her aesthetic might best
be described as minimalist with a feminine twist. "I
don't want things too fussy and too decorated," she

says. "I don't want the kids to feel there's any place
they can't go. I want them to feel like it's their house."
Her daughter chose the fabrics for her canopy bed-
of which my daughter thoroughly approved-one of

ln the living room, le{t, sleek
pieces from the Domus Design
Collection, NYC-Kline
sofas in l-.linson & Co.'s l-.linson

Suede in Aegean Blue, and a

table-are paired with Madeline
Weinrib's Hollywood Regency

chair and vases from Calypso
l{ome. Mantel by Chesney's.
r A Tord Boontje Blossom

chandelier hangs over the
dining table, opposite page,

which is set with Calvin Klein
Home's Pink Stencil plates,
appetizer plates from CBz,
Block Contour stemmed
glasses by Lifetime Brands, a

candelabra f rom Anthropologie,
and Anichini table linens from
General Home Store, East
Flampton, NY. Custom curtains
by Mary Bright Studio, NYC.

the few instances where pink appears in the house.

Paltrow says she dislikes clutter and the kind of over-
decoration that she calls "granny chic." Ifyou think
about Paltrov/s celebrated fashion sense, you'll get a

good read on her taste in home decor.

"I like cool, neutral colors," she says, as I admire a

pair of pale robin's-egg chaises in the living room-
across from her husband's lacquered grand piano-
which are among the most colorful items in the house.

"I don't like warm colors for my house. I think a cool
palette is more serene." It's not surprising that she is

drawn to the sensitive work of Dutch-born designer
Tord Boontje, an exponent of a unique brand of

IBIE

The interiors are built on a foundation of simpliciry, which heightens
the impact of flourishes like contemporary art and cutting-edge lighting
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even thc most functional orunassuming

G

romantic modernism. The very first
thing she picked out for the house
was Boontje's Blossom chandelier,
which hangs above the dining room
table. A delicate arrangement of pink
and white crystals attached to metal
armatures, the lighting fixture is sug-

gestive ofcherry tree branches laden
with tiny flowers.

Paltrow did need some expertise
to help her navigate the rough waters
of the design world. She enlisted
Kim Gieske, aHouse dt Garden editor,
who offered Paltrow design source
suggestions and trolled for ideas in
such venues as the D & D Building
(where the upholstery and furnish-
ings are sold "to the trade" only). As
the owner of a London town house,

Paltrow is familiarwith British deco-
rating resources and occasionally
turned to them when she failed to
find what she was looking for closer
to home, as in the case of the six flre-
place mantels in the house, which
came from Chesney's in London.

Paltrow is understandably proud
of her art collection, most of which
is contemporary. Paired 'Warhols

and three soft-focus works by pho-
tographer David Armstrong hang in
the living room; an Ann Carrington
needlework and button piece depict-

The spacious kitchen, lined with custom
cabinets by Miehael Minkoft does
not subordinate style to function, with
a pair of striking chandeliers by Home
and Co. for Birgit lsrael, London, as

the focal point of the space. Seamless
concrete counters by Remik Studio,
Brooklyn, NY, are punctuated with a stove
from Jade Range, Brea, CA. An island
with a butcher-block top from Bally
Block Co., Bally, PA, provides additional
workspace. All windows and doors
throughout by Kolbe & Kolbe Millwork Co.
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As well as adding rooms for her family, Paltrow
opened up the floor plan and doubled the size of
the kitchen. "I love to cook," she says. Although she

was once a poster girl for macrobiotic cooking, she

has expanded her diet in recent years. (She still avoids

meat.) Behind a high, deer-proof fence in the front
yard is an extensive, meticulously groomed vegetable
garden that helps furnish her table. If the profes-
sional double-oven range doesn't provide enough
Btus, on the back patio she has a built-in Kalamazoo
grill, of which she is particularly proud. She says

she obsessed over the design of this rear deck, which
leads to the pool and the pool house. "I made a floor
plan ofthe deck, and I cut out pictures ofoutdoor
furniture. My builder faxed me catalogs, and I was

Apple's bedroom, left, has a custom canopy
bed by Jonas, lnc., NYC, in fabrics from Raoul
Textiles. Monogrammed pillows by Lori Jayne
Monogramming and More, Falm Beach, FL,

complement Ballard Designs' Stevenson
headboard. The floor is covered in Stark
Carpet! Silverton in White. rThe master
bedroom, below, features Usona's Thurman
bed, covered in Edelman's Cashmere Calf in
Super White, and Wendell Castle! Muse side
table topped with Vaughan's Lausanne Crystal
lamp. Wallpaper is Wook Kim's Feu in Gray.

Carpet by Tai Ping. All bedding by Donna

Karan. r Paltrow, opposite page, wearing a

dress by Zac Posen, sits on a Janus et Cie
Cocoon hammock. See Shopping, last pages.

fF;fm
converting centimeters to inches, trying to make
sure everlthing fit."

The enclosed backyard, with its outdoor kitchen,
its canopied garden hammock, and its cushioned
chaises, feels like the heart and soul of this summer
retreat. Out behind the pool house-a pergola side

building dressed as an outdoor living room-and just
beyond the apple orchard (apples being something of
a theme around here) is a little structure that looks
like aJapanese teahouse. It is, in fact, a personal fitness
studio, where Paltrow logs a fair number of hours at
yoga and Pilates. My daughter is especially impressed
with this exquisite little wood-paneled building, I
think, because it finally answers her idea of an appro-
priate appurtenance for a glamorous movie star.
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t6>houseandg:uden.com Get an insider's look at how we shot Gmpreth Paltrow's home
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) Glav EvEwraR
'A trB/END CAVE A/lE

A PAIB OF BLINDE
5UN6LA55E5, AND /

WEAR THEM ALL THE
TIME. I LOVE THE
UPDATED AVIATOP
5TYLE5." sERVICER
MODEL IN TOPTOIsE,
b265. aao-647-2i45.

)Snanp Flars
"I'VE GOT AVEPNI6HT.
TQIP PACKINQ DOWN:
TI-IPOW LANVIN FLAT', A
5T E LLA MCCAPT N EY M/N/-DPE55,
AND A TOOTHBAUSH /NTO AN
L. L. BEAN TOTE BAQ." B,ALLET trLAT,
LANV/N, $545. BAQN EY1.COM.

(Coven Up

BEsr DnEss "t LovEr-sHtPr
DRES5E5 BY MIU M/U AND SA/NT

6PACE. THEY'PE MY UNItrOPM WHEN
I'M AT HOAIE WITH THE KID5, OP

WHATEVEP." 5AINT 6PACE MAXINE
D RE 55, $ I A5. 5 AI N TG P ACE.CO A,4.

IIII
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gnaturesryle Whether she's relaxing at home or

V CHtc SEars "rwa LAUaA KtpAa
trOB A,4C6UIPE CHAIAS WEEE SOME
OF THE FIE5T THINQS I PICKED OUT
trOP THE HOUSE THE WHITE PATIAN
CIRCLES FEEL BEACH-Y YET MODEAN."
A-AA BABEEL LAUNGE CHA,IP.$4,ZOO,
MC6U I R E trUBNITURE. 800-662-4847

"I UsE A 1UZANI
THEOW A5 A COVEB

trOB A DAYBED IN
ONE GUEST BOO^/1.
I LET THE trPONT
ED6E DQAPE DOWN
TO HIDE THE U1LY
TPUNDLE UNDEPNEAIH.
VINTAGE EMBPOIDERED
5UZANI, SHEHEPAZADE,
NYC. ZI2-539-t771.

A PowEn Wasn "tcouLDN'r
tr/ND A VAN/TY THAT WAs PEPFECT
FOB THE POWDEP POOM, SO
I HAD MY CONTRACTOB KENNY
MOLISKI MAKE ONE OUT OF A
PAUL MCCOBB DPESSEA." VEPO
MI PPOR, WOPLDS AWAY WOPLDS-
AWAY.COM. TWO. LI G HT SCONCE,
LAA4 PW O Q K5, I N C. A AA-526-7967
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V Borro BaNolps

) DowNwano-
Facruc Doo
HousE "rHE YaeA
AND PILATE5 sTUDIA
WAs A N4AJAP
5PLUPQE, BUT I USE
IT EVEPY 5/N6LE DAY
EVENTUALLY I'D LIKE
TO COVEA THE
WALL5, CEILINQ, AND
trLOOR iN EAi,lBOO."

.GAPA DANIELLE MAKES PEALLY
AMAZINQ JEWELP,Y. I HAVE LOT3
Otr HEB HOOP EARP/NCS AND
AAN6LE BBACELETS." WOOD
AND APA55 AAN6LE5, $44 EACH,
GAP A, DAN I E LLE. 3 2 3- 653 -9600.

out and about, for Gwyneth Paltrow greatdesign is a way of life
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TaeLE Tnrcr
"FLAT-SCBEEN TVs
LOOK 50 WEIQD
-JUsT trLAATINQ ON
A WALL. I SHAVED
THIS CON50LE
UNDEE THE TV IN
A,4Y BBOTHEB'5
BOOM. IT WOBKS
PEBtrECTLY." ALTAP
TABLE, fiI,5AO. EED
EQG.336-8A7 3s4t.

Fasutor.t FoRecasr
"I'M EEALLY INTO
WIDE.LE6 JEANS trOP
OUTtrITS IN THE trALL.
JUICY COUTUPE A,ND
J BQ,AND BOTH HAVE
6PEAT ONES AVAILABLE.
JOPLIN JEAN iN /ND/6O,
$2IZ JtsPAND)EAN'.COM.

Htog BEav s "a uarrup aBrrsr
ON AN ESTEE LAUDEB SHOOT

TAUQHT ME A TPICK TO PEALLY MA,KE
YOUP EYES POP: PUT WHITE-I1H

HICHLICHTER ON YOLJR BBOW
AND TgE COPNEP Otr YOIJQ EYE

SOCKET, THEN ADD TWO COATS Otr
A,4ASCABA" IDEAL LIQHT EPLJ1H-

ON I LLU M I NATOP, $24.50,
AND MOPE THAN MA>CARA,

$Z I. E 5T E E LAU D E P -CO A,4
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Th" Munkttan aerie of Estee Larder's John Demsey

"nd 
hi. new wi[e, Anor.chka lzmirlian D.-sey, is a modernist

pr.rdir. [d -"ny collections, especially photographs
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Anouschka lzmirlian Demsey,

wearing her sapphire
engagernent ring, made for her

by James de Givenchy, is in

the living room, opposite page,

filled with sleek furnishings,
including Eileen Gray's Transat

chair, through Ralph Pucci

lnternational. r ln the same

room, this page, Donald Sultan's

Smole Rings, Feb t4, zoor, trom
Lococo Fine Art Fublisher, St.

Louis, MO, is behind Christian
Liaigre! Mandarin ghair and

Alison Berser's Romard&g floor
tamp, both througn xoffint.
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John Demsey and Anouschka Izmirlian met in an
when they both lived at the Ritz Tower. They hit it of{ but
despite their shared interests in design, fashion, and pop cul-
ture, the relationship followed a less than linear path.

She returned to Switzerland, where she grew up. Agem-
ologist by training, she worked onArmenian causes through
her family's foundation and the United Nations. He moved
to an apartment at the Museum of Modern Art Tower
and, as group president for Est6e Lauder-overseeing the
Est6e Lauder, M.A.C, and Prescriptives lines-threw him-
self into his work.

As part of that work, he saw in the M.A'C AIDS Fund-
which started as a Toronto direct-services-oriented charity
in t994-"an extraordinary opportunity to have influence,,
as the AIDS/FIIV pandemic grew. \7hen Demsey arrived in
1998, the fund had raised $3 million through its Viva Glam
lipsticks, with all sales going to the chariry Under his guid-
ance, the fund has become one of the world's largest nonphar-
maceutical financers of AIDS,IHIV charities and services,
giving more than $95 million to organizations worldwide. "l[
you dont believe in what you do, you wont be successful,"
Demsey says. "If you're aJet, you're aJet all the wa1z"

Between his work at Est6e Lauder, which included launch-
ing fragrances by SeanJean and Tom Ford, and his M.A.C
AIDS Fund work with UCLA and Columbia University to
establish HIV/AIDS programs in SouthAfrica, Demseyhad
little time for decorating his apartment. He called upon a
longtime friend, designer Bibi Monnahan.

As theywere filling the apartmentwith art byhis mothe!
Ren6e, and sleek contemporary and mid-century furnishings,
Demsey began collecting "glamour-inspired" photography he

says. He and Monnahan found
The newtyweds, top left, an works that span decades and
an outdoor patio at the
MoMA Tower. r ln the entry, emDrace lcons trom rredAstare

left, guests are greeted by to Frank Sinatra' "The more you

an AlLert Watson photograph get into it, you get carried awa15"

of a monkey ia a mask Demsey says. "I created a mon-
and by Felix Aublet's Bureau ster," Monnahan adds.
lamp, through Ralph Fucci Soon the apartment needed
lnternational.:Thedining anoverhaulto accommodate
roorn, opposite page, is

a veritable gallery, with a the photographs' "I thought I'd

vintage wiity Rizzo table and le ft1 to do less-is-more' but I
sideboard, a sculpture of a ended up subscribing to more-
seated monkey frorn Demsey's is-more," Demsey says' Yet it all
grandfather, a photograph looks wonderfi.rl just where it is,
by Steven Meisel (on ease[]. chronicling Manhattant vortex
a Gabriella crespi tabte lamp, of society business, art, and sryle.

Nyc. and Ray charles Whire',s 
o tit':Jtl: sculpture is a scale

surf,ace rension (eooo), from model for the fountains at the

Durham Fress, on the wall.

George Nelson's Saucer
Bubble lamp hangs above.
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A stunning collection of

r96os modernist Hilton Hotel nearby The dining room has a table with match-
ing chairs and a bureau designed byYtlly Rizzo that Demsey's parents bought
through the designerb New York showroom, run by C. Z. Gtest, the socialite
equestrian and gardener. Her daughter, Cornelia, is a friend of Demsey's. "I love
the apartment," she says; she sees in it a reflection of a "kind, kind man" with a

modern and eclectic sensibility
He wanted the apartment to reflect "the glamorous against the more abstract

or more atmospheric," a juxtaposition that Cornelia says reflects "his innate
chic." His boss, Leonard Lauder, chairman of the Est6e Lauder Companies,
says, 'Johl understands the elements of style; that includes the people who have
style as well as the particular look and feel oftrue style."

Monnahan helped make the apartment sing. Surface Tension, a Ray Charles
'W'hite multi-panel photograph, fills the wall over the Rizzo bureau. There's a

Steven Meisel photograph, a head by Cochiti Pueblo potterMrgil Ortiz, and
a Gabriella Crespi lamp that Aerin Lauder bought as inspiration for a lipstick
tube. The master bedroom, filledwith photos, has Eames ottomans and pillows
that Monnahan wrapped with Hermds and Pucci scarves to tease the eye.

Demsey's high-versusJow fearlessness makes a Kenneth Snelson sculpture,
on a Christian Liaigre table with a Nymphenburg bird, look right in the living
room. "The apartment is a reflection of me," Demseysays. "I'm a left brain and
a right brain person. I balance the two. The suits think I'm a creative, and the
creatives think I'm a suit."

Last December,John and Anouschka recon- The master bedroom, above,

nected, and they married inJuly "I dont think includes a bed and side

he ever saw his life without me, nor did I ever table by Andri'Joyau, Brooklyn,

see my life without him," she says. "It took me NY' Monogrammed red and

manyyears to realizeit *r, *o.. important to :j[:[::1';:Ij:;,[:"'
be with the person I loved, even though Ne\M punctuate the coor parette.
York can sometimes suffocate me." : A striking photography collection

The couple's favorite corner is in the living in the bedroom, right, includes

room, a white-on-white, sophisticated setting Pamela l{anson's "Raina Sitting by

for the simple pleasures of a night at home with a window, New York, rgg5,"

omelets, books, and .r,"grr-!, Slill, De:ns,ey ff$,:::?;H::ff f,'J,":l'
suspects theywill move someplace larger. As he 

on Demsey! desk add to the
says, "\7e need to find what's going to be us." gramorous vibe. Desk ramp from
Elizabeth 8/ish Hughes is o writer bosed in Wyeth, NyC; vintage wall light
New York Citg ond Son Froncisco. from 84 lt Was Cool, NYC.
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photographt serves as a bu.l.drop in the master b"droom
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Sl GNATU RE STYLE Fo, John D"rt"y und h't wife,

\-
Wow, Meow!

"I DO HAVE A
FASCINATIAN WITH

HELLO KITTY"
5HE 5AY5. "I

STAATED TO
CALLECT IT BEtrOEE

ANYBODY KNEW
WHAT IT WA5." gE

TUCKED HEP
ENGA6E'l,,lENT BING

INSIDE TgI5
LIMITED-EDITIAN

5WABOVSkl
CBYSTAL

MINAUDIEPE BY
JUDITq LEIBEB.

-J U DIT4 LE IBEB-COAl,

VSrlvEn Senvrcr
sAY IT WITq FLOWEPS.
BETTEP YET,sAY IT WITH
trLOWEP1 THAT NEVEB LOSE
THEIP BLOOM OA THEIP
5HEEN. MEDIUM NAPCI55U5
FLOWEP DI5H, $325, AND
MEDIUAI ANEMONE trLOWER
DIjH, fi35o, AOTH /N STERLINQ
5I LV E P trPOM BUCCE LLAT I.

BUCCELLATI-COA.I.

I

TEr-r-rNo Trve
.I'M A WATCH trANATIC," HE 5AY5. BOLEX OY1TEP
PEBPETUAL YACHT-MA5TEP II IN IAK YELLOW
60LD, $31,5OO, ROLEX.COM. LIMITED.EDITION IKEPOD
A,4ABC NEWSON HOPIZON BLACK qOLE. IKEPOD
.COM. AUDEMAQS PIQUET'9 3ELtr-WINDINA BOYAL
OAK IN POSE COLD, A ZIST BIPTHDAY PPESENT
tr B O A4 H I 5 FAT H E B. $2 I,4OO, AU D E M APSP EU ET.CO M.

(Tr.re REo SuoEs
HE ,WEPT HER OFF HEP
FEET 5OMEONE MIGHT DO
THE SAME TO YOU IF YOU'AE
WEAAING THEsE POGEP
VIVIEB AELLE DE NUIT

5TRA55 PUMPS IN BED
5AT1N, $t,3SO. st-/E t5 MAD

FOP THE SWABOVSKI

Favtv Apr
A 5ELF-POBTPAIT

BY DEM5EY'5
MoTHEP, aENEE, I5

IN THE MASTEP
BEDP,OOM. "5HE UsED

TO BE AN IN-HOUSE
APTIST AT BEPGDOBF

6OODMAN," HE
5AY5, 'AND AT ONE

TIME DESI1NED
THE PATTEP,Ns

THAT WEBE ON THE
sHOPPING BAds

AND THE COVEPS
Otr THE CATALO1S

IN THE 19705. A
VEPY QLAMOROUS

MOTHEB."

CPYSTAL BUCKLE

\

-\

I

POQEP Y/V/EP. /N

a
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Anou..hku lrrirlian D"r.uy, good design is a given

Borrueo Up
4E OVEPSAW

THE LAUNCH Otr THE
TOM FOPD L/NE AT

ESTEE LAUDEA HE'1
PAPTIAL TO NEBOL/

PAATAFINO, TOM FOAD
PBIVATE ALEND,

b450 FOP 250 1.4L., AT
TOM FOBD, NYC.

ztz-i59-o3ao. AL50
AT BEBC,DOPtr

GOADMAN.
BEBCDOPtr

QOODMAN.COA,4.

ATuE Bnroal Paru
CHP/5TIAN LACBOIX COULD HABDLY
qAVE AjI<ED trOP A CLIENT WITq A BETTEA
EYE. SHE 15 A QPADUATE Otr THE
PAP5ONS SCHOOL OF DE5I1N. LACRAIX
DESI1NED A COUTUPE AOWN, WHICH
5HE WOPE AT HEP WEDDIN1 ON JULY 27
AT LA GAENAUILLE i N NEW YOEK CITY.

A Gooo Rerlecrrous
IN AN APAPTA,,IENT trULL Otr
TEEA5URES, IT'5 A VINTAQE
MIBPOPED VAN/TY TABLE trBO,,,'I
EAENEYS, SHE 54Y5, THAT
dETs THE MO5T COMMENTS,
A ZOOT LIMITED-EDITION
M.A.C BAPBIE DALL_YOU'LL gAVE TO
BUY YOUPS ON EBAY_
TAKES STOCK Otr THE ITEM5 ON
THE VANITY, INCLUDING A
RED AND WHITE BALCONS DU
6UADALQUIVIP FIPEtrLY
CANDLE WITH S||,,IALL DISq, $2O5,
trAAA,4 LA TABLE HEPMES,
aoo-44t - 4488. H EP M E3.CO 1,4.

( KNocrour RrNo
THE COUPLE APE 6BEAT
ADMt?EAS Otr _JA\/E5 DE ATVENCHY
WqO DE1I1NED HEP ENCA1E,\,4ENT
Pi NC. HE AL1A CEEATED THIS
5TUNN/N6 IAK BOSE COLD AND SILVEB
SPINEL AINC WITq ALD A,4INE

DIAMAND5, FOP TAtrtrIN. PPICE
UPAN AEQUEST- BY APPOINTMENT
ONLY /N NYC, 2I2.42I-6222,

Savruc Face
YOU'LL WANT TO POWDEB
YOUP NOSE EVEN IF IT
DOESN'T NEED IT, )UsT
TO 1HOW OFF THIS FAB
CO M PA,CT. M. A. C' 5 5T Y L I 5T I C5
54EEE MY5TEBY PAWDEP
lN MODEL CH|C, fi45. 800 387-
6 7 07. 4,4 ACCO5 i,,t E T I C5.CO M.

( MaN op FasHroN
,IOHN DEMSEY 15 A TPUE INDIVIDUAL, AND
THAT'5 EEFLECTED IN Hi 5 CONtr/DENTAND

EtrFOQTLEss 5ENsE Otr 1TYLE," 5AY5 THOM
EEOWNE, ONE OF H15 FAVOPITE DE9ICNERs,. 

1TEIPEDTUXEDOsHIBT,$53O.YELLOW sEA/SLAND
COTTON sHIpT $42O, AND ALUE COTTON OXFOPD SHIBT,

$25O, ALL TqOAN BAOWNE. AT BEPCDOAF jOODMAN MEN, NYC,
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The Met's Liring Treasure
"lmagine havrng Brassal as your house
photographerl" Rosamond Bernier exclaims,
thinking back on a particularly stellar moment in

her long career. A legendary art and cultural
historian, Bernier has had a life that many only
dream of. When she lived in Mexico, she
flew her own plane and started a small private
zoo, and in Paris she founded and edited the
art magazine L'Oer1 from tg55 to tg7o, to which
her friend Brassal' contributed.

When she returned to America in tg7t, she

embarked on what she calls "surprise lecturing."
Her friend Michael lYahoney, then chairman of
Trinity College's department of fine arts, had

signed her up for t4 lectures on twentieth-century
art. She remembers being horrified, "l had never
spoken in public in my life."

But her success spawned a new career, and
tnt97t Bernier began making history with
standing-room-only lectures at the Metropolitan
lYuseum of Art, speaking about everything
from her circle of friends (which included Picasso,

lYi16, Matisse, Braque, and Giacometti)to
subjects such as royal collectors, poets looking at
art, and postwar Paris and couture. At a fete
this year celebrating Bernier's ooth birthday,
Philippe de Montebello, the lYet's director,
reported that Bernier's Boo lectures have drawn
more than 2oo,ooo people.

Earlier this year, the grande dame of the Met
decided to retire. Or so she thought. She
will be back at the Met by popular demand
one more time, on March t5, zoo8. And once
again, when she makes her entrance in one
of her couture gowns and her sparkling jewels

Bernier, in full lecturing (eliciting an audible gasp
regalia,standsinfront from the audience), she will
of a tes4 Brassai photo light u p the stage with her
of her with Joan Mir6,
at the Metropolitan inimitable style' Better line

Museum of Art. up for tickets now.
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O'Brien's collection stamps
him as a Renaissance man.

A mantel, opposite page,

showcases a tgzOs Tina

Modotti photo and a '5os

ebony sculpture by Alexandre
Noll. rThe main space, this
page, is divided into a living
room and a bedroom. The
latter features a round Farrell
side table by O'Brien for
Hickory Chair, a cube table
from Aero, NYC, and a vintage
James Mont chest of drawers.
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AaovE Tr{E wrNDow rN
TUoMAS O'BRTEN's KrrcHEN

is a framed print bearing the maxim "Tomorrow's
success is founded upon today's preparation." The
piece-which has traveled with O'Brien from apart-
ment to apartment since he arrived in New York City
from his upstate hometown in ry79 -conveys a work
ethic that came over on the Mayflower, and the phras-
ing is old-fashioned in a Poor Richardi Almanack way.

To those who know O'Brien and his work, it's no sur-

prise he takes this Americanism so deeply to heart.
O'Brien has been called a "designer's designer"

largelybecause of the rigorousness of his methods and

the comprehensive scope of his thinking. His lines
for Thrget and, most recently, tableware maker Reed

& Barton-not to mention other licensees such as

*...I I

O'Brien, in his living room,
this page, wears tortoiseshell
glasses, custom-rnade
at A" R. Trapp lnc., NYC.

l.lis Eclipse table iamp
in Polished Nickel fsr Visual

Com{ort & Co. sits at the
end o{ a Nakashima Conoid
dining table. rA bulletin
board, opposite page,

holds inspirational clippings.
A lg6os bronze by Javier
Marin, from Joel J.

Mathieson Antiques and

Fine Art, NYC, siis atop
a teak bookcase by Pierre
Jeanneret. A striking
Gio Ponti matte-black, two-
spout vase was $ound at
Fampaloni, Miami Beach.

Hickory Chair (for which O'Brien designs furniture),
LeeJofa (fabrics), Visual Comfort & Co. (lighting),

and Safavieh (rugs)-are thoroughly plotted designs

for living that consider every aspect of the home.
O'Brien is conversant with the whole vocabulary

of decoration. But, he concedes, "I have anAmerican
point of view in what I do. There are French influ-
ences and English things in my apartment, but most
are American. It's mostly about American designers."

One look around O'Brieris one-bedroom apartment
in midtown Manhattan makes that plain. There is

furniture byJames Mont, Charles and Ray Eames,

John Dickinson, and George Nakashima; photogra-
phy by Edward'W'eston, Man Ray, and Irving Penn;

vases and bowls by Russel Wright; sound sculptures

by Harry Bertoia; and art by Paul Cadmus and Max
\)7eber. These are mixed with retro clocks, worldly
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O'Brien's art, this page,

left, includes a Francis

Bacon study in a white
gold-leaf frame from Bark
Frameworks, NYC, and a

Greek dolphin-shaped
clasp, ca. the fifth or sixth
century 4.c., from Joel J.

Mathieson. The gesso and

white-gold candleholder,
by Carol Leskanic, is

available through Aero.
r On the terrace, O'Brien's
pups lie on a vintage sofa

in Sunbrella awning fabric
in Captain Navy/Natural
Classic. A white vintage
Architectural Pottery vase

{rom Aero, NYC. rThe den,
opposite page, features
an Arne Jacobsen Egg

chair and a custom Ponti
wardrobe topped with an

antique lnuit stone figure
from Joel J. Mathieson.
See Shopping, last pages.

pieces I buy there aren't
overly precious."

Indeed, O'Brien is
also known for his free-
wheeling mix of the classy

and the quotidian. In the
living room (which he con-
verted into his bedroom),
a custom ro-by-rS-foot
bulletin board and the
Pierre Jeanneret cabinet
that stands before it dis-
play everJthing from an

ancientAztec sculpture of
a grasshopper to pottery
byRusselWright and Gio
Ponti to a five-dollar etch-

ing of an eagle and pages ripped from magazircs.
O'Brien developed this visually democratic sensi-

bility when he studied art at New York's Cooper
Union. "\7hat was important to me at school," he

says, "was both the foundation courses and, especially

the critical discussions. Talking about what I made, or
what other people made, was where I really learned.

I walked into those critiques and (Cont. on page fi7)

curiosities, and, not surprisingly, many of O'Brien's own creations.
There is also photography by German-born Loretta Lux and I7ilhelm
von Gloeden, French and Irish furniture, Italian pottery, Dominican
and Celtic sculpture, and art by Francis Bacon. But the American
spirit dominates in the decor.

"His sensibility is rooted in American tradition, but with a mid-
century twist to it," says O'Brien's friend and fellow designer Thom
Filicia. "There's a humbleness to his aesthetic. It's very srylish, but it
still feels grounded."

O'Brien is well-known for his inveterate collecting, a pastime that
informs the look at Aero, his retail store in SoHo. The same holds
true for his apartment. Every inch of its r,2oo square feet is chocka-
block with his personal objects of desire. It is partly a very lusciously

outfitted artist's studio and partly a contemporaryversion of the
Victorian cabinet of curiosities, but curated by a modern eye.

Of O'Brien's aesthetic, designer Miles Redd says: "He has a very
strong personal vision- sort of masculine, streamlined r93os elegant
luxe. There's a passion that reads through everything he does."

And it's O'Brien's collecting instinct that lures interior designer

Steven Gambrel to Aero again and again. "He builds these wonderful
layers of incredible objects and materials, and has an uncannyway of
building collections of small objects that are the perfect thing to finish
off a room," Gambrel says. 'And I like the accessibility of them. The
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S GNATU R E STYLEI
Tr

A Or-o auo NEw
"I PARTICULARLY LIKE THIS 1A4AKY BLUE GLA55
DECANTER I DE5IQNED FOP PEED € BAQTON.
THE COLLECTION MIXES VINTAQE QUALITIE5 WITH
MADERN trOPMs. THE PIECES MIX 1EAMLESSLY
WITH OEJECT5 LIKE THE'5O5 EVA ZEI5EL
PITCHEB AND THE'ZO5 OPPEtrOP,5 ICE BUCKET,
5 E E N H EBE." REE DAN DBAATO N.COM.

I

i

HOMAS C,BRIEN DISCUSSES THE INSpIRATIONS BEHIND HIS pRODUCT DESIGNS

AND HIS THOUGI-]TS ON THE ELEMENTS OF A GREAT DECOR

EvE-carcHeRs
"I MET PHOTO1PAPHEP
LAUPA PESEN AT COOPEP
UN/ON, AND WE'VE BEEN
trP/ENDs 5INCE, THI5 PHOTO
WAs trOP A CALENDAB
WE DID. FOP AEPO'5 I5TH
ANN/YEPSAPY TFi /5
FALL, WE'QE DOING
A SHOW Otr HEA
WORK. THE PHOTO
/5 LEAN/N6 ON
THE ODEON MIPP,OQ,
I DESIGNED FOR
HICKORY CHAIP.
IT'S SIMPLE AND
AOLD, AND WOR.Ks
ANYWHEPE.'BOCCE
BALL5," fiIBOO, AERO,
ztz-966-t500. oDEoN
Mtppop, fit,425,
H ICKOBYCHAIP.COM.

ANrreurrv Auna
,1 LOVE ANC/ENT OBJECTS,
THE 3OO E.C. CELTIC BUST I60T
AT .JOEL -J. MATHIE9ON HA5
A CONT/NU/TY WITH MODEPN
PA BT RAITS, MOU NT ED J ADES,
BELAW, trPOM THPOCKMOBTON
tr/NE API APE LIKE JEWELPY."
)OEL J. MATHIE5ON ANT/QUEs
AND trINE A,BT. 212.343-7472
T H P O C K A,,I O PT ON- NYC.CO/\,,I.

ON Upuor-srERY
"I 5TABT DE5I6NIN6
A aooM wtrH rHE 

I

sOtrA FABAIC, BECAUSE 
I

THE LAB5EST OB.JECT
IN THE POOM. THIS
MOPOCCO CHENILLE FOP,
GPOUN DWOBKs,/LEE
JOFA HAs A 1PEAT SCALE
trOA LAPGEA UPHOLSTEPED
PIECES BECAUSE IT HAs
VISUAL /NTERESI BUT AT THE
5AME TIME IT'5 CALM." TO
T H E T PAD E. LEEJO FA.CO M.
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REvrseo Ruos
"FAB sAtrAVIEH, I DID
MOBOCCAN AU65 /N
NEW CALAAS BATHEB
rHAN TQAD/Ti ONAL
/VOQYAND AEOWN,
T4E l,4ATtF5 trOP 5A^,4E
AUCS CAA,4E trBON4 ABTS
AND CPAFTs PATTEPY."
MABCO BU6 iN OCEAN,
5AtrAVIEH,COM.

MarrE
Blacr
.,1 LOVE
PA,'.4PALONI IN
MIAI\41 BEACH,
T4EY A,4AINLY SELL
/IALIAN SILVEP,
BUT THEY AL5A
HAVE A,4ATTE ELACK
PATTEB'r' BY QIA
PANTI. IT MAKES
QAEAT SILHOUETTES
wlTHtN A poo^,4."

PA^,4 PALON t.CaA,4.

PONTI PIECE5 ALSO
AVAILABLE AT
AAPNEYS NEW YAPK

"YAU 3EE PALE BLUE
Colon Mrx

AND CqOCOLATE
IONE5 /N ALL MY
CALLECTIONS-LIKE
THESE PEVEPSIBLE
TOWELS I DID trOP
TAAGET I THINK OF
THEM A5 NATURAL
COLOPS, SOOTHIN6
AND 5EPENE."
BATH TOWEL, $IO,

, TAA1ET.COM.

n ON LrosrrNo a Roov
.I QAPELY TUPN ON CEILINQ
LIGHTS. I PPEtrEP POINTS
Otr DIA,4 LAA,4PLIGHT APOUND A
POOAL THE BASIC FOPMS
AND TRANSPAPENT CPYsIAL
BASES A,4AKE TgE dEO^/lETPlC
TEBPI LAA/IP5 I DESI6NED
FoP vlsuAL coMtroRT 6. co.
VEBY EASY TO U5E i N MANY
DItrtrEAENT ENVIEONMENTs- "

v I 5U ALCO h,,t tr O QT.CO M.

$ Hosrrss Grrr loea
"I GIVE THE5E MATIS5E PAPEE
CUTOUT BOOKS FBOI','I BIZZALI A5
PBEsENTs. THEY'BE CHi C AND 50
ELEQANTLY PQINTED THAT YOU
CAN KEEP THEM 45 A FALIO,
AB FBAME THEA,4."'LEs NUs
BLEU5," $45A, PIZZOLI BOOKSTOBE.
800-522 6657. R |ZZO Ll U1A.CO M.

WooorN PusuprNs
"AT AEaO 5TUDIO1, A LOT OF
ATTENT/ON 6OE5 INTO
PPESENIAT/ON, WdEN WE
PUT STUFF ON A BULLETIN
BOAED TO WAPK AN CANCEPT5
OP 3HOW A CLIENT 5OA/|ETH|NC,
THESE LOOK BETTEP THAN
PLA5TIC PU3HPIN5." $3 FOE
A BAX Otr TEN, KINOKUNIYA,
NYC. 2t2,765-7766.
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Skyline Setting
Pop art is a ways being repositioned in the pub ic
consciousness. The same is iteral y true ol Jell Koons's

Diamond (Green), one in a series of mirror-polished,
stain ess-steel sculptures (the works come in a var ety
of colors). When arl advisers Jeanne Greenberg
Rohalyn of New York's Salon 94 and Dominique Levy
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landed it for a clienl, they teamed up with landscape '

architect Ken Smith to create a setting for the
exuberant rock on the client's roof deck. Once the
guidelines were drawn-create a minimalist garden
space that honors pop plastic interiors of the '6os-
Smith added a Corian mount to accentuate the lewel's

e ere cted wall 'gardens" (visibie on
the jewel's facets) made of PCV pipes and phalanges
and strung with plastic daisies, though the occasional
pot has real flowers. "You could replace the daisies
with synthetic roses or wildflowers," Smith says. "The

point is the piece is always changing." l-low very pop.
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I
IOUSLY OLD-F'ASHIONED FEEL. HERE'S WHERE TO

ER_PLUS A FEW GREAT PLACES TO EAI DRINK' AND SLEEP

Foporr cHArN sroREs. Nrw yonx rs H.ME To uNreuE sHops, MAN' wrrH a DELrc

GO FOR CHINA, TEXTILES, TOYS, AND EVERYTHING ELSE THE CITY HAS TO OFF

I
Jusr Scaru
The best
Nordic furn

tableware,
excites the eye here with

bright, clean lineS. '$ 16'] Hudson sl. 212-334-2556.
justscandinavian.com,

PRODUCED BY JEPTPEY W. MIITER PHOTOGAAPHED BY ROLAIO BETTO
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2
CoRa Grwsnunc-

This legendarY source.tor

antique clothes and textil-es nas

museum-qualitY goods trom

virtuallY everY Period'

19 E. 74TH St' zt2-ttn'tssz'

CORAGINSBURG.COM'

3
En's LossrrR BaR

lf vou don't look out the window

of this SoHo delight' You

misht think You're 2oo miles

norif,, in New E'ngland' Theres a

sreat raw bar, but were

hik"d on the lobster rolls'

222 LAFAYETTE St' ztz'sas-lzto'

LOBSTERBARNYC.COM'

4
MooNRrvan Cul,rrt.t

With the feel of a Seneral.

store (including PennY candY

for more than a PennY)'

thi. il" .rP"tb stoP for uPscale

architectural salvage-

and all kinds of ob.lects tor

earden and home' including
" .emilled flooring'

62 GRAND Sr" Bnooxt-vt'l'

7',I8-388-1121'

MOONRIVERCHATTEL'COM'

5
FnPP,uerys

Sponrrryc Cr,ur
This store, which sells

fine gentlemen's clothing,

also has a working
barbershop, where You can

get a shave and a haircut.

8 R rvt NGToN St. z1z- ot s-szoc

FREEMANSSPORTINGCLUB.COM.

6
Lt GnaNouttna

The last great old familY-owned

French restaurant in town

remains a rarefied oasis. Sit at

the bar for a drink or snack,

or go the whole hog

and eat in the dining room.

3 E. 52ND St. ztz'ts2-tncs.
LA-GRENOUILLE.COM.

7
.Iorry DBnleN
ComPaNYIruc.

The assemblage of objects

here, manY of which

take their insPiration from
the natural world,

is a collector's delight'
6 E.2ND ST. 212-677-3917.

JOHNDERIAN.COM.

8
LMD Fton.qt

Evrrurs lrurPRrons
The arrangements are

simultaneouslY simPle and wild,

always beautiful, and often
old-fashioned, with an

East Village twist.
437 E,\2rH st. z'lz-ott-ztst.

LMDFLORAL.COM.
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9
Vesatxd

For more than 5o years, this
24-hour restaurant has been the

Ukrainian toast of the East
Village. Settle down with some

pierogi and maybe a little
stuffed cabbage and grilled

kielbasa on the side_
t44 SECOND AV e. z|z-zza_s oaz.

VESELKA.COM.

to
Toy Toxyo

For kids. there are inexpensive
but imaginative Japanese

playthings, and for adults who
don't want to surrender their

childhood, high-end collectibles.
t2t SEcoND Ave., Apr. zF.

212-673_5424.

TOYTOKYO.COM.

14

16
11

HunSOlv Crry,,l r,urrOt us
The huge selection oi

frames, lamps, and other
antigues comes in a satisfying

range of prices.
150 & ts4 Nrlru Ave. 212_67s_aas5.

12
./oaNr.na I/elgoRrcrs

Coornoors
A tiny old house has a trove
of books about food, wine.
and assorted ephemera.

488 GREENWTCH St. ztz_zzo_stsr.
JOANNEHENDRICKS

cooKBOOKS.COM.

t3
Barurtrrta_rrs.BaR

Fans of Ludwig Bemelmans,s
Modeline and fans of

the martini will be happv that
the Carlyle Hotet stitt
shelters this survivor

of Old New york.
3s E.76TH Sr. 212-744-t6oo.

14
Trua Kme Cote Btn

lnside the refashioned St' Regis

Hotel, the great bar reigns

suDreme. The storied American

birthplace of the BloodY

Mary, it also serves virtuallY

every other desirable drink'
You'll be PlentY merrY

2 E. 55TH St-z-tz-zlg-otzt.

15
INPocalNr

It was the ultra-hiP restaurant of

the t98os, and it has been

consistentlY good ever since'

43o LAFAYETTE Sr. ztz-sos-sttt'

IN DOC H IN E NYC.COM.

t6
DtlrereDERR,cK

Eleanor Roosevelt bought her silk

flowers here, and so should You'
12 W.2IST ST., 6TH FL'

212-929-3614.

FLOWERSINTHECITY.COM.
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Ot,rrz

L- Julian Schnabel,s wife, Olatz,

1^t-::-ltl.Y. bedding, embroidered,
apprrqued, piped, or bordered, often
in unexpected color combinations.

ag ClaprsoN St. ztz-zss_aazz.
OLATZ.COM.

t8
_ Cd.ra Sa.saRs(y
Feast your eyes on the Neue Galerie,s

^ 
earty_2oth_century German and

Aurstnan art and design; feed the restot you at the equally fabulous cafe.
rola Frrtg Av r. zlz-zaa-o oos.

CA FESABARS KYC OM.

19

_ P:ryr., Ftercuen lNc.
-..:1qr,.,,: 

custom embroidery is therute here, trom Torah covers to curtains.
zr_oz <rsr Avr., str.r Fr.

Lolo lslaNo Clrv
212-239- 686A. PENNANDFLETCHER.COM.

20
SURMA

Visit a corner of the Ukraine,
. embroidered blouses.

ribbons, books, music, and to_die_fo.
painted Easter eggs.

Il E.7TH Sr. 212_477_0729.
SURMASTORE,COM.

21
Rnnat Rasnr RrcoRos
You can smell the vinYl before

you open the door. LP junkies, this is

for you, but there are CDs, too.

5r9 BLEECKER sT. Zlu-qas-ozzo.

22
Krl,rlgu

Colorful modern clothes and textiles,

including this fabric that was tie-dyed.
43 spRlNG st. ZIZ-ZZt-ltts.

23
KarusrYals's

Curry leaves? Urad dal? BarleY

flour? This is the source for everything

in the world of adventurous food'
r23 LEXINGTON AVr. ztz-oas-gast.

KALUSTYANS.COM.

24
Moscor EYnwa-q,n

AA'D EYDCARE
lf you don't already wear glasses, you'll

want to. Go upstairs in this delectably
old-fashioned store for the extremely
cool vintage line (think Cary Grant)'

118 0RCIIARD sr. 2't2' 477 -37 9 6.

MOSCOTS.COM.

'('/ -)
P tu t tr R u-erltrs rurl* -L ro.

Go here for vintage quilts,

Americana textiles, and almost

anything else-coatracks,
benches-to feather Your nest.

65 PRINCE St. zlz-g oo-aqst.

^/10
MINE Mat',+t'lAnr Lro.

Handsome beds and other furniture,
and custom-made window gates that

make a virtue of a New York necessity'

177 GRAND Sr, Bnoorlvl- 718-963-1't84'
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27
(ltl-rRt,orrr Jlr'rss

rni. t",lrtori. town house is the

source for discerning decorators
'"]nJ"nront 

else in love with

l*rrY, tradition' and f ine taste

20 E. 63RD ST' 212-508-3888'

CHARLOTTEMOSS.COM'

28
I)n VEn't

JewelrY religious objects'

"na 
oit., .'ot"'i-it" to'" together

h"r. in a cabinet of curiosities

both contemPorarY and antique'

I CRosBY Sr' ztz-ozs-oa:e'

DEVEAAOBJECTS.COM '

29
Art:t.te n \-l()l l'ET

Lland-finished custom f urniture

':';;r;.; 
out in a range o{ stYles'

505 DRIGGS AVr" BpooxLVt't'

7 $-7 A2-17 27' ATELI EPV I oLLET C O M'

30
I AitlAR(loRD

34

l-{ere s the spot {or '6os and '7os 
I

vintage women's clothing'

225 BEDFORD AVE., BROOKLVN.

7$'963-4001' 252

LrravErru Sr' ztz-ast-atot'

AMARCOQDVINTAGEFASI'IION'COM'

5l
BDI)1{I

Much o{ the wood for these

"i"..t 
,. foraged from windfall

rather than cut timber'

5 CRosBY St' ztz- azs-tzso'

BDDW.COM.

32
.It-tt't.; Rlt lrcro\ (lL( B 

,

It looks like an E'nglish gentlemen s

club. but this sneaker emPorlum

sells the hiPPest kicks in town'

l5s RlvlNGToN St ztz-szs-at2a'

R IVINGTONCLU B.COM'

I

33
B.tRprrll

Almost anything you might desire in

antique porcelain will be here
901 MADrsoN Av E - 212-7 37 -3775.

BARDITH.COM.

34
,{rn.rs.t

Embroidery on these linens is

elaborate but not over-the'toP in

design or price.
r35 E. 65TH Sr ztz-aot-oaoo.

ANKASA.COM.

55
Ar.ll &Iriss

Arresting and intriguing obiects are
brought together here by one of
the city's most discerning eyes.

a:a LaravtrtE St. ztz-az:-t:to.
ALANMOSSNYCOM.

36
Ltp.tvr,rrr, IIor-sr

This bijou hotel has an Edith
Wharton look but 2lst-century

amenities.
JB E. 4rH Sr. zrz-sos-etoo.

LA FAY ETTE N YC.C O M.

36
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THT
TO\A/N

APATH
RUNNING

ALONGTHE
HUDSON,

HARLTT4,AND
EAST RIVTRS

LTTSWALKTRS,
SKATERS,AND

CYCLISTS STT
A4ANHATTAN

F'RO1\4ANTW
PTRSPECTIVE

Rrvensroq Panx
ln this verdant space designed

by Frederick Law Olmsted,
which now includes several miles

of the Manhattan Waterfront
Greenway, a cyclist whizzes

toward the Hudson River past

flowering trees, shrubs, and

a slope dotted with daffodils.
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I
arly one recent morning, I saw

a falcon perched high in a tree
by a river, eating its breakfast.
It occurred to me that the bird's
meal might, in fact, have been

fi- - *,,,rf ::ff',il".il:::TJ$1-J*ii
tree. Nature can be at once raw and beautiful, rather
like New York Ciry And it was there, in America's
biggest urban jungle, not in the mountains ofVermonr
or Colorado, that I spied the falcon.

It happened on the Manhattan \Taterfront
Greenway a remarkable path that lets walkers, skat-
ers, and ryclists almost completelycircumnavigate the
island. The city discussed the creation of a greenway
for years, and in zooz, with the enthusiastic support of
Mayor Michael R. Bloomberg, finallycommitted to it.
Developing a thoroughfare for cyclists was the original
impetus for the project, but everyone benefits from it.
Trenty-six miles of the projected 3z-mile course are

now navigable, with clear, discreet signposts.
It's eaqy to forget that Manhattan is an island, in part

because it's not easy to reach the water that surrounds
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Txe Boseus Fouxrlrx
Landscape designer Piet Oudolf's grand scheme
for the Battery Bosque, once an asphalt wasteland
at the southern tip of Manhattan, includes superb
plantings and a dramatic fountain, this page.

( A few miles up the l.ludson, Riverside Park,
opposite page, is the site of a warm-weather art
installation, including Orly Genger's nylon rope
and paint Puzzlejuice (zoo6).



it. An important part of the allure of the greenway is

that it runs largely along the Hudson, Harlem, and

East Rivers. (Some of the route is inland because

of inaccessibility-property is in private hands or
in high-securiry areas.) "The waterfront has been
used principally for transit and commerce for 38o
years, ever since it was walled off by the Dutch," says

Adrian Benepe, commissioner of the NewYork City
Department of Parks and Recreation. "Itwasnt seen

as a desirable place; the river was a dumping place,

literally." Significantly cleaner water and features
such as the new, lovely Hudson River Park and the
Harlem River Park, now under construction, are

changing all that. The Harlem River Park will even

have gabions, stainless-steel cages filled with rocks,
"which let microorganisms in and out," Benepe
explains. "Eventually there will be tidal pools."

'When 
Yeats wrote about "water lapping with low

sounds by the shore / While I stand on the road-
way, or on the pavements grey / I hear it in the deep

heartt core," he could have been extolling the green-

wayi Because the path is so often on the river's edge,

you may have the slightly giddy sensation of one

foot on land and the other
- | WargnrALL A cool spot inln tne water' rrom nere you 

swindler cove Park, which
can watch the sun rise over 

"l.o 
h". a sarden."d. 

"ndthe Harlem or East River and tended by children in the area.
watch it set over the Hudson. 2 prce D The new pedestrian

The greenway keeps you pier (dogs are welcome) in

in constant touch with the Riverside Park South overlooks

natural life of the city. Almost the ruins of a shipping pier that
was destroyed by fire in t97i.

every day my dogs and I a,re j GnEcrax TEvpls This folly
on the section that forms the i-. ,s25, jr.t t"lo* Fo* Tryon
western edge of Riverside park, has spectacula*ie*s.
Park, which runs for four 4 Rrvensroc Papx Sourx
miles along the Hudson River. A pleasant terrace on the site

Here we have encountered of the old New York Central

the falcon, songbirds, but- Railroad's 6othStreet Yard'

terflies, and squiirels, as well f:j:-li? Y'^::-""'""
as, improbably, . *itd tu,k.f B!:ru flin;;l;;"'"0"'*
that spent an entire autumn BoalgousE Built in 2oo4 in
(including Thanksgiving) and Harlem River's Swindler Cove.

winter there.'We see tower- Local kids learn to row here.

ing deciduous and evergreen 6 Gooo SIGNS Two roads

trees, shrubs, and flowerc. {"'8: at stuyvesant

Not long aso, the narrow []li,',]];ilj:"*t;:i:.
park was decidedly grungy, 7 irr**ooe one of B"tt.ry
but like much of the city it park City,s small oases.
has undergone a renaissance, B Tlle Barrenv
with public and private money A cyclist rides between water,

and programs, including the gra.sses' and flowering plants'
' 9 F'onr TnvoN PaRK From

this gorgeous spot above the
greenway you can look through
the trees to the Hudson.
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From the stretch of greenway
in northwest Manhattpfi ,

yo3 can cross ttie street and
enter the magnificent

O.acre Fort Tiyon Park.
Fi;om this stone.walled terrace
above the parl<'s Heather

Qarden, visitors can see

marvels qreaie'd by natuie and
by humans, including the
Oeorel Wyhlington Bridge.
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greenway, making it the handsome place

that landscape architect Frederick Law
Olmsted dreamed of in the r87os.

On cold winter days, you can hear the
eerie, otherworldly sounds ofice heaving

and cracking in the river. In spring, along

the Hudson, there's a blossoming parade

of cherry trees more than a mile long.
Summer brings kayakers and rowers -not
just the Columbia University jocks but
also kids from the Bronx who are tak-
ing advantage ofthe new boathouse and

rowing program at Swindler Cove. On a

still rackety stretch ofthe greenway near

TiiBeCa, you can step into a batting cage
(r5 pitches for $z) or watch students at
Trapeze School NewYork swinging above

a waterside roof. You'll even see swim-
mers, which is especially amazing ifyou ve

read, in the great memoir Harpo Speahs!,

the skin-crawling description of the Marx
Brothers paddling in the garbage-strewn
East River. Autumn may be the best,
simply because the city and the weather
are at their best. Other boroughs are also

developing greenways, but Manhattan's is
the most advanced.

There are people lucky enough to
commute on the greenway LuryWallace
Eustice, a mother of two young children,
cycles to work from the Upper West
Side to SoHo. "I love it," she says. "It's
the perfect transitional outdoor activiry
It allows me to gather my thoughts in a

calm way, which is completely impos-
sible on the subway. On the ride home,
I can decompress so that I'm ready for
the kids." Jb me, the greatest thing about
the greenway is that it introduced me to
neighborhoods about which I was woe-
fully uninformed. I've seen herons on
East rgoth Street and skimmed the bluff
on the path below Fort TLyon Park. I ve

stood beneath the George 
.Washington

Bridge to get out of the rain, gaping at
the engineering.'$7ith nothing but a good
pair of shoes and some curiosity, I got
a city I never knew. XThat a gift. [nyc gov/
htmfdcp/htmf mwg/mwghome.shtml ]
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uts Bolts
AT THE HEART OF BUILDING A 1-.]OME ev Davanrs coL*ouN

fr'

LaceuEn NorES
Some z5 years ago, when architect Richard Meier
wanted a lacquer finish placed on a pair of chairs
for his New York City apartment t of the

Martin. The

r end,
was,

he says, as "thick and deep as the one on a piano."

Sap aNo Solve Nts Traditional Asian lacquers
are made Irom materials as diverse as tree
saps and the secretions of the lac insect (from

which the words locquer and shelloc derive). The
zoth century saw the appearance of quick-drying
lacquers made of synthetic resins mixed with
solvents. Because those lacquers are highly
flammable and contain volatile toxins. water-based
lacquers are being developed. Martin believes
that "for environmental reasons" these lacquers
may become the industry standard.

Olo Scuoot- True lacquerwork is available
from firms such as Robin Reigi, a New York

architectural materials maker. lt wooden
surfacing panels made order by

in open-air factories

duck

TI-.I E SPECIALIST PRINTMAKER
When Jean-Paul Russell hears the term 'briginal print" his hackles rise.
"ln the industry of posters and limited editions, the word 'original' is easy
to bastardize," the master printmaker says. "What most of them make
are reproductions." Russell has earned the right to be prickly. As founder
and president of Durham Press, a t9-year-old print publishing house
in Bucks County, Pennsylvania, Russell has collaborated with well-
established painters, sculptors, and even poets, teaching them the
possibilities of printmaking. Russell-who worked with Andy Warhol in the
mid t98os-invites artists to stay at the bucolic Durham Press compound,
and devise works specifically for printing. "We give them access to
techniques like etching, hydraulic presses, woodblocks, and screen
printing," he says. "The prints we make with them are truly original works."

WarEn MUSTC Russell's work with Ray Charles White has been
particularly successful. White, a photographer who worked at Warhol's
lnterview magazine, teamed up with Russell for help on an ongoing
photo series called Sur/oce Iension. Using a process similar to silk-
screening, Russell transfers White's images of the surfaces of bodies
of water onto an aluminum substrate. (An example, "Eye on the World,"
page tzo). Aluminum reflects light in a way that canvas and paper do
not, enhancing the aquatic shimmer that White captures. "lt's really
a perfect marriage of material and subject," Russell says. White, in turn,
tips his hat to the unique facilities at Durham Press and to his friend,
saying, '!ean-Paul shook up my vision of photography." durhampress.com.

IWhite's prints will be exhibited at Senior & Shopmaker Gallery, NYC,
from November 8 to January 5. ztz-ztS-6l6l.l

A Printmaker Russell, right, and photographer White confer at Durham Press.
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AKAVAR* EUROPEAN WEIGHT-LOSS BREAKTHROUGH

(And we couldn't say it in print if it wasn't true!)
AUTOMATIC CATORIC RESTRICTION !
Sludy poiliciponls were specificolly told nol to oller their eoting hobits ond they still lo$ weight.

BODY

Here of lost is the news...
that millions of men and women plagued by
excess fat, flab and cellulite have been
waiting for. lf you need to lose weight... and
every weight-loss scheme you,ve tried has
tailed... itb time to forget anything and everything
anyone has ever told you about dieting before.
this is not marketing fantasy, this is scientific
fact, documented by published medical findings.
But there's more! ln recent months, thousands

country who have been overweight for years,..
have used the Akeva#20150 formulation and
have experienced a fantastic and incredible
loss of weight without ever ,,dieting,,... not even
for one day. Finally, automatic
caloric restriction is a reality.
So now you know, no matter
how much weight you
need to lose... whether
it's 10 pounds or
100 pounds.., you ,,4

have to start
somewhere, and
Aktivar-20/50 is the
fastest, easiest,
unconditionally
guaranteed way to
start you on your
journey to a thinner,
trimmet slimmer (and
much healthier) body.

I N"* Product Updote

Advertisement

A mojor medicol breokthrough...
has shattered the weight-loss barrier and a new generation of fast-acting caloric restrictors has been
born.'. but most significantly, this new generation of potent compounds has eliminated diet failure and
replaced it with guaranteed success. Akivar-20/50 makes up for years of overeating, years without
exercise, years without being able to push away the extra dessert or midnight snack and, most
importantly, years of embarrassment and a lack of self-confidence. lt's no wonder there,s been so
much excitement about Akevar-2olso, as men and women around the world, just like you, have
already discovered... there's no easier, more dramatic weightJoss compound available today. you
will not fail this time because the only thing you have to do is remember to take your easy-to-swallow
Akiivar-A)/50 capsules each and every day. That's it! There is nothing else to do, no other diet to buy.
Akavar-20/50 will do evefihing else for you.,. automatically... and that,s guaranteed. By this time,
you've probably heard about Akavar-20/50 or seen promotional material in newspapers, magazines
or on TV. lf you've been unable to find Akdvar-2o/so at your local pharmacy, it,s because of the
incredible worldwide demand for this patented, breakthrough formula. Your best bet is to order
Akiivar-20/50 directly from Dynakor pharmacal at: 1-800-538-0768 or www.AKAVAR2050.com. A

full o0-capsule supply is only 939.99.

STOP: Reod lhis belore you order!

When ordering any weight-loss formulation, know who you are dealing with. Dynakor
Pharmacal@ is a solid, established retail firm you can count on. we are members of the
Salt Lake City Chamber of Commerce and the prestigious Direct Marketing
Association. when you dial 1-800-s38-0269 (toll free), you will reach our own customer

: Service Center, not some hired order-taking service. When you call for product. 
information, you will speak to our trained customer service representatives who are
eager to help you and are familiar with our fine family of products. (By the way, our
customer service representatives work at our order processing centeG corporate

;: offices and central retail outlet... not some rented mailing address,) We keep all your

a personal information strictly confidential, unlike many companies who sell ,,you/,name

i and address to strangers for profit (they call it ,,theid, mailing list). We don't. We respect
' your privacy and appreciate your business. Remember, any guarantee (including those

tempting double- and triple-your-money-back promises) is only as good as the company
behind it. Dynakor pharmacal delivers exacfly what we promise, and

we sland 100% behind our guarantee. We won,t let you down.
(PS. The next time you're in Salt Lake City, stop by our offices

and see what products are being planned for the future.)

rtl*t3a
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Coll I -800-538-O768 or visit
www.AKAVAR2OS0.com

Advertisement

Rkiivor':20/50 litcrollg couses oxc@ss fot to
be pullad from bulging ports of gour bodg!

As Aldvor-2060 resticls coloric inlol(e lo
below your doily coloric requirement, you

literolly pull excess fol from 0ll over your

body, including youl woisl, hips,

lhighs ond buttocks (lhe bodt/s
notuml fol storoge sites)...
leoving your body thinnel,
trimmer ond sexier thon
you ever thought possible.

Aktivor-20150 helps tlrow

oul bulging pocleB of fol ond
prevents lhe fudhe] conversion ond

storqge ol excess fot oll ovel yout body.

This remoftobly effective formulolion

woil(S so losl ond is so eosy lo
use lhot belole you hove lime
lo become discouroged you

will hove losl pounds ond

inches of ugly, hord-lo-gel-ot,
ligure-desroying lot.

flktivor':2OA0 uill produce on

ertroordinorg, unporolblcd loss

of body urleight!

Aktivor-2060 is lne pefecl
weighlloss compound lor
tough weighl-loss problems.

This omozing formulolion is

lhe resull of yeors of inlensive
rcseorch ond scienlilic evoluolion.
Nol one, bul 0 teom of doctols worldng in

o lecognized medicol univercity discovered

lhe polent colofic-resticting quolilies ol the

Akiivor-2060 formulolion, ond lhe reseorch

te0m 0l Dynokor Phormocol@ is proud to

hove ployed o mojor role in bringing lhis new
generolion 0t fosl-ocling coloric resficlors to
the generol public... 0l on offordoble pilce.

:;]ij J.:.:.'+..: ! -:: .

Tests provo virtuollp l00o/o success

Thofs right. While no diel pillcon possibly work

lor everybody (thofs why lhere's o money-b0ck
guorontee), scienlilic documenlotion hos confirmed

thot virtuolly everyone in the sludy who used

Alrtivor-2060's octive compound (23 out of 24
porliciponls, lo be exocl) lost weight. The

reseorch resulB ore sl0ggering. ln 0

RBOUT conlrclled, rqndomized clinicolfii0l (the
'-':- I :_' ^ only type of proof occepted by borh
RHRVRR':20/50 scientific ond medicot communfies),

doctors lested o group of oveMeighl
potients. And omong lhose who took the oclive,

potented Aktivor-2060 compound, 23 oul0l
24 people losl 0 substontiol omounl of weighl.

But there's more! Not one of the subjects who

continued toking the oclive Akiivor-20/50 weighF
loss compound for 0 period of one full yeor

experienced rebound weighl goin. Nol
one! ln other words, Akiivor20/50

coused eosy, oulomolic weight
loss wilhoul colorie counting

0n entirelg neu.r generotion
of "dict pillJ'

An enlirely new generolion of powerful,

foolproof, bio-oclive weighl-loss

compounds lhol oulomoticolly ]educe

c0lofic inloke... eliminoting fodilionol
dieling, colorie counting, sttenuous

exercise, fod diels, supermorkel "mirocle"

pills, Joponese wonder diets, rubber

suils, belts, creoms or onylhing

else you hove everllied before.

A lull 60-copsule supply is only $39.99

LOSE POUNDS & INCHES! GUARANTEED!

TM

rrrt
INTRODUCING... AKAVAR'I 2ol50 "Fostesl, Eosiest weight loss Ever"

THE

SECRET

IS THE

FORIVIULA

Do not mistake

AkAvarl20/50 tor

any weight-loss

product you have

ever seen advertised

be{ore. Akevar-20/50

is a truly revolutionary

weight-loss

breakthrough.

Akivar-20/50 is

the onty weight-loss

compound thal works

automatically. There

is absolutely no need

to count calories, no

need to consciously

lower your caloric

intake, no need

for expensive, pre-

measured meals...

and no need to

give up your favorite

foods! Why? Because

Akivar-20/50

reduces caloric. '

intake... automatically!

fi9,99 TOR A TULL

6O.CAPSULE SUPPLY,

CALL r{0s538.0768

xo
-{

tso
-{

DYNAKOR

Our guoronlee cofl'
would hove (unlil now)

tso
-.1

Jor o full. prompl retund. Agoan,

PHAR,l,\ACAL"



Distinctiue Elements

moment just for you or an occasion to share with loved ones. Visit Don
Francisco coffeeTraders' online coffee store today to order extraordinary
coffee, get inspired by delicious recipes, or discover which beans fit you
best. www.don-f ra ncisco.com or ca I I 1 -800-697-JAVA (5282)

Pr"ornotiorr

Experience
A World Of
Delicious Coffee
This Holiday
Season!
Celebrate the season with
a very special collection
of holiday coffees with
flavors to savor holidays
past. present and future.
The collection features
Dark Chocolate Mint,
Cranberry Crdme, Apple
Crisp and Holiday Blend.
Developed especially
to embrace the holiday
spirit. these coffees are
the perfect end to a

holiday feast, or a pause
from your busy holiday
preparations. Enjoy a

Better Than Collagen
Developed by noted scientist, Dr.
Burt Ensley, DermaLastyl-B will make
wrinkles a thing of the past. Only
DermaLastyl-B contains a patented
combination of real human elastin,
the protein that gives skin its elasticity
and Selenium, a known anti-oxidant
and anti-carcinogen. DermaLastyl-B
helps repair photodamaged skin and
insures against new wrinkles. Collagen
boosters and sun-blocks aren't
enough. See what CBS, FOX and
NPF say. lt's wrinkle insurancel
www.dermalastyl.com or 1 -800-335-8565

Your Toothbrwsh Could Be
Making You Sick...
Germs call every part of your bathroom home, even
your toothbrush. So this cold season be proactive
and help keep everyone healthy with the new
DenTek Toothbrush San itizer. The battery powered
ultraviolet light kills up to 99% of "bugs,, including

Streptococcus, E. coli. and
Salmonella. lts compact size
fits all manual and power
toothbrushes and keeps them
covered and clean at home
and away! Look for it in the
toothbrush section of your
local Supercenter. For more
information visit
www. Hea lthyBrush.com.

Masterpieces From
Yowr Photos
Turn your favorite photos into
big, fun pieces of art! Choose
from 40 different designs
ranging from Warhol-style
to fun montages-printed
Iarge on canvas and custom
framed! Prlces starting at $128
www.photowow.com;
1-800-453-9333

Newest Science
ln Skin Care
DermaLastyl-Bx is clinical ly
proven to help wipe lines from
your face and prevent new
wrinkles from forming. lts
unique formulation includes
human Elastatropino plus
Hyaluronic Acid, Matrixyl
3000, Argireline and
Selenium. Volu nteers applied
DermaLastyl-Bx face cream
twice per day for 42 days,
which resulted in the following:
e Visibly noticeable youthfu I

appearance of skin
. Brightening (glow) response
of complexion
. Positive change in elasticity
and skin texture
o Reduction in the appearance
of wrinkles, with a reduction of
deep wrinkles by 45Y"

1-800-335-8565;
www.dermalastyl.com

Go to ShOpthispoge.cotTttor shopping, gossip, ond greot coupons

Stand In Comfort
Love to cook, but hate hard kitchen
floors? As seen on HGTV? "lWantThat!i
Gel Pro Mats are filled with a soft gel
material that makes standing on even
the hardest floor a pleasure. Designer
colors in traditional and exotic textures.
Available in many sizes and all mats
are stain-resistant and easy to clean.
Proudly made in the USA. lVlakes a

great gift for any cook, especially
those with back pain or arthritis.
Order today at www.gelmats.com, or
cal I 1-866-GEL-MATS (435-62871. visit: w $x ex pxthis&x *&q:f::*_ffiffi 
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L Lcarn Locate
l-{ousE a GaRDEN's SHoPPTNG GurDE

WHERE TO BUY WHAT'S IN THIS ISSUE, PLUS A FEW SURPRISES

SHopptNG Tr{E TnaoE
The following design centers have decorating
services that can be accessed by the public,

BosroN Dsstox CENrsn Designers on call;
open to the public. 6r7-j38-5o62.

Cxrcaoo's MEpcxlNotss Manr Only the
kitchen and bath showrooms are open to the
public. 8oo-677-6278.

DEcoRATTvE Csxren Housrox Referral
service. 7rj-96r-r27'1.

Desrox Cexren oF rHE AMERrcAs, DaNra
BEAcH, FL Referral service; by appointment
only. 954-921-7575.

NEw YoRK DEstGN CENTEq Referral service:
by appointment only. ztz-726-97o8.

NEw YoRK's D&D BUtLDtNG Referral service;
open to the public.ztz-759-6891.

PactFtc DEstGN Cexren, Los AxGst-gs Referral
service; open to the public. Jlo-J6o-6418.

SaN Fnaxctsco DestcN CExren Referral
service; open to the public.4r5-49o-5888.

SEATTLE Dpstox Cexrrn Referral servicer
open to the public. seattledesigncentercom.

WasxrNctoN Destor.t CENrpn Referral
service; open to the public. 202-646-6100.

All retail sources follow. lf a company is

not listed under its corresponding page number,
and for all fabric sources, see To the Trade,
In This lssue.

COVER
Wardrobe: Anna Bingemann. l{air: Thomas
Hintermeier for Art Department. Makeup:
Charlotte Willer for Art Department.
Ottoman: Hickory Chair. hickorychair.com.
Sofa: Odessa, Les Migrateurs. Fabric: on
sofa, Manuel Canovas's Brasilia in Perle,
through Cowtan & Tout. Fabric: on bolsters,
Manuel Canovas's Nice in Pensee, through
Cowtan & Tout. Tables: Jacqui tea tables,
Bungalow 5. bungalow5.com.

DOMESTIC BLISS
5I AT HoME WIru ... MARCUS SAMUELSSoN

aquavit.org. 52 Pepper mills: also try
eBay for vintage pieces. ebay.com.
40 AT THE TaBLs Fabric: on table. Palma
Damask in Purple, Claremont. Napkin:
Barberini in Natural, ga3, Anichini. 8oo-555-
53o9. 42 Table: City table, g4,zoo, Property,
NYC. 9u-237-orz3. propertyfurniture.com.
52 l-{EApr oF Dsstox Architects: Behun/
Zifl NYC. 212-292-6233. behunziff.com.
Organization: Baby Buggy, NYC. ztz-zso-
tlll. babybuggy.org. Rug: Dots rug, $3oo, CB2.
800-606-6252. Chairs: Gilbert in White,
$5o, IKEA. ikea.com. Chair: Patchwork, gzoo,

Urban Outf itters. urbanoutfitters.com.
Shelves: Container Store. containerstore.com.

Computerr Best Buy. bestbuy.com.
5E OENo Fttg Wines: The Grapes of Roth.
631-725-7999. thegrapesof roth.com.
Bedell Cellars. bedellcellars.com. Channing
Daughters. Columbus Circle Liquoa NYC.
212-2 47 -o7 64. colu m buscirclewine.com.
Acker Merrall & Condit Co., NYC.2t2-787-
'Uoo. ackerstore.com. Amagansett Wine
& Spirits. 631-267-3939. Domaine Franey
Wines & Spirits, East Flampton. 631-324-0906.
McNamara Liquors, Bridgehampton.
65r-5J7-r2Jo. Lenz Winery. 8oo-974-9899.
lenzwine.com. Wolffer Estate. 63r-557-

5to6. wolffer.com. Paumanok Vineyards.
631 -7 22-88c o. pa u ma no k.co m.

58 AT TttE Bap Glass: Palladium cocktail glass,
crystal, gtto. tiffany.com.
68 DEstGN MtNo Architect: Ghiora Aharoni
Design Studio LLC, NYC. 212-255-1511.

ghiora-aharoni.com. 70 Architect: Studio
Sumo, Long lsland City, NY.718-392-2226.
studiosumo.com. llair and makeup; Richard
Cooley for Utopia. Wardrobe: Kristen
Naiman. Architect: Work Architecture
Company, NYC. 212-228-15J3. work.ac. Hair
and makeup: Chico for Jump Management.
Wardrobe: Kristen Naiman.

PRINCE OF THE CITY
IOO Rrcxano METER, oF Rrcuano MErER &

Panrxsns AncHrrscrs LLP, NYC. 212-967-606o.
www.richardmeier.com. I05 Armchair:
Vanity Fair, Poltrona Frau. frauusa.com.

SWAN DIVE
I08 Wardrobe: Anna Bingemann.
Hain Thomas l.lintermeier for Art
Department. Makeup: Charlotte
Willer for Art Department. Builder
and architectural designer:
Michael Minkofl Washington, D.C.

202-966-7 8oo. Stonework: Morel li

Contracting LLC, Middlesex, NJ.

752-356-88oo. Shadasr th roughout,
Lutron. lutron.com. Outdoor
furniture: Veneto three-seat sofa,
g4,625. Veneto lounge chairs, $t,883
each. Veneto cocktail table, gt,t4o.

All from the Exterior Loom collection at
Janus et Cie. janusetcie.com. Vase:
Jonathan Adler. jonathanadler.com.
'lIO Pendants: Property, NYC. 917-257-0123.
III Chair: Hickory Chain hickorychair.com.
Table: Directions. directionsS6.com. Lamp:
John Derian Company, NYC. ztz-671-3gtl.
johnderian.com. Art: Ann Carrington.
anncarrington.co.uk. II2 Sofas and tabler
Domus Design Collection, NYC. 2r2-685-o8oo.
ddcnyc.com. Chair: l{ollywood Regency
chair in black and white Suzani fabric, Madeline
Weinrib Atelier, NYC. 212-473-3ooo, ext.78o.
Vases: Calypso Home. calypso-celle.com.
Carpet: Stark Carpet. Photographs: "White
Vine, Sag Harbor, t998." "Parking Lot with
White Line, Marshfield, 1998." "Tree with Sign,
Marshfield,1998." All by David Armstrong.

l'13 Chandelier: large pink Blossom chandelier
by Tord Boontje for Swarovski Crystal Palace,

$3Z50o, through Moss. mossonline.com.
Plates: Stencil bone china tableware in pink,
gtoo for five-piece place setting, Calvin Klein
Home. ztz-zgz-gooo. Plates: CBz. cbz.com.
Stemware: Lifetime Brands, lnc. 800-999-2811.
Candelabra: Anthropologie. 8oo-5o9-25oo.
Table linans: General Home Store, East
Hampton, NY 63r-J24-94oo. Glagges:
Moroccan lmports from Marrakesh, NYC.
212-242-2319. 114 Chandeliers: Birgit
lsrael, London. o11- 44-207-376-7255. Counter3:
Remik Studio, Brooklyn, NY 9U-6o9-5187.
Stove: Jade Range. jaderange.com. Butcher
block: Bally Block Co. 610-845-7511.

116 Fabrics: canopy, Sari in Saffron; curtains,
Patra in Robin's Egg; curtains and headboard,
Chunari in Fuschia. All by Raoul Textiles.
Bedding: Donna Karan Home. donnakaran.com.
Fleadboard: Ballard Designs. 8oo-5J6-755r.
ballarddesigns.com. Monogramming: Lori Jayne
Monogramming and More. 561-5'14-9r99.
Table: Silver removable tray table, Calypso
Home. calypso-celle.com. Bedr Usona,
Philadelphia, pA. 215-496-0440. usonahome
.com. Table: Muse side table by Wendell
Castle, through Dennis Miller Associates.
Beddingr Donna Karan llome. donnakaran.com.
Wallpaper: Wook Kim, Brooklyn, NY.

wookkim.com. ll7 Flammock: Cocoon hammock
with Terrace base, $19,5oo. Curtain set,

$465. Both by Janus et Cie. janusetcie.com. F

A This delicate ink
painting, Yesterdog,
by Hugo Guinness,
is perfect for
Paltrow's Hamptons
home. gtt,ooo,
from John Derian,
NYC. 212-677-3917.

)A shell-inlaid
accent table adds
an exotic note
to Paltrow's rooms.
gz,7oo, Wunderley,
available at William
Wayne & Co.,
NYC. 8oo-3r8-3435.

o
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Lovc Lcarn Locate
l-lousE a GanopN s SuopptNc GuloE

EYE ON TI{E WORLD
I2O Btet MoNNAHAN, Easton, PA. bibimonnahan
.com. EsrEe LauoER esteelauder.com. l{air:
Almog for Almog Beauty Salon. Makeup: Frances
Hathaway for Jump Management. Chair: by Eileen
Gray from Ecart lnternational, available exclusively
through Ralph Pucci lnternational. ralphpucci.net.
Table: Vintage, by David Schaefer for the Furniture
Company. Bust, on table, Les Vrsiteurs d'it6, Just
Eecquet, by Henri L6on Greber, g3,5oo, through
Moss. mossonline.com. Vage: under table, Djerba
Sphera vase, La Table Hermds. hermes.com.
Art: right, Fqcodes on Paper ll (Nikko) by Roland
Fischer, through Durham Press. durhampress
.com. Pillow: covered in a Pucci scarl I2l Blanketr
vintage l{ermds. Art Lococo Fine Art Publisher,
St. Louis, lnO. 314-994-024o. lococofineart.com.
I22 Photograph: AIbert Watson. albertwatson
.net. Lamp: by Felix Aublet, from Ecart
lnternational, available exclusively through Ralph
Pucci lnternation al. 212-633-c.452. 123 Lamp:
Liz O'Brien, NYC. 2r2-755-J8oo. Pendanfu Saucer
Bubble lamp by George Nelson, g266, through
Unica Home. unicahome.com. I24 Bed linens:
Olatz, NYC. olatz.com. Bed and side table:
And16 Joyau. andrejoyau.com. Blankets: vintage
Herm6s. 125 Desk lamp: reproduction Edouard-
Wilfred Buquet lamp, available through Wyeth,
NYC. ztz-zu3-J66t. Globe: vintage, Wyeth,
NYC. Chair: vintage, Wyeth, NYC. Sconce: B-4
It Was Cool Antiques, NYC. zrz-zrg-or39.

Advertisement

ORDER!

Io 0n (onlo(l
(osey (orden

866-241 -0366 or 212-530457 9

MAN OF DISTINCTION
l3O THoM^s O'BRIEN, AERo, NYC.2t2-966-
'l5oo. www.aerostudios.com. O'Brien designs
for Hickory Chair, Reed & Barton, Safavieh,
and Visual Comfort & Co. also available through
Aero. Mantel: custom waxed oak and dark
Emperador marble fireplace surround by
Thomas O'Brien/Aero Studios. I3I Table: l{ickory
Chair. hickorychair.com. 828-324-t8ot. Bed:
vintage Russel Wright, refinished in ebony
brown. Artr on wall, includes a vintage celestial
chart by Rand McNally, ca. tgao (top left), and a

photograph by lrving Penn, purchased from
Sotheby! (beneath chart). Chair: original DCW
chair by Charles and Ray Eames, ca. t947.
Pedestal: vintage, Aero. Screens: custom sizes,
available at Aero. I32 Glasses: A. R. Trapp lnc.,
NYC.212-252-689o. Lamp: Visual Comfort & Co.,
Houston, TX. 7lJ-686-5999. Columnr antique oak
pedestal, ca. tgth century, displaying a Chinese
white glazed jar from the early Ming era, Joel J.

Mathieson Antiques and Fine Art, NYC. zrz-JaS-
7q77.Sloolz Two-Toned, by O'Brien for Target.
target.com. I33 Vase: Pampaloni, Miami Beach.
Jo5-695-937o. Art on wall: includes photographs
taken by O'Brien and a picture of Constantin
Brancusi in his design studio. Sculpture: on top
shelf, ancient Chilean hard stone sculpture of a

locust, ca.'noo-l5oo, purchased at Throckmorton
Fine Art, NYC. zrz-zz3-to59. I54 Stool: painted
plaster side table by John Dickinson, ca. t97o.
Ball: Title Boxing black leather medicine ball.
titleboxing.com. Chair: behind table, vintage, ca.
tg5o, Aero, in Venetia Velvet in Pearl, by Thomas
O'Brien for Groundworks/Lee Jofa. 155
Tableware: Tiago collection by Thomas O'Brien
for Reed & Barton. Soo-J4j-t38s. Also available
through Bloomingdale's. bloomingdales.com.
Tray: Similar available at Aero. Napkins: striped
linen, Sara Japanese Pottery, NYC. 212-772-3243.
I57 Photograph: right center, "Male Nude
with Glass Sphere, Hollywood," by Herb Ritts,
from Throckmorton Fine Art. l58 Sroxlrung
Sryle Pedestal: custom-made step profile
designed by O'Brien, available at Aero.
139 Sculpture: Tibetan gilded and painted lion/
dog, ca. t76o, from Joel J. Mathieson.

CORRECTIONS
October zoo7, page 156r sculpture on
mantel, Dimensionol No. ll Ege, in cast bronze

To rsE TRaoe: lN Tr.ls lssue
FABRICS Chesney's

Claremont 646-840-0609

212-486-12s2 Decorative Crafts

Cowtan & Tout 8oo-45l-4455

212-753-4488 Dennis Miller
Edelman Leather Associates

860-550-96c)c) 212'684-oa7o

F. Schumacher & Co. Holly Hunt
8oo-523-l2oo 212-755-6555

L{inson & Co_ Jonas
212-688-5538 212'691-2777

Holland & Sherry LamP Works
212-355-6241 8a7'295-76oo

John Rosselli &
Associates
212-59s-2o60

Lee Jofa
888-533-5632

Raoul Textiles 212-683-8399
310-657-4931 stark carpet
Zollany 212-7s2-9ooa
212-319-7220 Tai Ping
FURNITURE 212'e7e-2233

Bungalow 5 Vaughan
2or-4o5-r8oo 2t2-319-7o7o

by Adam P. Gale, San Francisco. 415-846.
9z47.PaEe 158: French parchment screen
and ltalian Klismos chairs, both vintage,
Benjamin Storck, Ltd.. San Francisco.415-
863-1777. page 1613 vintage brass ottoman,
ca. t97os, Benjamin Storck. Page t65:
Italian gllt-iron center table, ca. t94os,
Therien & Co., San Francisco.4t5-956-
885o. Plaster horse-head sculpture, ca.
tggos, Benjamin Storck.

The preceding is a list of some of the products,
manufacturers, distributors, retailers, and
approximate list prices in this issue. While extreme
care is taken to provide correct information,
House & Gorden cannot guarantee information
received from sources. AII information should
be verified before ordering any item. Antiques,
one-of-a-kind pieces, discontinued items, and
personal collections may not be priced, and some
prices have been excluded at the request of the
homeowners. -pRODUCED BY CHLOE LIESKE

Les Migrateurs
212-966-8208

Red Egg
536-887-5s4r

Safavieh
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(Cont.fronpage 8z) to college I made
friends who were deeply involved in
causes, and their passion and commit-
ment really affected me," he says.

"Giving moneywill always be vital, but
what I've come to realize-and what I
hope to show others-is that philan-
thropy also means giving of yourself."

One ofthe younger Laurent sharpest

insights was to see how the company's
resources-material and mental-
could be used to support charitable
efforts. Thke the insulation that the
Lauren team installed in the Bronx: it
was made from recycled blue jeans.

Through a nationwide drive, the foun-
dation collected more than 2o,ooo
pairs ofpants, including those donated
by celebrities such as Sheryl Crow,
Gwen Stefani, and Lindsay Lohan, and

paid to have them processed into
insulation. (Though more expensive
than standard fiberglass insulation,
denim is eco-friendly and free ofcar-
cinogens and formaldehyde, and it
provides better thermal protection
and noise-proofing.) The effort pro-
duced 8o,ooo square feet of insula-
tion- ro,ooo of which went to Habitat
for Humanity sites in the Bronx and
the rest to Habitat homes built on the
Gulf Coast to replace houses destroyed
by Hurricane Katrina.

n the other side ofthe coin,
David Lauren has used his
talents in marketing to pro-
mote the work of some 4o

smaller social, cultural, and educational
nonprofit groups. A member of each
of those organizations-which range
from Team Revolution, a Canarsie,
Brooklyn, youth center that fosters
leadership skills, to tach for America,
a nationwide association that serves

as a kind ofeducational Peace Corps,
recruiting recent college graduates to
make a two-year pledge to teach in an

underserved community- appeared
in a print ad for Polo jeans along with
a statement, in the member's own
words, about the goals of his or her
group. "'W'e wanted to show the pub-
lic role models, not fashion models,"
Lauren says. "These are cool, commit-
ted people. The ads were a way to make
volunteerism hip." Polo Ralph Lauren
donated a percentage of clothing sales

to the groups, but the true value to
the organizations was exposure. "The
ads were bold and so inspiring," says

Michael Vea, who represented Teach
forAmerica. 'At a time when our soci-
ety was consumed in negativity, the
campaign injected a strong dose of
inspiration and optimism. It encour-
aged consumers to be the change, to
give back andvolunteer. Davidwas the
person behind all of this."

espite the size of the firm
his father founded, when it
comes to philanthropy, David
Lauren says, "we're very grass-

roots around here. Nothing's too insig-
nificant for us, whether it's my dad
coming out to help paint a mural in a

school or our artists helping to sketch
out plans for a community garden."
Polo volunteers participate in all spe-

cies of AIDS walks and charity fun
runs, but, Lauren says, many of the
smaller, hands-on projects are the most
satisrying. At the foundation's incep-
tion, Ralph Lauren expressed a desire
that its work reflect American values,

and one of these was quickly identi-
fied as education. The organization
now has an extensive adopt-a-school
program in which, Lauren says, "we use

our competencies to meet a school's
needs." The foundation runs ayearly
Fashion School where Polo staffers
teach students every aspect of the
business: how clothinggoes from being
a design on a sketch pad to a garment
on a store shelf. As for small-scale,
practical philanthropy, when the new
Excellence Charter School in Brooklyn
opened, Polo Ralph Lauren designed
and donated uniforms, complete with
neckties. (The clothes, it should be

noted, aren't branding tools; they don't
bear the Polo logo.)

Asked what makes his work worth-
while, David Lauren says: "Volunteering
builds a sense of openness and a real
dialogue between mysel{ my peers,
and those we are helping. It teaches
you compassion." Oscar Cohen, execu-

tive director of the Polo Ralph Lauren
Foundation and an educator, offers
a more wistful take: "Does our work
change lives? I don't know. It might.
I hope so. I know whose lives it does

change-mine and Davidt." E
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MAN OF DISTINCTION
(Cont. {rom page ry6) grew tp.Though,
in manyways, I'm still in art school."

Besides knowing what to collect,
O'Brien is also a master at presenta-
tion, a skill honed through merchan-
dising Aero since its opening in r9gz.
"Presentation is about creating a story,"
O'Brien says bywayof explanation. For
example, speaking of his New York City
residence (he owns another home in
Bellport, Long Island), he observes: "In
the way the artwork is hung, there are

relationships and considerations about
what gets put together. To move things
around here is a two-ladder operation."

Logistics aside, making changes
to decor is not a task he takes lightly
Plucking this or replacing that is tan-
tamount to disturbing a finely wrought
personal narrative. The portrait wall
over the fireplace, for instance, is like
a dossier on O'Brien's character-it
illuminates his knowledge of art, his
inclusive tastes (though he seems

to draw the line at ornate styles like
Baroque or Rococo), and his quasi-
bohemian predilection for artfully dis-
ordered display (the screens on which
some of the art hangs were inspired
by those in Mondrian's studio). It's
the sort of deliberate, directed process

that characterizes all areas of O'Brient
operation- retail, product design, and

interior design. "EverJthing gets equal

attention," he says. "It's all about what
I like, what I'm drawn to. I sketch
things for Thrget in the same way I
think about a design for Hickory Chair
or a custom-made piece for a client."

IThich is why, Gambrel notes,
O'Brien's products don't feel watered
down when they reach the mass-market

level. "The fact that he appeals to cus-

tom clients as well as a general audi-
ence is part of his craft," he says. Adds
Filicia: "I thinkThomas sees himself as

a brand: the face ofthe next generation
of designers. He has certainly inspired
me in that regard."

All of these successes require his
planning and dedication, which can

be traced to the philosophy captured
in that frame above the kitchen win-
dow. 'Agarden doesnt get great by not
working on it," says O'Brien, coining an

aphorism of his own.
Jorge S. Arango is o New York-bosed
writer ond stg/ist.
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LET'S lelK ABour enr.After several months ofacclima-
tization (which is to say, sloth) on the'West Coast, I decided it
was high time to get a dose of Kubur (which is to say culture) in
my life. So one fine day I headed off to the LosAngeles County
Museum ofArt for an afternoon of Dan Flavin light sculptures
and mastodons bathing in the nearby La BreaTar Pits.

It was, for the most part, a jolly expedition. Architecturally,
the LACMA complex is a fascinating mash-up of styles from the
mid-r96os to the present. The three original pavilions from 1965,

by architect \Tilliam Pereira, still look prerry great, although
some unfortunate renovations (specifically the glazing) cheapen
the integrity of the late-modernist design. The 1986 addition by
Hardy Holzman Pfeiffer Associates has a few admirable quali-
ties, but this exercise in haute'8os postmodernism ultimately
strikes me as more kitsch than kool. (I can'\Mrap my head around
the fields ofglass block and the peculiar terra-cotta columns-
fine period pieces, both-but the distressed green railings are
simplyunredeemable.) Phase I of the latest addition, designed
by Renzo Piano, will not open until next year, but the outline
of the sober, elegant scheme (oh so Renzo!) is already discern-
ible behind the construction cranes. It will undoubtedly make
an excellent counterpoint to the nutty Pavilion forJapanese Art
desrgned by the great American eccentric Bruce Gof{

The real letdown of my LACMA experience was the Abby
and AIan D. Lely Museum Store. Ite had a beef with museum
gift shops ever since I was a novice aesthete and shopaholic
growing up in Baltimore. Museums are always squawking about

ev MnvEn Rus

making art more accessible to the public, and theirgift
shops should be the perfect place to press forward with
that mission. \ilZhat child's imagination would fail to
be ignited by, say, a Mona Lisa beaded curtain, Andy
Warhol cow wallpaper, orJeff Koons folded balloon
sculptures made of real balloons? Sadly, as LACMA
demonstrates, the inventory at most museum gift
shops is as stale as last week's challah. The LACMA
mix includes a sad-sack assortment of craft fair clocks
and vases, those ubiquitous Alessi teapots and juicers,
miniatures ofgreat modernist chairs (the sine qua non
ofevery tragic, faux-arty boutique), and, to top it all
off, some small, cash-and-carry glass pieces by Dale
Chihuly Is it asking too much for a museum shop to
carty a few tchotchkes that are both sweet and site-
specific? At LACMA I was hoping for snow globes
with saber-toothed tigers and cheap netsuke repro-
ductions-not scented candles. Abby and Alan Levy
deserve better, and so does the public.

I fared much better at the Museum of Contemporary
Art in downtown Los Angeles. Although the galleries were unex-
pectedlyclosed for an installation on the day of myvisit, I enjoyed
a perfectly satisf,ing afternoon of art and commerce at MOCAs
excellent gift shop. Alongwith the usual suspects-monographs,
postcards, Murakami soccer balls - I discovered a wide array of
distinctive art novelties and objets de oertu that don't turn up in
everycard shop and souvenir stand in GreenwichVillage. Mytop
finds included a collection of maquettes of unfami-liar modernist
buildings in Israel, such as the Shalom Meir Tower in Tel Aviv
and a "typical Bauhaus-style tenement on Ben'Gurion Street,

Jerusalem." Talk about great stocking stuffers!
The fun doesnt stop there. MOCAS shop had something I'd

never before encountered in a museum store: real art by estab-
lished artists. They offer, for example, a Christopher\7ool print
in a limited edition of 45 for $r,7oo each, unframed. I suppose
the concept wouldnt have seemed so shocking if my imagination
hadnt been whittled away by the endless parade of Monet cal-
endars and cheesy Picassoid scarves in museum stores across the
world. And after all, isnt so much contemporary arr about the
blurring of artificial boundaries between art and commerce?

Finally, I found one thing at MOCA that I absolutely musr
have: Little Friend, an insane talking plush toy by Mike Kelley
one of my favorite artists. XThen you squeeze the twisted hob-
goblin, it says adorable things like "I'm not garbage. Tieat me
nice" and "You're my little sissy" Note to Tesry fans: The holidays
are fast approaching.Just imagine how happy my Hanukkah will
be knowing that I'm someone's little sissyz
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r68 Ghouseandganlen.com See other recent Testy Tastemaker columns online.


